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ABSTRACT 
Unrelated families of repetitive DNA were identified in thc genome of A~Iantic 
salmon (Solmo tolor) and characterized. 
I) A segment of DNA containing a single B,qn repat tmdcm army wnr iwlalnl 
from a genamis library. Dgn repeals comprise 2.3% of the S ,mlur genome tmd were 
found in the vicinity of tDNA genes. Southnn blot hybridivtion detcels n homulogw 
of the Atlantic salmon Bgn repeat in the bmwn tmul (Solmo ,,,,!,a) genome hut #not in 
other salmonids. However, a DNA fragmmt with xqucnce homology Lo part of the 
Bpn repeat has k n  isolaled from &tic charr (Hartley and Davidsan 1994). Tho BgIl 
repeat also detects RFLPs in Atlantic salmon. 
2) Tcl tmspororlike sequences are present in salmon, tmul, and chnrr s p i e s  
and may belong to several families lhat do not fallow phylogonetic linn. As many e9 
15,OW copies reside in the Atlantic salmon haploid genome. The eomplele DNA 
sequence of one transposan-like element (SALTI) in Atlantic solmon is 1535 hen: pain 
long. It contains Lenninal inverted repeats and adegenerate open reading f rmc of 1273 
nucleotides who* i n f e d  amino acid oequenu: shares homology with transposases 
from Caeno~hobdifls sp, and Dmsophilo sp. Zoo blot analysis indicates lhat Tci 
transpparon-like sequences are present in alhar lower vertebrales including ~everal fish 
and amphibians but the copy number cm vary significantly in dilfcrent linwges. 
3) Members of Ihe Nhel family share a g m t  deal of sequencz similarity with 
one another and with mmrponding e l m e n s  prusnt in brown lmut (over 95% 
identity). There elements, which comprise more than 1.2% of the Atlantic salmon 
genome, do not exist in long tandem arrays as is typical of saldlite DNA. Subfamily 
structure exism and there is evidence that members of the same subfamilies arc found 
in bath Saho species. Sequences homologous to the NheI repeat are losated within a 
1424-bp segment inserted immediately dawnrtream of the 5' end of aTcl  tranrposan- 
like sequence isolated fmm Atlantic salmon ( M i a  el al. 1994). 
4) Various minislellite and other short tandem repeat loci were characterized. 
Southem blot analysis of the phylagenetic dimibution of a mbset of the minisatellites 
indisatcs one squencc a be pcrvasivc among vencbrates, others prment only in 
Snlmoninac or Salmonidac species, and one selectively amplikied in Atlantic salmon. 
Their vnlue iu probes for detecting variable number tandem repeat bci is sssepsed. 
Evidence exists for coevolution of microsalellite and ninisatellile arrays at same loci. 
LIST O F  ABBREVIATIONS 
bp, base pair($; kb, kilabane(s) or 1000 bp: IGS. intngeni; spacer: ITR. invend 
terminal repeat: LTR, long terminal repeat; Ma, million years ago: NOR. nuclcoiar 
organizining region; nt, nucteosde(s); OW, open rrading fmme: PPGE, pulsed lisld gel 
electraphoresir: PCR, polymerase chain reaction; rDNA. DNA coding for ribosomal 
RNA, RAPD, randomly amplified polymorphic DNA, RFLP, mtriction.fngn~nlcnt lcnglh 
polymorphism; SDS. d i u m  dodecyl sulfate; SSC. 0.15 M NaCIlO.015 M Ngeitmc. 
pH 7.6: SSM, slipped-strand mispaicing; W R  variable number tnndem repeals 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Repetitive DNA in r ukayo tn  
A large portion of the eukayote genome in comprised of repetitive, non-eoding 
DNA sequences, ranging in mmplexily from Wo to thousands of t~uclcotides (nt) and 
existing as both tandem mays and dirpemed copies (Singer 19112). Systems rot 
classifying rrptitivc DNA ars based in part on rrpstition frequency. ORcn it is 
difficult to estsblish uue copy number for a repeat family and it is common lo 
categorize them as of high (in the case of the human genome, 10' copies). moderato 
(loa to 10' copies) and law (less Ihan 100 mpies) npetilivenes Repetilivc 
eompnents wae uaditionally studied by na8rociatian kinetics (Cot curve 
anaiyses)(Brillen and Kohns 1968) and isopyfnic rrnwifvgation (Waring and Brilten 
1966). These provide only mugh Mimales of copy number. Many families havc 
highly divergent members and qumssr with I c u  than 70% sequencc idsntily would 
not be detected under most hybridization conditions. The members permitted in s 
family therefore will vary according to UK hyb"diZ81ion Stdngency used in the DNA 
reassmiation analyses. 
Pmilies of repeat elements are also identified by their xqusncc mmplexily and 
gaomc dispersion. When the idmlitication in b a d  upan restriction nnalyxs and 
direot sequence data, a more realistic p i m  of genome organization is porsibic than 
fmm Cqt curve analyses. Commonly recognized ~Megories include thc following: 
1) mult iapy coding genes such as rDNA and histone gene clustea. 
2) short array. of simple motifs, oflen found in thc f l d i n g  regions ( m h  as in 
I 
pmmolers snd enhancers) or intmns of coding g e n s  
3) dispnsed repelilve elemmt.. found aJ idated copier f l d e d  by no"-elated DNA. 
included arc DNA ~ p o m n s ,  remVanspownn (including, in the teminology of 
Singer (1982). LINES, long interspersed nucieotide sequences), retroporons (including 
SINES, short interspersed nucleotide rsqumcss) and pmwsred pseudogenes. It is 
believed that lransposition events determine the proliferation of these seqances. These 
may inwlvc a) direct excision of an dement fallowed by Rinsertion into a new 
location, orb) revem Vanscription of an RNA copy of the element. 
4) highly repeated sequences exidng in tandsm anayr. In the case of humm, this 
gmup represent. at least 10% of the genome (Willard 1989). It includea a) "classical" 
satellite DNA, and b) shon sequence repeats, existing as arrays interspmed thmughout 
the genome, the minisatellites and misrasatatellites. 
1.2 lotempend rlrmrnta 
The diseovecy of mobile genetic clement. radically altered the view that 
genomcs were -tic entities parring essentially unchanged from one generation to the 
next. Tmpusuble element. have been classified depending upon whether their 
movement within the geoo1,s requires an RNA inmediate and rev- Vanscriptsse 
(class I, reVatranspolonl or retmposom) or a DNA intemxdiste (class 11, transposons) 
(Finnegw 1985, 1989). 
Unlike rehovinws, refmhanqosabie elemenla da not appear ospable of 
transmisloo b e w n  cells, probably because lhq lack the em, pnr able to cmode 
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envelope glycopmteinr. (An env-like sequence may exist in the 17.6 clement of 
D~osophilo; King 1992). Although structurally quite diverse, three major classes have 
bees recognipd: I) thme containing long termid repsots (LTRs) flanked by shon 
inverted repaa of co&t sire charaetedstic of each element and multing from target 
site sequence duplication. Two main groups have been identified and m c d  nRsr thcir 
original Drosophilo members: the Copiolike elements, include Ty of yeast and nro aim 
present in flowering plams, and Gypsy-like elemmu, harbaured by slime mold, ye&. 
planw, insects md vmehrates (Xieng and Eickbluh 1990: King 1992); 2) those lacking 
LTRs, and having target dte duplications of varying sire and an A-rich 3' rogion ( e . ~  
F, G, Dac, Jookey and I elements of DrosophiIo, ingi of nypOnn~(~na, Txl of Xrnopur, 
the Cin4 element of maire, and the LME-l family of mammals). For reviews w 
Weher el al. (1986), chapters in Berg and Howe (1989). md Singer and Berg (19911: 
3) wme fungal gmup I1 mitachrondrial idmns and a grnn algae plastid (Lmbowilz 
1989, Psrlman d al. 1989, for review). Daolialc st al. (1989) and Xiong and Bickbush 
(1990) have explored be phylagenaic relationships and evolution of rctromspasans 
based on sequence analysis of their revase tranaripme genes. 
The moMm of transposition for retrqene9 or rstmpomnn is unclear, as lhcy 
Ulemgelves do not reverse m r i p t a s e  and, far mobilization, may rsquls  it 
supplied in rmns by relmviruses or auotranrposons. This group includes proccsscd 
pseudogenes which may be copies of mRNAs or, ar wib be SINE-like elements, smsli 
nuclear RNAs such ar lRNA or 7SL RNA (Delningcr 1989). 
Class I1 mobile elmentp, or mqosans, s u p r t  their own Vanspasition. hut do 
3 
not encode reverse lranseripfaoe and probably move lhmugh a DNA intermediate. 
Thex ere typically flanked by rhon inverted rspeau and contoin one or more op;n 
reading  frame^ (OW$; included are the insmion (IS) elements of bacteria, P, hobo, 
and marina of Dmsophlla species, Activator-Dissociation (Ae-Ds), Spm and Mu 
elements of msize. Taml, Tam2 and Tam3 elements in Anliwhlnurn maM, and Tcl, 
TcZ and Tc3 elements in C. elqonr. Son~c class I1 members, generally know as 
"foldbask" elonem, are almost entirely inverted repeats: FB elements of Dro~ophila, 
TU elements of sea urchins, and T4 elements of nematodes (see chapters in Berg and 
Howe 1989: Fimsgan 1985, 1989). Although common in bacteria, plants and 
invertebrates, l ranspom vnlil recently were u h w n  in vertebrates. Elements mlated 
to the T c l  family of VanSposons in nematodsa and Dmsophiia haw now been found 
in the genomes of a primitive AgnaIhan fish (Heierhont el al. 1992) end madem teieost 
fish (Henikoff 1992: Radicc el al. 1994). It is this group of intnspersed repats which 
an the concern of Chapter 5. 
Although a m p a b l e  elements have been found in xpmrentatives of every 
order of aganirm, the dishihution of a &articular mobile element does not always 
follow the expected phylogenetic paftem (Robertson 1993). This has complicated 
classification schemer, whish tended lo  define many mall families within olaor I and 
class 11 transponable elements based on the svycme of their terminal repeal% their 
horts, and their mechanism of uansposilion. 
Tmsposons for example, mu* encode an enzyme thsf is rquired for the 
integration of the element into Ule genome, This has provided anolha means of 
A 
classification that is b a d  on a cornpariron o f  the genes fm the t m n s m ~ e .  and 
integrasw. For uample, sequence similarities among the transparoses ol the Tcl 
elsmenU of Coenorhohfilis, the mariner transposm of D,vsophiiu, and IS630 of 
Shigelio, indicated that the m e m h  of t h e  families o f  tmspmns \wrc pnrt of a 
superfamily (Henikoff 1992). Similarly, the identification ofeonservcd essential ;\mino 
acids in t m s p o w s  and inlegrarer allowed families of retraviruses, rctrotnnspasuns 
and IS elements to be linked (Kuikosky el nl. 1992). The "D,D35B" mdif n p p r s  to 
exiat in every inlegrm and uansposasc examined lo date (Doak el nl. 1994). but 
whether this is evidence for a common ancestor of all transposnblc eiemcnls or 
convergent evolution of enzyme function is still opn for debate. 
The ob~rvation that a tranrporable elemenl found in one organism may b. 
absent 60m clarly related o p i s m s  but present in organisms that m svoluliannriiy 
dismtiy related is an enigma This is thc case for nomo transposable clsmenls in 
insects snd thex obsnvations have implicated both ~ R i c a l  tmrmision and harimnlol 
osnrfer in the evolution of uanspomns (Daniels el ai. 1990; Houck at al. 1991; Plnvcll 
and Smilh 1992; R o h o n  1993: Clark atal. 1994)). 
1.3 Satellite DNA 
1.1.1 Typcs 
Tandemiy repsated elements of Euliaryote genome3 fall into two clwes. The 
fint, satellite or "maxi".sateilite was named far its original made of isolation a bands 
of different bouyant dens$ sgregating fmm Ule main bcdy of genomic DNA during 
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isapycnic centrifupation (Kil 1961). Crosrcontamination kwesn bands can occur, 
however, and the identity of repetitive DNA isolated thmugh ~enhifugation is best 
contimed by sequencing analyses. Six human satellite groups have h e n  obtained and 
pmially chnracledred (salellite I-IV, cl and P; see miew in Vogt 1990). 
Satellite DNA includes long mays of sequence arising from the exps ion  of 
monomcris units orconsiderable length, some aver 2 kb (Mikios and Gill 1982). These 
tend to be concentrated in hetemchmmatin regions, such as at centromm and 
telomsrss. Human a-sntcilite DNA, for example, has arisn fmm the enpanion of  a 
171-bp basic repeat m d  is present at the eentromere of all chrommmes (Manwlidis 
1978: Willard and Waye 1987). It should be realized that not all heterochromatin is 
composd of mdemly repeated satellite DNA, nor is all satellite DNA fouod only in 
hcreraehmmatin. Satellite DNA is also defined in many sources as being typicdally late- 
replicating and oon.soding. Hawsvsr, stable RNA transcripts from atellits DNA of 
species as diverse as news and humm have been isolated (Epeein etsl. 1986; Neuclr 
Nitsche et al. 1988). 
Satcllire DNA is wily classified into hierarchies of families and their 
subfamilies. The complexity can bsame bnuildering; the decision to call a new repat  
variant s distinct family by vim of small sequence divergens9 rather W a 
subfamily of some other group, is often arbitrary. For example, sight ~enmmeric  
bovine satellites ars recognized, although seqvcncc analysis has shown than to be 
inrerrelaed and possibly evolved fmm one or two progenitor sequences (Phciennicrak 
a sl. 1982). Some -1 cl- are more pmgmatic than realistic. 
6 
The second class of landsmly repeated elements comprircs much shorter anoys 
of simpler units intmpersed lhroughout the genome. For convunionec, this e l a s  hats 
been divided into minisatellite DNA (<lo-100 bp) ilnd simp10 q u e n c s  repenlv or 
miemsatellite DNA (1-6 bp)(Tautr 1993). hut the division bet- lhc two is nrbtlrory. 
Many different motifs have been identifled at many ~hmmosomnl positions. Simple 
sequence repeats seem to be mon evenly disuibuted along chmmoromcs, whercns in 
humans minisateliites are preferentially located near telomerer (Royle n al. 19R8). 
Simple squence or microsateliite DNA. by definition, is distinpishcd from 
othw repetitin DNA by its shorter and more homogenous Rcqucner motifs, and lack 
of higher orda structures e m o n  in satellite DNAs. Some simple sequence DNA 
(GATA and GACA microsaIeilites, (CA).(GT).and (GA).(CT), ormys, et.) an: lbund 
in a wide variety of genome% It is believed that many arose independently, possibly 
through emn in replication (see below; Hamadn et al. 1982; Levinson el al. 1985). 
Short sequence and satellite replitive DNA elements form a lmgc pzmmgc  
of the genome of some organism (aver 40 percent in DmsuphiI~1 virNi.r and 
appmximately 70 percurt in tbe kangama rat; Mab 1976). As discussed below, divcm 
forces may have bcen involved in lhsir amplification within Ules genamn. 
1.3.2 Methods of maintenance and proliferation 
Neither rhe amount nor lhe sequence of satellite DNA is well c o n s r d  in 
evolution. in fact, within a single species, ehmmosame specific mbfamiiies havc arisen 
Ulmugh sequence mwtion. Supedmpaad on the basic monomer units of some satciiite 
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DNA families is the "highsr-order repeat unit". a large-rcaie hierarchical organizatio;l 
evolving rrom the monomers and amplifying through long tandem arrays (a concept 
propared originally by Soulhm (1975). and reviewed for human a-r~e i l i ts  by Willard 
and W~yo  (1987)). Diffcrent subfamily array. can often be detected by signature la* 
or gain of tandem restriction rites from specific blacks of  the repeat family. The 
chromosome spuificity o f  at least some ofthese arrays, studied extensively in  humans 
(Willard 1989), is presumably a f a r e  of  other gcnomes. 
Both human X and Y chmmosomcs contain a-satellite subfamilies with "higher- 
order repeat units" of appmximately 2 kb in  length based an repeated mullimen of  a 
171-bp pmlolyypp ssqucneu (Launm el al. 1992). Pauibly each human chmmosome 
has a distinct a-satellite super-repeal, as defined by rearietlon-site ogsniration and 
DNA sequetlem (Jorgenson el al. 1986; Willard and Waye 1987; Choo n al. 1991). 
The challenge to biologists is to explain how such "unity i n  diversif) ilas arisen. A 
number of explanations have been offered, but M satisfactory unifying hypothesis has 
yet been achieved. 
1.3.2.1 Replication slippage 
The copy number ofmtnisaleltiD and mierosateliile DNA can vary greatly both 
betwenr species and beween individuals o f  a single species. (Such variation is the 
cause ofthe many mr ie t ion fragment length polymorphims (RFLPs) detected fiat in  
humans and lhen i n  m y  other organisms, and farms the basis of the technique of 
DNA profiling or DNA fingerprinting (see below; L&eys et al. 1985b). Some 
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researchers (Taub el al. 1986; Levinmn and Outnm 1987) pmpar thal thc major 
mechanism involved in the evolution of micmsatellite DNA is slipped-slmnd mirpoiring 
(SSM) at replication. There is direct evidence that slippage opcrales on ~nicrn~nlelliles 
(Schlattner snd Taub 1992). 
Shan mns of simple sequence will o k n  occur by chanec in n gcrmmo. Initial 
amplification by replication r m d  slippage will expand Ihc subsmle and hence thc 
chance that SSM will occur in  the future. Single nucleolids subnitutions, deletions or 
insenions may convert one simple sequence to another. Human mtuleliilc 11. I'or 
example, isa degenerate form ofthe pentameric repeat 9-lTCCA-Y, whish isnlso thc 
basic unit of Satellite 111 (Pmsser el sl. 1986). The latter is the oldcr in evolutionary 
time, being pressnt in man and higher primates, while the former is unique to humans 
(Mitchell el al. 1981). 
1.3.2.2 Unequal cmssing-over 
Once localized duplication. aFshon stretches o f  DNA have occurred, lhcy may 
be amplified or disprsed through the genome by remmbinslion events involving non- 
sllslic homologous repeats. This unequal cmsing-over may occur between repeals on 
sister chromatids or homologous ohromonomes. Occurring at meiosis or pwmaolic 
mitosis, unequal recombination insre- or decreases copy number in progeny. NEW 
anay lengths may evsnmally become fixed in a population by genetic driR. In fact. 
wmputcr models have shown that tandem repeats undergoing unequal recombination 
will tend to evolve t o w d  highcr order psridicilies (for examplc. Smith 1976: Stcphan 
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1989). At high rates of rceombination short repeats similar to mininatcliites arise with 
little higher a rda  sWcNle. When mombination rates are maintained at a law level, 
however, long and more heterogeneous repeat patterns me generated. 
It is considered that chromosome-spsifio a-ratsllite subfamilies arose through 
homogenization induced by unequal exchange between homologous chromosomes 
(Willard and Waye 1987). On the other hand, satellite DNA o f  the cenuornne and 
shon arms of the acrocentric h u m  dvomosomes are not c h m m o m  specific, and 
show considerable innrchmmosomal homogeneity (Waye and Willard 1989). This 
observation suggests that homologous recombinntian may he restricted to certain regions 
of the cenuornere, or that "on-homolagour chromosomal rsmmbinaticm may occur 
(Choo et al. 1991; Vise1 and Choa 1992). 
It is probable that same families of slteilits DNA derive from e single "founder" 
qwnee. Invoking h y p n h e ~ e ~  of SSM and unequal crossingover alone, it is difficult 
to explain the pmlihrstion at distanl chmmosomal locations of related subfamilies. 
Futhcm~orc, although unequal crosising-over alone will not altn the overall number of 
-at copies within a population (each cmss-over event results in a gain of repeals on 
one n m d  and accompanying loss on another), invastrand exchange will always resui: 
in a decrease in mpy number. Mathematical modela presented by Walsh (1987) show 
thel in the absence of selection or amplification, m y s  will be lo* over time. He 
reviews experimental evidence for whlal loss by inhmsband exohmge, i n c ld ig  Ulc 
attrition of alphaid @ellib DNA from human fibroblasts, ohmmosome dimir~uation as 
o b w e d  in cntain s p i u ,  and loss of satellite sequences from plasmids replicating in 
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Eselreriehin enli. Fluthemre. Ihe existence of exwschmmaromal. circular hagmcnts 
of alphoid DNA, strongly suggests In vlvo oceumnee of inva~lnurd recombination 
(Jones and Potter 1985: Okamura et al. 198); Rossi el al. 1990). 
1.3.2.3 Amplification 
A scenario of extensive and continued mlepusl recombination evenb building 
large and complex repest families is at variance with the genotypic stability, the low 
rate of recombination of heternchromatin (the domain of much satellite DNA), s l d  the 
low mutation and trandmation rates charaEtrrirth of mammaliao gems and gsnomss. 
Some researchers, therefore, have ruggwted hat s~ltatary amplification events have 
played a mom important role in the evolution of some raldlite and simple xquencc 
DNA families. Amplification isdefined hen as the increase in copy number of a DNA 
sequence in a single rrplication event. Gene amplification is a normal pmccsr in same 
organisms and ~uggerts mechanisms by whish tandem mays may be created and 
expanded. InXenopw, for example, exhachromwmal rDNA Copies arirr in the germ 
cell and are amplified many-fold by rolling circle replication (Dawid ct al. 1970). 
Cimiar plasmids of repetitive DNA (noted above), if they possess an origin of 
mlication, could be candidates for rolling circle replication. Homologous 
recombiiti~n could then reinterne the amplified repeats into a ehmmosomc Another 
mechanism of amplification might begin with multiple "firing" uf a nearby replication 
origin, amplifying an m y  of  repeat. in a manner analogous to the "onion-skin madcl" 
of Drosophila chorion gcne amplific&lion (Wakimoto et al. 19116). Subscqum( 
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recombination could weld the diffemt strands into a single long tandem m y .  
1.3.2.4 h e  conversion 
Within some repeat families, both tandemly repeated and interspersed, the 
variation expected to ascur between members as a result of "on-selective, chance 
mulatiom and that actually o h e d  an quile differenL For example, LME-I 
sequcnas me found in most mammalian species and retain considmbie homology to 
each other over much of their length (Singer and Skowmnski 1985). 
The fixation af repeat units within a species is pan of s pmeess called 
"molecular drive" (Dover 1982). It seeks lo define mechanisms which pn-e relative 
sequence homogeneity of repeated sequence familier. One svch mechanism is gene 
convsnion. Gene eon-ion is defined an a no"-recipmoal transfer of genetic 
information: nequacc from one ngian of the genome is wed as a template to replace 
a similar squsncs at ~ ' l h e r  location. Molecular sNdies have r h m  the phenomenon 
to OEEW within s single chromasome and khvKn homologous and nonhomologaus 
chromosamcs and to involve up to several kilobawr of DNA (reviewed in Dove 1982). 
While clearly dema~trated for interrpnsed elements (Kms et al. 1994, and r e f e m s  
thorein), Ulcoceumna of gene ecnversion within tandem and high-copy repeat families 
is still speculstive, However, if the pmcess inn n p a t  family is h i a d  toward a small 
number of donor sequences, or "molecular drivers': converting a I m p  number of 
rcsipiene, homogenizstion of thc family sou!$ OEEYI. 
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(0. nerko, BorWlsenius and Chmov 1988). and includes an 800-bp repent 
charafteristieally e l  by Hindlll and well eonwed in salmonids (Moir 1988). 
1.4.2 l n t s r s p d  single copy DNA 
lnterspmed elemmtr have been isolated predominantly rmnmn, the gnomes of 
salmonid fish. These harbaur several types of reuoposon-like sequences. ineludine 
rem i ra l  LTR hamologues (Moir and Dixon 1988), a long repeat from rainbow tme 
identikd by BornHl and resembling mammalian LINE requences (Moir 1988: Winkfein 
et al. 1988). and tRNA.derived SINE-like elements from Pacific salmonids (Kido rr ul. 
1991). Sevsral studies have q o d  ntmviral particles in fish (summarized in Hedrick 
and Wingfield 1991, and S t m  ct sl. 1992). The l in t  ch-terizntlon o f  
reuaeanspon gsnc sequences was by SNart d al. (1992) of apol gene fragment Imm 
uout, and Flavell and Smith (1992) wha succeeded in amplifying by polymerase chain 
reaction (VCR) a portion of a reverse franrrriptare gene characteristic o f  the Ty l-Cnpin 
retmuanspom group. The n w l  discovery in fish of elements similar lo Tol 
transposan-rile squenca hitherto found only in  nematodes and Dromphila will be 
dealt with in  Chapter 5. 
1.4.3 lntaspsrasd tandemly npcated DNA 
Much anention has focussed an the characterization ofmicrosatellite loci and thc 
design of flanking primers for VCR analysis. Sequence information has b a n  obtained 
for microwtellita fmm zebrafish (Goff el al. 1992). Atlantic salmon (Slsttan d al. 
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1993). brown tmut (Estoup et al. 1993), and Atlantis cad (Godus morhuo) and rainbow 
lmut (Brmksr st al. 1994). Minisatellites have received less attention. DNA 
fingerprinting studies have depended largely on mammaliah Drosaphilo, or Mi3 
baaoriophage DNA probes whish detect esnain pervasive variable number tandem 
repeat (VNTR) families (Wright (1993) for review). 
Many human minial l i le  loci have been isolated and their nucleatidc sequences 
determined (Ingleheam and Cwke 1990; Armour el al. 1992). Additiond sequence 
data have been obained fmm primates (Royls st al. 1994), mouss (Kominami d al. 
1988: Kelly et al. 1989). cattle (Kashi et at. 1990). pig (Coppleliem et ai. 1990; Brcnig 
and Brem 1991: K i w w  et ai. 1994). bird (Gyllensten et al. 1989). inwts (Blanchctat 
1991; Jacobson et al. 1992: Pauisson el al. 1992: Hankeln el al. 19)4), plants (Bmun 
and Tanksley 1993: Winberg el al. 1993). and some fish. The sequence of a single 
locus has been described for tilapla (Oreoehrornls nllollcm; Bentzen et al. 1991). A 
second fmm Atlsntic salmon has been eharaamkd (BsnIzn st al. 1991; Bentzen and 
Wright 1993). while TaggmI and Ferguson (19904 repoR the isolation of four 
minisateilite loci fmm S salm and Prad6hi et al. (1994) five hom brown trout (8. 
rrurro), but provide no sequence analyris. All of there wne isolated by screening 
gmomic libraries with the human-dfflved DNA fingerprinting p m h  33.15 or 33.6 
(Jeffrey's et al. 19858,b). Brenner d al. (1993), using a random sequencing ~UategY, 
identified 16 minisatellite t y p ~  from the letmodontoid pufferfish (Fugu rubripe$), but 
the sequence of only one of these Is available. This w e a t  is 118 bp, longer than that 
typically dosed as "mini"-mtellite DNA. 
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1.5 Praclienl npplicalinnr for the r ludy of rcpctitivc DNA in  81 
Despite the many questions which remain eonccrning lhc origin and gcmmir 
function ( i i  my) of no"-coding repelitive DNA, l a  study i r  providing pupuBlio~~ 
genaicisls and emlulionasy biologirts with same pwerftt l  loolr. In the ca?rc of iish. 
hypervariable simple requcncc satellite DNA sequences have hcen usuti bv t~%ling u l  
parenlase and mnling ~trategicr (Rim ct nl. 1991: SchmI e l  al. 199% Gwsr ct ill. 101J4). 
idenlificnlion of  species morkcrs (Ileath el al. 1993). and mnllilori~lg the sucscsr r.tc 
of gynogenesis induction (Carver ct al. 1991). Satellilo mpcal serlselnlu hlvc bul l  
found to bc sex-linked in  ccnnin fish. and .w may pravc uacli!l in  uqumull~~m 
(Borkhsenius and Chemov 1988; Lloyd d ul. 1989; Nandn cI n l  1990: Dcvlin el al. 
1991). Sequence &In o f  #nore conserved mpaitivc clnnonln arc k i n g  opplicul to 
phylogcnetic reeon~truction in  salmonids (Kido e l  nl. 1991; Muralit el nl. 1993: I'hillipa 
and Pleyle. 1991; Phil l ip el nl. 1992: Pmnck ct .I. 194). Remnlly Ihe pov~ihilily l h d  
interspersed repetilivc Ecquenees "lay facililna inagrotion and mapping u f  lrunrgclies 
has been *"died (He el  al. IWZ). 
'rho spplieolion ofrspetitivc DNA to pmbbmr ufgcnc nlopping nnd the unulylil 
or ppularion rwcturing hoids special promise. I1 was to develop DNA pnrbs Ibr 
ullimale usc with ralmonidr i n  the= n u s  lhnl lhc pmsenl pmjccl was initiutcd. 
1.5.1 Gene mapping 
The humm genome prajscl wil l  lhuvl: ~ v c r o l  rpin-orfi~, among lhem h i n g  Ls 
development of new lechniques and approaches that will ~ 1 1 0 ~  other vcrlchme gsllnmDl 
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to he examined. Comparative biaehemieal mdies have always been recognized as the 
m a n s  for delemining what structures and mechanim an shared by gmupr of 
oppnisms and what is unique to a particular s p i e s .  Such studies allow unifying 
theories in biology to be developed. So will it be with comparative genome mapping. 
Fish am Le most primitive of the venebrate classes. As suoh an in~stigation 
of fish genome ocganirstian and consmetion of fish genetic m a p  will pmvide a more 
realistic data base with which the genome of higher vrrtebtats can be compared. In 
addition, genetic mapping of commcmialiy important aquaculture wesics should 
increase the eflieiency of breeding pmgrams through L c  use of marker-asrid 
selection (Landc and Thompson 190). This pmeedm involves comparing information 
derived fmm gmetic palymorphirms (marker loci) with results of phenotypic variation 
and then detecting associations between Emsin marker ioei and quantitative uait loci 
(e.8, disease resistance, inupaJsd gmWh rate, late maturation). Considerable pmgres 
has already been made in plants by this means (Patcnon et ai. 1991). Moreover, Pc 
detection of polymorphic loci, a step that is e s s d a l  for gene mapping, will pmvide the 
tools for discriminating beOurrn different populations of fish and far assesring the 
impact of domediated escapees on wild populations (see below). 
Signifisan p m g m  in gene mapping has only occurred in fuh fmm four orders: 
Cyprinidontifome. (mummiehag of the family Cyprinodontidae (genus Fundulur), 
medab of +he family Orpiidas (genus Orylim), and l i w b m n  of L s  family 
Poeciliidae which include common aquarium fish such as guppies and mollis (genus 
PoeciNo). and platyfish and swordtaiis (genus Xiphophonrr), and the confamilial genus 
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Pweilipsir); Cypriniformen Czebrafish, family Cyprinidne); Salmonifarme~ (salmon. 
lmut and cham); and Pcrcifonnes (represented by sunfishes, family Centrmhidoe) (for 
review see Goodier and Davidron 1993a). 
May and lobson (1990) have eonsmcted a mmposite "salmonid gene mup", 
involving more than fi@ loci, by combining all the linkage analyses derived from 
bmsding studies involving intnr and inter-spseifls Erassea of several s p i e s  in threc 
genera (Salmo, Oncorhynehus, and Salvelinus). Most of the loci that have been mopped 
in fish we% positioned by tmditional genetic linkage nnalyis and encode enzymes 
detectable by histological activity -ins (with the exaption ofthe emor-inducing and 
pigmolt ioei af Poeeiliid fish). Poiymorphisms in these enzymes are usually ldrnlilied 
by starch gel e~eetmphoresis and much of the gene mapping in fish species is on 
extension af studies on their population srmcm. Continued studies based solely on 
protein coding loci will not greatly increase the r*uration of the poeciiiid and nnlmonid 
gene maps. Many pffiviourly untested enzymes are diffcult to resolve or dclrct by 
techniques of pmtcin cieelmphaffisis. Silent alleles, duplicate loci, and ti- specilk 
expression confound the mapphrg of same genes. In some fish groups such ;lp 
ralmanids, Uu het~rmygmity of protein loei is low (Oyllenstcn 1985: Ryman 1983). 
Newtiheless, currant maps of poeeiliid and ralmonid gewmcs now pmvide 
sufficient anchor loci for rapidly assigning new rites. The mapping of gcncs in 
mammalian systems increased in rapidity with the use of nildcar RFLPs as markers 
The analysis of RFLPs usually involves digation of gwomio DNA with nstriction 
endonuoleaas, szpy~rion of& ~ m t .  by agams gel elocho&msi#, followed by 
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Southern blotting and hybridization with a DNA pmbe, usually a cloned fragment 
Urcrul DNA probes will detect diiferrnces in restriction fragment lengths arising from 
loss or gain of sllzyms recognition sibs or fmm deletions or insertions of stretches of 
DNA between sites (Eatstein 1980). 
The use of multiple alieiic marken, involving repetitive genomis DNA 
sequences are pmving mare uaefui than diallciic RFLPs in mammalian studies. These 
include variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) sequences as well as interspersed 
repeats, swh as mammalian LINE and SINE eiementa There have been applied with 
much success to mlpping nnv loci in the mouse genome using inter-specific 
backcmsses (Cox and Lehmch 1991). Some approaches have employed RFLP anslysir 
and Southern bioning with low copy number gene pmben that identify multiple allelic 
iooi, the scgregntian of which could be followed through familial generations 
( N h u r a  d sl. 1987: Sirsew 1991). 
RFLP analysis, however, is not without its drawback. It requires significant 
amount. of DNA, usually nessaitating small organisms be sacrificed. Analysis by 
South- bioning is time-consuming and the identification and isolation of informative 
is often tedious. Oare mappers m, therefore, showing increasing interest in the 
powerful PCR technology which permits amplification of any rquence of interest from 
nanogram amounts of a DNA sample. One area of application m especially 
pmmising: PCR amplification of genomic "hypervariable" reptilive elements, notably 
simple sequence mini- and microsatellite loci. Two appmaches involve use of 1) 
primers designed to amplify specific VNTR regions fmm unique flanking sequences 
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(Love et al. 1990). or 2) primers d i m t ~ d  auhwrd fmm interspersed repents which 
amplify intervening single copy sequence. In either case. PCR pmduetr may bc direstly 
visualized as M on ethidium bmmide-stained gels. Intmprsed repetitive zeqvenec 
PCR (iRS-PCR) has used primers homoiopus to SINE and LiNE sequences: Aiu 
q e a n  in humans (Ledbmsr et ai. 1 W ;  S i m t  el ai. 1990) and 61. 8 2  and LI 
npests in the mouse (Cox and Lehmch 1991; Cox et ai. 1991). 
A third approaei, applies the discovery that short rnndomly gencroled PCR 
primers can be used to qmducibly amplify segments of DNA fmm n largo number of 
species (Welsh and McCbiland 1990; Williams et ni. 1990). Unlike VNTR-PCII 
mapping, no prior knowledge of genome sequence is required. The randomly ampliiied 
piymnphic DNA (RAPD) praluctr may beseparated on an agerose or plyaeryinmidc 
gel and directly visualized by bydium bmmide staining or by radiolabelling and 
autoradiography. Polymorphic segments arc frequently detected. Using 401 RAPDs 
and 13 simple sequence repeats, Pastlethwait et rl. (1994) have gmenited o 5.8 
eentiMargsn (OM) linkage map for the zebrafish 
1.5.2 ldeotiitcatim of populations 
The use of repetitive DNA sequmcc holds potential value for line ssnir 
taxonomic or population-level invesliguioas. In the c w  of maxi.sstcllite and 
inrcrspmed repetitive DNA, the united action of unequal cmsing-aver, gene 
cmvmion and, in some iNtanccs, repliealive transposition, collectively known as 
"molecular drive", can act to homogenize members of each repat family in a "on- 
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random, non-Mendelian m m e r  (Section 1.3.2.4). This phenomenon of  "concened 
cwluBon" (Arnhsim 1983) has been most evident at the qeciss level. Such intm- 
specific homogeneity would not be expced i f  repeat element. were evolving 
independently. 
Recent evidence suggerb that the praeesa of "molecular drive" can also act at 
the population level. Lquence-based studies of  puptish by Elder and Turner (1994) 
and Turner el al. (1991) involved gel isolation and clodng of anonymous maxi-satellite 
DNA. Tho average sequence divergence of a n w n k  of monomer units of a ratellits 
DNA family was assessed at the inm-population level and found to differ significantly 
betwcen known popdstians. Sequence variation in  maxi-ratdlits DNA has also been 
applied to population studies o f  (Amm and Dover 1991). The possible 
existence of subfamilies, however, demands that a large number of  individual repeat 
unit. be examined i n  ordrder that a representative sample of the whole repat family may 
be ohmined (Pascale d al. 1993). I f  paralogous loci an excluded fmm the analysis, and 
onholegous l m i  only (perhaps amplified by PCR fmm flanking sequence) rn e o m p d  
between p t l t i ve  populations, fewer squenesr may be m i n e d  with increased 
relisblily of the rcsulU 
Not only the degree of sequence similarily, but also the oved l  unit copy number 
of some satellite repeat types (as detmnined by d a  blot hybridization ~Ndies) can vrvy 
between popllatiolu and hence be diagnostic. For s~ampk, bath the Sou3A rspnitive 
elrmcnt and rRNA gene eistmns differ in wpy nvmber beween anadmmow and dwarf 
forms of sockeye salmon onf the Lake Dalneye, Kmshatka population (Borkhrcnius and 
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Chemav 1988). 
The high mutation rates of simple rcqucnca repctilive DNA has ban sccn to 
limit Ihe usefulness of VNTR polymorphimr nr population murken. Latghlin ;!nd 
Turner (1994) point out that mmt studies to date have been limited to smnll or inbnd 
populations with very little gme flow (including invenebntes (Hauser el ul. 1992). fish 
(Turner et sl. 1990; Wirgin et ai. 1991). and mnmmals (Varvia and Kavkinen (IW3): 
Buchanan el ai. 1994)). However, as Loughlin and Turner (1994) demonrtmtc lirr 
soilfin molly (Poceilia iolipinna), by judicious choice of VNTR pmbcs showing 
mficientiy low levels of varim~ion, multiloeus DNA fingerprinting may bc applied lo 
the analysis of pewmive outbred populations. 
1.5.2.1 SsimoniL and Atlantic Salmon 
Appmximately 70 species of salmonids ax contained within BEE diflbmnt 
subfamilies: Coregoninae, Thymallinae, and Salmoninae. Salmoninm are divided into 
xven genera: Bmcbw~tar, Amonrhongur?, Solmlhynrus. Hurho, Onmr~nch~,s .  
Solno (Atlantic salmon and b o r n  rmut), m d  S.lvelinur (Nelson 1994). Salmonid 
monomy was originally defined by studies o f  morphology ond meristics, and mom 
recently by karyolagy, DNA-DNA hybridimiau, protein allozytne vnriablity. d d  
mitochandrial DNA sequence variablily CThoma~ and Beckenbach 1989; G m w  ct al. 
1990. and rcfmn-s lherein). 
The ancestor of presnl day salmonids (valmo~ lmut and chm) undsrwca a 
genome duplic~tian event between 25 and I00 million years ago (Ohno 1970; Ohno ct 
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sl. 1969). The genome8 ofexrant salmonids have become approximately lhmquanerr 
diploldized but retain evldmlee for the double mmplement of ehromomomes in the 
exprssrim patterns of many oftheir duplicated genes (Aliendarf and Thorgaard 1984). 
The cconomic impnance of the* specie coupled with evolutionary interest in how 
they havc adapted their duplicated genome has mulled in msny genetie studies on 
ralmonids. Many of these mdles involved population genetic analysis using alloryme 
markm which confirmed the tenaploid history and led to the use of protein 
polymorphisms in linkage analysis. 
Mare pragmatically, the emnomic imprtance of Atlantic rnimon in commercial 
fisheries, as a rpon fish and in aquaculture, has slimulated a considerable numbcr of 
genetic mdles. The main drive has heen to obtain genetic markers that can dirtinguish 
and monitor different populations (Halleman and Beckm~nn 1988). The ability to do 
SO would have immediate applications. Prior to a mormrium imposed in 1993, fleets 
from several nations participated annually in the valuable sea fdery off the wart of 
W u t  Greenland, wilh Atlantio salmon fmm balh E w p e  and North America 
wnVibuting to the harvuts. It is i m p m  far both political and mnsery&tion reasons, 
therefore, that the relative mnuibution of populations fmm the two continmts be 
considered when allocating optimal harvest quow. 
In aquacultwe better genetic markers an needed for two rrmm: I) to monitor 
the effeects that exapces from culture pens might havc on nuti$. ~opulationr, and 2) B 
monitor loss of genetic variation within hatchery slacks. It is a now a basic tenet of 
connsrvation ecology that genetic diversity is important to the health of a species. This 
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demands that different genctic lineages within a S ~ ~ E ~ E S  he monitored and maintained. 
Until recently the technique that were used to search for the% popvialion 
markers concenwted an sale  ageinb meristic% proleill eleclmphoresis, mitochondrial 
DNA W L P  analysis, and more recently milochmidriel DNA sequencing (Borminghnm 
el al. 1991; Davidm st al. 1989). Rewarchers llave frequently commented on the law 
level of hstnoygasity in Allantic salmon delectable by these mitltor~s. Three min 
gmups of Allentic salmon an indicated: one in Nonh America. another in westem 
Europe, and a third in the Baltic (Stahf 1987; Bsmingham el al. 1991). Howcvcr, lhnc 
is evidence Lo IUggEIl that even these gmups am not cienrly defined and Ihc delinu4tion 
of local population wbsImcNring remains elusive (McVeigh etal. 1991). Power (1981) 
has estimated that more lhan 500 populatiom (or stocks) of anadromous Atlantic salmon 
exist alms the shores of Newfoundland and the Qmbec-Labrador pninsula alone. 
Salmon irave recolonized the North Atlantic only since lhc last glaciation 8,000 lo 
10,000 yews ago, and therefore populalion.specifis markers have had a very shod time 
in which m evolve. 
In an attempt to ohlain more discriminating mkas ,  several researchers havc 
turned thsir anenlion O repetitive elements in lhc salmon genome. These have inciudcd 
the gens for ribosnnal RNA (Culler d nl. 1991). and mini- and mierosatcllitcr 
( ~ ~ g g s ~  and F rguron 1991)a.b: BenQen et sl. 1991, 1993; Sletlan et ai. 1993). 
CHAPTER 2. OBJFCTIVES AND APPROACH FOR THE STUDY 
The objectives of this study were to isolate and characterize as many types of 
repetitive elements as possible fmm Ihe genome of Atlantic salmon. In the proem, 
infnen~es concerning genomic organization in this speeies w m  to be made. It was 
also anticipated that Ihc different w e a l  types would provide a set of tools which might 
eventually be turned Lo rolving questions concerning salmonid phylogeny, population 
structuring, and g a c  mapping. With this in mind, cntain preliminary tests of the 
emcacy of these repeats were conducted, but it was fansidered that detailed aNdieo 
wen outside the wpe of this pmject. 
An delemined by ressaociation Idnetiss, it is mimated that 60% ( G h m n  et al. 
1971; Hanham and Smith 1980) or mare (Schmidtkc el al. 1979) of the ralmonid 
genome is mmpowd of repetitive DNA, but highly re@ or satellite DNA hss not 
been identified by isapycnic gradient antrifugatisn (Bemardi and Bemardi 1990). A 
usehl approach for revealing repetitive DNA involves digesting genomic DNA with a 
restridion endonucleas+ reparating Ule &@tents in an agamx gel, and ltaining with 
ahidium bromide. A bright band against the background smear indicates the presence 
of a r r p a t  element, either tandnnly m y e d  and canhining a single recognition site, 
or inl-ned and fanraining Ouo Eites. 
In the present shtdy, the above approach was wed for Ule initial isolation of 
repetitiw DNA from the genome o f  Altantie salmon. Some individual l s i  were alsa 
isalstcd from an Atlantic salmon DNA genomic library cloned in bacteriophage 
7.EMBL3 vestor. All method9 and materials vscd to isalate and oharactrrize the 
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diffmnt elements an p-nM in Chapter 3. Each type of repeat e lmsnt  is nlloted 
its ounsombinsd Ruults and Discussion sstion as organized in the following chapters. 
These precede a final concluding chapter. Much of the work in Chnptero 4 to 7 hw 
beor published or is currently under review, as follows: 
Chapter 4: A tandemly arrayed eimcnt identified by Bgfl with basic monomer unit 
over 400 bp long with some copies fbund near rDNA genes (Cioodier and 
Davidson 1993b); 
Chapter 5: An interspersed element (desiwted SALTI-SSall, SALmanid Tmsposon 
of S Solm) with an intmal sequence fraemsnt idmtifisd by Psll, and showing 
similarity to Ule Tcl family of tranrporonr, originally described in nematodes 
and Dmophila (Oaodier and Davidwn 1994s): 
Chapter 6: A rspstitivo dement identified by Nl~el,  possibly existing in rhon mdem 
arrays rather t h  the long hscts typical of satellite DNA (Gwdier and Davidson 
1994b); 
Chapter 7: Various midwtellite and micmsateilite loel isolated either incidentsily 
from the baekgmund of visible restricfed DNA bands (sg, those generated by 
Bgnl, PSI, and Sad)  or from the gemmi0 lihrsry (Oaodier and DsvidaKl 
1994~). 
As pmi of the original aim of this project. it was anticipated t h a  infomation 
abom LC Isrge.soale gmomic organization of the different repst t y p  might be 
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provided by two different tcehniqucs: 
I )  Chromosomal distribution would be directly visualized by fluorescent in-sihl 
hybribtian (FISH) of biotin-labelled rcpetitivs DNA prober to salmon metaphaa 
chmmosomcs. By this technique, amplification and deleclion of the probe signal is 
enhanced during sweuive applications of avidinwnjugated fluorescein and 
biatinylatd anti-avidin. The chromosmnss thsmrslver arc eounternained with 
pmpidiurn idodide, and visualized undsr a fluomcent microswpc. Chmmasomes 
appear red, end the site of the hybridid probe yellow. 
Sucecrs was predicated on the ability lo consistently obtain fresh melaphase 
preparations of reasonably high mitotic index. Failure lo accamplish this preveard 
application of the insiN pmtowl. An initial feasibility m d y  did test a variety of 
procedures for preparing mitotic chromasomes md for chmmoromc banding (Ssctim 
3.9). Chapter 8 w i c w  litemlure daling with shmmanomal banding and gene 
localilation in fish, followed by a brief discussion of resultn and pmblms enwuntned 
during the preaent study. 
2) Pulsed field gel elnoophomir (PFGE) parnits the separation of very large 
fragments of DNA in sgamsc gels p l d  within an alternating elsenical fleld (see 
Cantor s t  d. (1988) for a n v i w  of thc principles involved). Prslirninary studis. 
suggested that the technique might be used to infer spacing betwan intcr~pned rep l s  
and difTerent tandem repeat srrays. For nample. I exmined p a u r n  of hybridization 
a f  the pmbe pRH3, s plasmid wntaining the Hi"dl1l repeat of Atlantic salmon (a gifl 
of  R, Moir; s c  sntion 1.4.1). Salmon DNA was digested with various rare-culling 
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enymer and subjected to PFGE and Southern blotting. The enzymes ,\:l#rl and .YIwi 
generate a high molecular weight smear without obvious bands (Fig. 2.1). 'This smenr 
is no1 seen for Kpnl and Nhel, although in the case of Kpnl. a fov distinct hidl 
mlecular weight bands show RFLP variation between individuals. These likely 
reprerent allelic variants of individual Imi. 
It beearns apparent, however, lhat in addition to elaborate sample prcpumliuns 
and very long sleotrophoresis times. lhe time nguired for optimization of the PFOE 
pratml might prove considerable. PFGE, thaefor* war not extcnrively used in ttl#s 
project. Pmcnl- we brlelly described in S ~ l i o n  3.0. 
Fig. 2.1. Sovlhsrn transfer of PFGE analysis ofAtlantic salmon DNA, probed w'th the 
insert of pRH3, a plasmid containing r full length copy of ihc Hind111 tatidem repeat 
(Moir 1988). Electrophoretic conditions were 40 hr at pulse intervals ramped from 60 
r c  to 100 YC,  with a constant temperatore of 12.5-C snd ounrnt of 105 V. Restriction 
snymes  were: lane I, unrestricted DNA; lane 2, unrestricted DNA, inoubated in 
resviction buffecr; lanu 3 to 8, Kpnnl; lane 9, NheI; lane 10, Mlut lane II ,  Xhol. 
Atlantic salmon were fmm: lanes, 1 and 2, N.E. Placentia, NF: lanes 3 to 5, Gambo 
Pond, NF; lane 6.  exploit^ R., NF: lane 7, N.E. Placentia, NF: lane 8 .  St. John R., New 
tlrunswick lanes 9 to I I, N.E. Placentia, NF. Hybridization w at 42'C ss described 
in ~ection 3.3.1, and washing was at high stringency at 55'C. Sizes df markers shown 
at leR me Saeekmmpes cerevi~iar whole chmmosomai DNA. 

CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 DNA isolation 
Much of Ule DNA used in this project was drawn from a large multi-species 
caileclion previously extracted in the W.S. Davidson lab and *oxd in dislilled water 
or TE buffer (10 mM TrisCI, pH 8.01lmM EDTA, pH 8.0) st 4'C. Atlantis salmon 
genamie DNA wss extracted fmm whole blood, liver, or muscle as dcrcribed in Cutler 
el al. (1991). DNA fmm other species wap obtained by standard p m d u r r s  (Smbmak 
el si. 1989; Miller el al. 1988). DNA extractions made specifically for this project 
were according to Taggart el al. (19921, 
3.2 Electropbonais and Southern blot tnnsfer 
El-phoresia of DNA was w i e d  ant in i x  TBE buffer (0.89M Tlik 
bomteIimM EDTA, pH 8.3). All eiectmphoresir intended for the pipwe of fragment 
isolation used Ix TAE buffer (O.04M Tris-acaatellmM EDTA, pH 8.0). ARer staining 
wiUl ethidium bromide (Sigma), and in preparation far Southern transfer, gels we= 
treated three times in 1.5 M NaCVO.5 M NaOH for approximately 30 mi" each time at 
room temperature. Tbc (ransfer solution was 1.5 M NaCV0.25 M NaOH. Gels wete 
blotled overnibt by capillary action to Hybond N (Amersham) or BioDync (Pall) nylon 
membranes. M m b n n u  were baked a 80DC far at iem 1 hr and stard at mom 
tempershlre. 
3.3 Cloning and reqacnring of repnt lrsgmenls 
3.3.1 Cloning ofthe Bgll repeals 
To isolate the Rgn repat, gcnomic DNA fmm osingis Ncwfoundlond Atlnntie 
salmon individual war digested wiIh the restriction endonucl- RxlI according to tlne 
monufactacturer's instructions (Phomcin) and the fragments were sspamted by 
eiectmphore~is in a 0.8% a y m e  gel in TAE buffer. The 923-hp uxn hhnd wns 
extracted (Geneclean, BiolCon Scientific, Gnteria), Iaklicd with [a-"I'ldC'I'P 
(Amersham) and a Random Primers DNA Labcling System kil (Brlhesdo Rcyenrch 
Lab., Ontario), and used as o cruds pmbe to scmn nn Allnnlic salnlan DNA gcnomic 
i i b r q  cloned in WMBL3 vector (siflofl. Wright. Marine Oenc Probe Inb. Dnlhotdu 
University, Halifax). To accomplish this, E, colt NM539 cells wcrc inlccted wilh 
librury phage, mixed with 8 ml of O.Ph lop agaram, and poured onto 137 mm dicmclcr 
culture plates containing 1.5% agar in LB medium (1.0% baclo-lryplono (Difco)/0.5% 
baclo-yeas muact (Difco)ll.O% NaCi). Circular Hybond N nylon mombrans wilh 
plquc replicates were r a i d  in plaslio freezer brigs togcthcr with 10 ml o16x SSC/SO% 
fomramidel5x Denhatdt's solution (0.02% bovine serum alhuminl0.02X PicolllO.OZ% 
poiyvinyl~nolidane~50 mM phosphaa bulTer, pH 6.510.5% SDS and prchyhridimd 
for 3 to 5 hr at 4ZPC in a wlor bath. Each membrano wns thm hybridimd in 5 mi o r  
U~E same salulion and 2 x IU'dpm ofdenatured probo ror 20 hr d42-C. (A Scph'adcx 
0.50 (Phamacia) column was used lo removc uninmiporalcd nuclmtidos rmm nli 
labslled probes used in h i s  pmjcct). Washing war a t  high stringency (twice in 2x SSC 
for 20 min at room trmperawre; 4 timer in O.ix SSUO.i% SDS for 20 to 25 min at 
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SSDC). The filter was subjected to autoradiography was for 24 hr at -70DC with one 
intensifying rreen. Recombinant plaques were identified, m e d  a3 plugs fmm the 
agar plate te 1 ml SM soiution (0.1 M NaCUIO mM MgSO, 7Ha0150 mM Tris-HCI, pH 
7.510.01% gelatin), and their titres determined. Each was used to reinfect NM539 cells 
and plates were incubated overnight to the point of conflurnce. Phage stocks were 
collated fmm the piate lrjptes following difiion into ovdaid SM solution, md their 
DNA isolated by the method of Davis el al. (1980). Sauthm blot analysis under high 
stingency conditions, again wing the 923-bp Bgll repcat probe, confirmed 27  
reeambinmt phage to contain repeal loci. 
Ten phage clones were selected and their DNA inxns w e  released fmm the 
phage m s  by single or double digestion with 6-bp recognition site reminion 
mdonucir~rer (BontHI, EcoRI, Hindlll, Son, or Socl). Remitted fragments shown by 
Southern blot analysis to contain npeata wen isolated fmm the gei (Geneclean) and 
subcloned into pTZl8R. The genomic inert fmm one subdone, pASBgi22.9, was 
digested to eornpluion wiIh Alul, HoeIll or HplI .  Fragments were llgared (wing T4 
ligaso. Boehringer-Mannheim) inmthercplicstive foms ofM13mp18 andlor M13mp19 
mi used to transform competent E. coli MCIffi1 allr, followed by cotramfation of  
JM109 cells. Following isolation (Sambmok Ft al. 1989), single-stranded DNA was 
rsqucnced according tothedideoxy chain-terminating method (Sang- d al. 1977) using 
the S~qucnsse Version 2.0 sequencing kit (USB Corp.. Clewland, Ohio) and 4 0  
vnivmsal md reverse primers. Selluencing reactions were fractionated on 6% or 8% 
polyssrylsmide (20:l. bi+sorylamide, Bio-Rad)/l M m a  (Sigma) gels using a 
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SequiOen sequencing apparatus (Dia-Rod) and canslant p w e r  of 10 W. 
3.3.2 Cloning of the Nhei and Psll repeats 
The 380.b~ Nhel band of a single miman individual was islated from a gci. 
ligated into W a i  cut, phosphat=-treated pUC18 and used to transform competent g 
coll DH5a cells. The 570-bp Psrl band was similarly cloned into Psrl cut pUCI8. 
Recombinant clones wee identified by colony hybridization using Hyhond N or 
Biodync nylon membranes and, as probes, the isolated gel fragments radioa~tivcly 
hhl led a~ abve.  
Homologous Nhel hagmmtr fmm a bmwn Vout individual and Psrl fragments 
fmm rspremtatives of various Saimonidae species were isaiated in the same mnnncr, 
urcepl hat Atlantic mlmon clones ASNHEB (see Section 6.1) and SALT!-SSoi28 (rec 
Section 5.1). respectively, were wed os pmbes for their identification. Plosmid DNA 
was isalsled either by potocol8 of Smbmek et al. (1989) or with Ibe aid of Uls Magis 
Miniprep DNA Purification System (Prarncga). The doubie.slrand DNA was 
sequenced using T7 pdymcrax (Pharma~ia) or Scqucnase (USE Cop.) kits. 
1.3.3 Isolation ofa  complete SALT1 repeat 
The XEMBL3 Atlantic salmnr genomic library was sorscncd by plaque 
hybridization as dsssribsd in section 3.3.1 using clone SALTI-SSal28 as pmhe. A 
single mmbmsn t  phage clew (SALTI-SSall) containiog the repeat element wm 
selected and fallowing isolation its DNA was cut with Slul and blunt-end ligated inlo 
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pUCIP. Two plasmid subdone were isolated which pennined ~queneing in both 
direaiona from eSlul site within the repat. Primen (designated a, b, and c, Table 3.1) 
used lor sequencing were synlhsdsed with a Miiligen oligonucleotide synthe~imr. 
3.3.4 Isolation and sequencing of the mini- and microsstsllite loci 
in the course ofisaiaring UV-fluamcent bands of Bgnl, Psrl, and Socl-digested 
DNA from agarore gels, a number d clones were found to contain miem- or 
minisatcllitc arrays. 
The heEMEL3 genomic DNA library was also screened by plaque liR 
hybridization asdescribed in Section 3.3.1 using as pmbethe salmon minisatellite DNA 
insert of plasmid clone SsPJtlL.26 (Section 7.1) or poiy(dAdC)poiy(dGdT) 
(Pharmneia). Then, in oder to isolate and sequence the minisatellite loci identified 
dthin  the genamic library, DNA fmm each af the positive phage e l o m  was digested 
with Alul or Hwlll, ligsted into SmI digesled, phospbatase-mated pUC18, and used 
to tranrform competent E mli DHSa ells. Colonies of mombin mt bacteria were 
trnnrfened to gridded plates, and those containing salmon minilmismsatellite DNA 
mqvcnec were identified by duplicate colony hybridization using Hybond N nylon 
membranes and SsPNL.26 and poly(dA-dC) ply(dG-dT) as pmbes. Plasmid DNA was 
sequenced with either T7poiymerase (Phmcia) .  Sequcnane, or fmol DNA Sequencing 
System (Pmmega) kits. 
The names of all simple sequmce repetitive DNA loci are prefixed with the 
letters Ss ( S  salm). Clonw derived Imm hslgmentn purified from sthidium bromide. 
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stained agamse gels are M h e r  identified by restriction enzyme (Bsnl. P.vll. or Bel). 
band excised (Upper, ,Lfiddle or Lower), and clone number (e.8.. SrBplllU.20). Salmon 
sequences isolated fmm the genomic library arc named by Ahd or 18ci11 itnd include 
phage clone and plasmid subclone numbem (cg. SsAlu116.70). Sdlpcll.24 (Smlion 7.3) 
is e subclone of pASBg122.9 (xs Seetion 3.3.1). while llle scquencc of SsSlu16.62 
(Section 7.2) is fmm L e  3' end of a Slul fragment of SALTI-SSoil (Scction 3.3.3). 
3.4 PCR collditioas 
3.4.1 PCR of rDNA genes associated with &n rrpeata 
in order to wnlirm the proximity of Bgfl repeals to rDNA gcnes. DNA fiom 
recombinant iEMFJL3 or pTZ18R clones was included in PCR reactions eantnininy 
oligonudcotide primers derived b m  conserved eukoryotc rDNA gene seyucnu: 
(primers are dcmribed in White el al. (1990) and Egger and Sigler (1993). a d  shown 
in Table 3.1). Reactions were carried out in 25 111 volumes wiL 10 pmolc of primer 
in a c o c h i l  containing iOmM TrisBCI, pH 9.0150 mM KCVO.I% Triton X-10012 mM 
MgC12/0.5 mM each of MTP, dCTP, dGTP, and d r r P  (Pharmacia), nnd 1.5 U 'Taq 
DNA polymeras (Promega). A Perkin-Elmer Cetus DNA Thermal Cyclcr a d  tho 
following conditions were used: initial denaturation I min IS ICE; 30 E~CICI: 94-C, 
1 mi"; 4Z°C, I min; 7ZPC, 2 min, increased I ses ger cycle). PCR products wnc 
sparawl on a 2% NuSrive, 0.5% ScaKem (FMC BioPmdwB) agamw. gel. 
TRnbE 3.1. NIR prrmer sequences usad in this study 
Prinur mma 
A .  llMPLiSlCATTON 












OT* on: &T* Yr;" no mT c 
W,C TDC TU1 CliC CAB ACT TGC 
GAG GCA &TR iiCA OOT CTD TGA TDC 
TCC o m  OGT mn c c ~  nm ca 
TCT RCR CAC CGC CCO TCO 
GCT DCO TTC OAT 
TCC OTA GGT om CCT eco e 
-A A O T U V L l i O T C ( j T ~ A R 0  0 
TCC TCC GCT TRT TQA TAT GC 
CCR TAT CAA TM MO 0- 0A 
rn ACC m ccc cac ~m 
8 .  SIQUENCINC OF SIILTI-SS.11 AND INTW-SIILT1 PCR (SBCLIOn 5 . 4 )  
a CCT CRR m c o ~  om ~ c n  T 19mar 
b CDD TCA DCT CTA TW( liD& O I9mer 
C CCC TRR CCA CAC AGC C M  Dli 2Om-r 
C .  SINOLE-LOCUS VNTR PCR OF THE SSPstIb.48 LOCUS lSection 7 .41  
5 '  GI\" C W  C n :  Tm *GV m T 19in-r 
1' C&C ATC COa ANL TCIL TCC O l9mer 
3.4.2 Inter-SALT1 PCR 
Primen a or c (Table 3.1 and Section 5.4), directed oulwurds from tho SALT1 
eiemed, were end-labciled with polynuclmtidc kinolie (Phnrmocia) tind lv1?PlA'rI' 
(Amersham) in a buffer prepared according to Sambraok a al. (1989). I'rimurs were 
wed singly in PCR amplifications of sppmximateiy 100 ng o f  g ~ ~ m i c  DNA and 
reactions .>.ere prepared as described in section 3.4.1. Thc foilowing nmpliliealion 
conditions were used: initial dmenaNration 9S'C. 5 mi". followed by 37 cyclcl: 92'C. 
45 sec; 55'C. 45 sec; 72'C. 90 see. Sixteen pi  o f  stop dye (Lqucnax, USB Corp.) was 
added to each reaction. Products were denatured at 70 'C for 5 min and sepnnted on 
a 6% denaturing polyanylamide gel at a constant power of 40 W far 4.5 hr. 
Autoradiography was at -70'C with one intensifying xrsen. 
3.4.3 Single-locus DNA PCR 
Primen complementary to sequences flanking the repeats within clone 
SsPatIL.48 (Table 3.1 and Section 7.4) wns synthesized. One primer was 5' end- 
labelled and m l i o n r  were prepared as described in section 3.4.1. PCR conditions 
were: init id denamtian 9% 5 min, followed by 30 cyciou: 92':. 45 sm; 5SC, 45 
sec; 72'C, 90 scc. Prducts wm denatured and s-ted on B 6% polyacryiamido 
dcnahuing gel as above. 
3.5 Dbrminstiam o f  the pbylogeoctir didllbution of repcat cl l~nrnl l  
For all a o  blot analyses, approximately 7 to 12 p~ of genomic DNA fmm 
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sdecad speeicr war digested wi!h restriction endonusleare, separated in 0.8% to 1.0% 
agamrc gels and transferred to Pall Biadyne nylon manbranes. Hybridization with lhc 
appropriate radio-labelled probe was at 3TC snd olhenui~e as described in section 
3.3.1, followed b washing at low stringency (twice in 2x SSC for 20 min at mom 
tempemlure; twice in 2x SSC/O.I% SDS, hviee in Ix SSCIO.I% SDS for 20-25 min 
 WE^ lime st 50'C). Autoradiography wan at -70'C with one intensifying screen far 
varying length9 of time. 
In thc case of the salmon Bgll repeat, hybridization stodies were c d e d  out 
using the invert from pASBg122 subclone mpAlul8 as the probe. Detection of !he 
taxonomic distribution of the Tol-like element employed, variously, inserts from clones 
SALTI-SSal9, -SSa128, and -SSa144. In delemining the invaspccific variation of the 
Nhel repat, Atlantic salmon clone ASNHE6 and a brown mu1 locua, BTNHE68 (94% 
identical to ASNHE6, Section 6.5). w r c  employed as prober. 
In the ease of lhc mini-Wllite sequences, plssmid insem fram clones noled in 
Section 7.5 were used as probes. wilh the exception of LSaeIU.44. This clone due to 
..i 
mismanageman1 was iosf ro s 37-me. oligonucl~tide probe was synthesized (5'. 
GAGCTGACAACAOTCAGTCAGTGTTTTCCCTACTA~A-3') and end-labelled with 
[ y - ' 2 ~ ] ~ ~ ~  as de~ribed in Section 3.4.1. 
3.6 Fingerprint a n a l y a ~  
In preparation for DNA fingerprint analyxs using minivstellilc probes 
SsBgIIIU.20 and SsPrlIL.26 (Section 1.6). approximately 4 vg of genomic DNA fmm 
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Atlantic salmon of papuiationr in Canada, Ireland. and D~atiand wcre dieustcd with 
e i tkr  Poll (an isoschimmcr of Haelll) or A8d, ethanol pmipi!atd, wdigsted n smvnd 
time with the same enzyme, and subjected to clenraphoresis in 1.0.A ngurose gels. A 
modified DNA hybridization pmtocol originally dcvised 1 the Ccnlmi I~amnrio 
Laboratow of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Ottawa (R. Fourmy, per$. cumnl.) 
was used. Briefly, nylon membranes were prehybridizcd 2 to 5 hr md hybridiad with 
the radioiaklied DNA insert ofclone SsBgIIIU.20 or SsPsllL.26 (Pig. 1A.E) Ibr 20 hr 
in i.Sx SSPE (IS0 mM NaC118.7 mM NoH,PO,-H,OllmM Na,EDTA-211,O. pll 
8.01110% polyethylene glycaU.O% SDS at 60'C. foiiawed by high nringcncy wvslring 
(twice in Zx SSC for 10-20 min at room tsmplalurr, foliowed by twice in 2x 
SSU0.5% SDS, lwicc in 0 . 2 ~  SSUO.S% SDS, and twice in O.ix SSUO.I% SDS ill 
60'C far 20-25 mi" each time). The bloU were Ihm briefly rinsed twice in 2x SSC ul 
morn tnnpnam. Hybridirstionr for all ofthe DNA Bngerprinting md some of thc 
mo blot analyses were pafarmed in a Robbin's Scientific Model 400 Hybridimlion 
Incubator. Washing of the nylon membranes war performed either dircctly in thc mller 
bonlu or in pvex dishes in a heated shaking wafer bath. 
3.7 DNA sequemce amalynir 
The relationships of lhe ASNHE and B M H E  repeat sequences d of the 
salmonid SALT1 homolaguer were exmined with the aid of PHYLIP (Phyloycnflis 
lnfnrncc Pmbge, ver. 3.4, Felsrnstein 1991). One hundred mulliplc data rots were 
generated by lhc program SEQBOOT, and d i m e =  measurn were then calculated by 
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the pmgram DNADIST under the Kinlura Sparametn model (Kimum 1980). Distance 
matrices were analyzed by nearest neighhour-joining (pmgram NEIGHBOR) or Filch- 
Margaliash and lea41 squares (program PITCH) melhadr. For each analysis unraoted 
majority-mlc comnsus urrs were constructed using the CONSENSE program. 
Nucieotidc sequence wen compared with the NCBIiNiH GenBank daffibaw 
using the BLAST E-mail w e r  (Ailschul el al. 1990). and the EMBL database using 
PASTA (lhe FasL4 sequence search rruer) (Pearson and Lipman 1988). The translated 
amino acid quence of the predicted Vanrpossr region of SALTI-SSdl lvss campsred 
with the SWISS-PROT and PIR protein database using BLITZ, ver. 1.4 (MPrrch protein 
sequence search $ewer) (SNrmck, S.S and Collins. J.F., Biocomputing Rcssmh Unit, 
University of Edinburgh) and PASTA. Original sequenfes wne annotated wing the 
Authorin pmgram (Intelligenctiq Inc.) and submitted to the GenBank database. 
The editing and alignment of sequenca were perfamred with the aid of BSEE, 
v n  2.0 (Cabot and Beckenkh 1989). Tho pmgrams AllAil of the Danvin rerver 
(Compu~ational Biachemigcy Ruearsh Gmup, Swiss Federal InstiNLe of Technology, 
E.T.H., Zurich) (Oonne* ?! al. 1992) and MulWin ver 3.0 (Corpet 1988) wen useful 
in optimizing ssquenfe alignments. Progrmsavailabls in Ule PCGENE (InUliigenetics. 
Ine.) package also werc u r M  far aligning sequences and %arching for repests and 
restinion enzyme recognition rites 
3.8 Debrmioatioo of  m p n l  copy number 
T k  methods wue usEd to detminc repeat copy number: 
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I) To quantify the relative amount of DNA repesented by the ethidium bmmidp 
staining bands on agarose gels, 35mm polaroid negatives of the gel wsre scanned with 
a LKB 2222-020 UimScan XL densilometer. In addition to the lane containing 
digested DNA, a neighbouring lano containing no DNA was scanned IO pmridc n 
measure of background signal. With the aid of the OelScan XL mnw- package 
(Pharmacia), this background was subtracted ,turn the DNA signal, md the total 
integrated are* under the peak reprerenting the bright band w then calculated. That 
area of the peak above s tangent drawn to the scan plot w orsumed to represent 
repetitive DNA. Limitations of the software required that this area be uslim~ted by 
cutting the region out of a papr  plat and, using a Metllcr AE166 anulytieal bnlunee. 
estimating the area under the peak to the tangent as a weight percentage of tho total 
area under the peak to the background baseline. It was a m e d  in calculating copy 
number that the 'c' value for the salmonid haploid genome is 3.0 pg (Himgardner and 
Rosen 1972). 
2) When the IEMBL3 genomic library was screened with a repat probe. the number 
of positive plaques as a pcwmtagase of the total number of recombinant clonp~ was 
calculated. Knowing the aqucnee length of a single repat unit, and assuming the 
average length of a phage inrut to be IS kb, it was then possible to estimate the 
number of unit repsat mpies in the entire genome. 
3 j  Dot blot hybridimtion has been used in other sNdies (Franck and Wright 199); Hc 
et al. 1992, Elder and Twner 1994; Ganida-Ramos el al. 1994) as a means of 
estimating repeat copy number in fish. Allantic salmon genomic DNA samples of 
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known concentrations were nerially diluted 1:iO each time. Known concentrations of 
purilied repeat DNA (the Bsfl 923-bp band, pASBg122 subelone mpAlul8. SALTI- 
SSni28, and SALTI-SSal44) were diluted in a similar manner. Ail DNA was demtured 
for I5  min at mom temperature in 2.0 M NaOHt20 mM EDTA (and in the ear of 
SALTI-SSai44 only, neutralized with an qequivalolt volume of ice-cold 2M NRAc) and 
placed on ice. Ten to 25 p l  wlumer of each aliquot were slowly pipetted onto a nylon 
membrane using a vacuum dot blot apparatus (constructed by Tecbical Services, 
Memorial University). The membrane w a ~  rinsed in Zx SSC and baked at 80'C for at 
leasf one hour. Robing was at high stringency using as pmbes in~enr from the repeat 
elones. Several problems were encountered ineluding poor rrpmducibility, uneven 
hybridization of L e  probe to the doned DNA and, in  some case* variation in 
hybridization intensity b w e n  sequential dilutiolu which did not appear to camspond 
to the actual declining DNA cancenuationa. Far Lem m n r ,  reliability of the dot 
blotting resuits was in doubt and they were not considered when quantifying repeat 
copy numbers. 
3.9 Cyt-elic brbniquca 
3.9.1 Chromosome preparations direotly from embryos 
Chromosome preparations wcn made directly from whole salmon embryos 
dwing the secoi~d to fotMh week post-fertiliration by a modification o f  L c  "chopping 
method" of Yarn& et al. (1981). Briefly, whole eggs w r e  i m - d  in water 
containing 0.1 ntglml eoiehicinc (Finher Scientific) or 0.1 pdml eolemid (OibcoiBRL) 
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for periods of time ranging fmm 2 to 8 hr. The cgg chorion wvor lhm removed, and the 
embryo extracted in d i n e  soiutian (0.134 M NaCW3.8 mM KCll3.2 mM CoC1(2H@)) 
and immersed in hypotonis solution (0.075 M KCi or 0.8% Na-citratc) Ibr 20 to 15 
mi". The embryo was lhen Vanrfened D Camoy fixative solution (75% metl~anoll25% 
acetic acid) for I5  min at CC, followed by three changes of C m a y  far 30 mi" each 
at -20'C. A single whole embqo was transfened to a drop of  water on il slide. 
chopped to a paste of eeiis with the bisdc of a sealpel, and flooded with several dmps 
of Carney solution. The slide was lhm flamed over a Bunsen burner a d  dtied on u 
slide warmer s t  to 42'C. 
3.9.2 Chmmmme preparations fmm tissue cultures 
Tissue cultures were patpaced fmm liver or whole embryos. The tissue w~ 
dissected in saline solution and minced wilh s sterile realpl. Tissue w cultured in 
sealed Ambihlbes (Fisher) in 2 ml of Minimum Eoscnliai Medium (MEM) with Ilank's 
salts and L-giufaminc (Giboo\BRL) or RPMI Medium 1640 wiIh 25mM HEPES bumr 
and L-gluWnine (Gibco\BRL). Medium w augmented with 16% Fetal Calf scmm 
(GibwWRL) end 80 pgml Genlmycin To rome lubes 1 to 5% of the milogcn 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA-M, Gibca\Bd) was added. Medium was changed once n 
week and prior to confluence the cells were havesled either for chmma~ome 
preparmion or rubsulfuring. 
Prior b &sting of cells. 0.1 pdml  coicemid was added to each tube and 
dlowed to sit for 5 to 8 hr. One ml of Ix Trypsin-EDTA (Oiko\BRL) was lhcn 
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dispcned to each 2 ml of culture media and allowed to sit with occasional shaking for 
I min. This solution was discarded and replaced by a further I ml o f  Trypsin-EDTA 
solution. The tube was gently shaken for 5 to 10 mi" until sells had dislodged fmm 
the wll of the culture flask. Five ml of hypotonic solution were then added and 
ailowed to sit far 20 mi", followcd by centrifugation at 1000 rpm for 5 min and fixing 
with three changes o f  cold Camoy solution. The cell suspmsion war dmppd an to a 
prewnrmed slide and dried on a slide warmer. 
3.9.3 Chmmosome preparstions from blood 
Blood was collected fmm the caudal b lwd vessels o f  adult Atlantic salmon and 
transfmed to 3 rill vasutainen containing Na.heparin (Becton Dickson). Eithsr whole 
blood or enriched leukocytes wen vned for shan-term blood ou im.  Leukocytes were 
collected ill a buffy layer by moifugation w l ~ e  at 350 rpm and once at 800 rpm for 
10 mi" at mom tempmatun. White cells an3 plasma were removed each time by 
pasteur pipcue, pwled, and 0.5 m l  was lnuculuted into 5 mi of MEM, RPMl or 199 
(Oibco\BRL) medium, prepxed as above. In addition to adding 5% PHA-M to some 
cultures, effects on cell pmllferation of pokeweed mitogen and lipopdysacchsridc 
(Sigma) were also tested. 
Cells were hwesled following 5 to 14 days incubation at 3TC and n m l  
atmosphere. At IsW 5 hr prior to harvesting, 0.1 d r n i  colsemid w e  added Lo each 
tube Cells were concentrated by centrifugation and subjected to hypotonic treaunmt 
and fixation as described in Section 3.9.2. 
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3.9.4 Chromomme banding 
To induce restriction enzyme banding, slides wem prelrealed with 15 lo 30 units 
of Alul, Bgn. Haclll, HpoII or Mbol in 30 (11 of mslrietian bufrer for at lcosl 5 hr nnd 
stained with 0.3% Wright's stain (i:4 dilution with O m  buffer, pH 6.8) for Ml sec. For 
O-banding the slide was heated at 90'C for 30 mi& and treated with 0.008% trypin in 
Hank's buffered saline solution, pH 7.4 (Oibso\BRL) for 45 m 90 s, followud by 
washing twice in 0.% saline mllion. Staining was with 2% Gioms. for 45 see lo 5 
min. 
3.10 Pulsed fleld gel elerlrapbomris (PPCE) 
High molecular weight DNA was isolated in ngamse plugs by thc following 
pmsedw. Ten p l  o f  fRshly drawn blood eelis were washed twicc in Hank's bulTcrcd 
saline, resuspended to a final volume of 209 pi, and counted using a hnemocytomdcr. 
Blood e l l s  diluted to 8 x IO7eelldml were mixed with an equal voiulne of 1.6% law 
el l ing temperaturr agarase (Sigma Type VII) and piptted into 10 cm IcngUis of silicon 
tubing (I.D. 0.238 Em; Cole.Pmer I M m e n t  Co., Chicago). When hdened, the 
column o f  sgmse was blown fmm the tubing and cut into lengths suilobls for insortion 
into individual wells of an agorose gel. These were placed in a Falcon tube containing 
10 ml lysis buffer (250 mM EDT.4155 mM Trir.HCUI.l% Sarkasyl) made 0.25 mglml 
with prohinarc K (Sigma). Fallowing ovnnight incubation at 50% the lysislprotevc 
K solution was replaced and the plugs wm Isfl for 2 more days at 50'C. Plugs w r e  
stared i n  lysis buffer at 4'C (Sambraok el al. 1989). 
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Pdsl to reshietian enyme dlgertion, all plugs were washed twice in I mM 
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Sigma) far at lead 2 hr each time, and then 5 times in 
TE buffer. Wholo plugs wen digested ovmight in 100 pi of rprhiotion buffer 
eonlaining 500 @ml nucleale-free BSA (Sigma) with 30 units of enzyme. Sample 
DNA plugs, together wilh plugs containing Smhoramyeer eemvisioe whale 
chromowmal DNA (Bio-Red), woe pushed into wells and covered with a drop of 
molten agarose. Eieetrophoresir war prformed in circulating 0 . 5 ~  TBE buffer chilled 
to beween 14'C and ITC, using a CHEF-DR 11 pulsed field elecmphoreris system with 
Pulsewave 760 SwiW,er (Bio-Rad). Various ramping times and pulse rates were tested. 
DNA in PQOE gels wan deptlrinated in 0.25 M HCI for 20 min prior to preparation for 
Southern blot transfer a. d m i b e d  in Section 3.2. 
CHAPTER 4. THE BGLl REPEAT - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Clomin# of the repeal srqurncc 
The Atlantic nalmon genome w a ~  ~ s m n e d  far the prewncc of rcpnitivr. 
elements by digestion of nuclear DNA with over 40 rest?irietiun enzymes, bliuwwd by 
eleftmphoresis of the DNA through agarore gels and clhidium bromide-mining. In 
addition to the twdemiy anayed Hindlil element pviour iy  identified by Moir (1988). 
AIUI, AWII, ~ g n ,  Bgnr, BSIEII, ECORV, HO~III. H p l ,  Hpl l .  NM. P,YII and S<,CI 
' digestion retzded repetitive DNA in the Atlantic salmon genome (Fig. 4.1). in this 
chapter, I describe a previously unchsrscbrized, highly repclilivs clcment existing in 
tandem mays and identified by the restriction enyme Bgll. 
In lbe case of Bgn, two bright bands were visible upon ethidium bramidc- 
staining: onc 923 bp and the other more d i b  but antred d 430 bp (shown in Fig. 
4.1, and mare clearly in Fig. 4.2A). When the 923-bp Bgn band was isolated nnd used 
as a probe, cmrs hybridimion was defsted to bright bands visible upon restriction 
digestion af DNA with AU, Hpall, and BsIEll bands (Fig. 4.28:. It is notable tha  
when the nsvietion m y m e  Msp1 was used, the ow bands visible with H p l l  virtually 
disappeared (Fig. 4.2A). and when hybridized to the 923-bp DNA band yielded a ininler 
signal. Mql, an i s o c h i m a  of H p l l ,  also recodles  the sequence CCGG but is not 
inhibited by methylation ofthe second cyiosine residue. It is not clear how mclhylation 
might yield this digestion pattern, and the phenomenon was not investigated funher. 
The radiolabelled 923-bp Bgn band war also uwd to screen an Atlantic salmon 
DNA genomio library cloned in AEMBL3. Following autoradiography for 24 hr, 43 
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Pig. 4.1. Ethidiwn bromide stained 1.2% agamsc gel of Atlantis ralmon DNA digested 
with renriction cndonucleaxr that pmduee ban& over the background shear. Such 
bands indicate the presence of repetiliw elemento. The size markers in kb p i n  me 
dcrived from the migration of A DNA cut with Hind111 and 4x174 DNA cut with 
11"clIr. 

Fig. 4.2. A. Iefl) Atlantic uimon DNA digested with Bgn. Alul, BstEII, Hpoll, and 
Mypi, and elcctrophorcsed in a 0.8% agamrc gel. Sizes of the marken shown at left 
arc A DNA EUL wilh Hindlll and (XI74 DNA EUI With ffoeII1. B, ri&t) Southem blot 
(Nyband N) analysis of gel in A), probed with the 923-bp BglI band isolated Fram an 
ogaros gel. Hybridization was at 4Z°C as described in reclion 3.3.1, and w b i n g  was 
51 high stringency (twice in Zx SSC for 25 min a1 mom tsmpcrature, 4 times in 0 . 1 ~  
SSUO.I% SDS for approximately 30 mi" each time at 60'C). 

~VOngly positive plaques wen detected out of a Loel of 7000 screened. DNA fmm 
stocks of mombinant phage was isolated, and 27 insem were canfimed by Southern 
blot analysis to contain salmon DNA insen9 with the BglI repeat. Using 6-bp 
recognition rite restrictian endonucleases, DNA was trimmed fmm the flanking regions 
of selected phage inwrll, and the shortened fragments were subcloned into pTZi8R. 
The rhanest p i m i d  insert, pASBg122, was 5.3 kb. ResWction mapping (Fig. 4.3), 
paninl digestion of the insert with Bgli (Fig. 4.4), and sequencing ( ~ e s  below) indicated 
rho1 the repeat elements occupied about 2.9 kb of the subcloned DNA. T h e e  repeata 
wrre nnanged in tandem, although as indicated by pmial digestion of the piasmid 
insen multirner as well as monomer rep~st units were present (Fig. 4.4). me insen of 
pASBgi22.9 was digested with Alul, HarlII, or llpali and "shogun" rubcloned into 
Mi3 vector for the p m s e  of sequencing its Bgil repeat units. 
4.2 S@qurnriag of pASBgl21 
Sequencer of the pASBgi22.9 Bgll q m l ~ ,  beginning at their Alul sites, are 
shown in Rg. 4.5. l l e i r  tandem mlw i s  confirmed by several Hoelli and Hp?ll 
subslon~s which traverse Alul sites and continue into adjoining repats. Four variant 
sequences were found among 18 subcloned repea-. Vsriant-2 is 403 bp in length, 
consisting of h w  related dimerized submits of 212 and 191 bp. The recognition sites 
for Bpll and flpoll are located in a unique OtC-rich %ion near the beginning of the 
second subunit. Variant-2 cornsponds lo the 430-bp band visible in re~iuiction enzyme- 
digested DNA, minlu a delshd 26-bp svctch between nt 180 and215. There 26 "tare 
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Fig. 4.3. Map of suhlonc pASBgi22.9. showing tllc localion of the Usn repents. A 
5.3 kb fragment from phwe clone ASBg122 afthc genomic library wovnr suhlond into 
Le Sac1 and Hindlll riles of the plsrmid cloning vector pTZISR. Assunling lhor lhc 
average Bgfl repeat unit is bs than 430 bp. 7 wu ld  be expected lo reside wilhin the 
2.9 kb repeat may. Rrrtriclion enzyme recognition sites in the 5' rcgion were 
determined by quencing fmm the plasmid cloning site (see Pig. 4.58). Dislams lo 
the 5' staR poinl of the repeat may is unccnain. Reslriction sites in the 3' flunking 
region were determined by sequencing (Fig. 4.5C) and reslriclion mapping by rinelr- 
and double-digem of the plasmid insert. 

Fig. 4.4. Southern blot analysis of Bgfl pmial digests of the salmon DNA inrm or 
subclone pASBgl22.9. Rccembinnnt DNA was elcctrophomsrd through a 0.8% ogarox 
gel, bloltcd to Hybond-N nylou membrane, and probed with the gcnomis inxrl of MI3 
subclone mp18Alu18 (see Fig. 4.5A). Hybridization ws performed under high 
slringcncy conditions (xe  seetion 3.3.1). Lanes fmm lsfl to right: 0. 9.0. 4.5, 2.2. 1.1. 
0.56, 0.28, 0.14, 0.07, 0.035, and 0.018 mils of Bgll. Aliquots in lanes 3 lo I I were 
digested for i hr at 37'C. Thore in lanes I and 2 were digested for 9 h. Sizes of 
markers s h o w  at left am Hindlll digested h DNA. 

Fig. 4.5. A) Sequence OfBgn repeat variants in pASBg122.9, oblained fram M13mp18 
or M13mp19 rubcloner. Some Abl  frogmenls were cloned in reverse orieninlion (rev). 
Sequences of the three variants wers obtained from the following suheloncs: variants 
1) mpl8Alu1, mp18Imp19Alu6, mp18Alu20, mpl8lmpl9Alul4, mplRlmpl9Alu7. 
mpl8Hae3(rev), mpl8Hael9; 2) mpl8Alu3(rev), mp18Alu4, mplllAlul6, 
mpl8Alu8(rev), mpl8Alul3(rev), mp18Alu23. mp18Hpa24; 3) mp18Hpa20. 
mpl9Hpa9, mp18Hae13. Smtches of repented ntwithin the two subunits of Variant-l 
are underlined twice 0. Those repeated within Variant-2 are underlined once 0. 
Variant4 (not shown) in lhe m e  an Variant-I, with the exception of n delelion o f  nl 
190 to 215. Variant-3 was inolated as a H p i l  subclone commeming at nt 263; after 
100 bp it degenerates into flanking sequence unrelated to the repeat (16 nt of this are 
shown in lower we).  ldnrtleal nt are defined by ".", missing nt by "-". A poflion of 
lhe Bgfl repeat is also compared with the sequence from human Hhfl family repeal 
DNA (HUMRShinf: Shimim el al., 1983, OenBank ACE. #K00580). identity is 65% 
in a 122-nt overlap. 6)  5' flanking ngion of pASBg122.9. Double-stranded plasmid 
xquencing was accomplished using lhe MI3 mvem primer. Ssqkxence bet-" lhe 
two Alul sites was obtained fmm s partially overlapping MI3 subolone (mp18Alu22). 
C) 3' flsnbng region of pASBg122.9. The M I 3  universal pimcr was uwd. 
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present in two tandem copies in Variant-I, which canwqumtiy possesses extra DdeI 
and Mbol rcstriQion recognition sites. A duplication event such as this may be the 
mull of slipped-strand mispairing during a mund of DWA replication. One T to A 
trmsvemion be- varianls 2 and 1 has nlw resulled in the loss of s Ddel rite a t  
podtion 160. 
Variont-l and Variant4 ( t k  ialler not shown, but identical to Variant-1 without 
the 26 bp duplication) are 923 and 897 bp, respectively, A+T-rich 161%). and may have 
arisen fmm a partial duplication of the first 403 bp unit with extensive lor. of 
homalogy, including the sites for Alul, Bgn and H p o l .  Variant4 has resulted fmm the 
fusion of poniom of hvo repeats and is degenerate at its ? end. The nuoieotidc 
sequence of Variant-l has been submitted to a d a n k  and s igned accession number 
LOIS05. 
43  Geoomlc olpnbmon of the repeat 
To sstirnsts the pmvalence of lhe Bgn repeat element in tho salmon gmome, 
Dgn-digested DNA was ckolmphwesed, and photographio negatives of the nhidium 
b m m i d ~ s t s i ~ d  gel (Fig. 4.2A) wen scanned by dwuitomely. The integrated areas 
under the peaks for the 430-hp and 923-bp fragmmls npsented 1.2% and 1.1%. 
respectively, of the total DNA. S h e  'c' values for salmonid fish are 3.0 p g  
(Hlnsgardna and Rosen 19l2). the haploid genomc contains approximately 8.1 x 10' 
nnd 3.4 x 10' copies of lhc oM repeat Ienglhs. 
Plaque liA membranes, use4 migindy to isolate thc Bgn repeat fmm the 
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IEMBL3 librw, were reprobed with a piarmid (pDM238) insen w i n g  Ihe ISS and 
2SS regions of the rDNA repal of Dmsophiln m#lonnb.m~~r (gin of I. Ilnneock. 
Cambridge University, U.K.). Under low ssi*gency hyhridlwtiau eonditinns, ons- 
quaner of the plaques positive far the Bgll element were dro positive Ibr IIIC rDNA 
gene probe. This suggested thal some Bgfl repeala nre new rDNA genes IVig. 4.60 
shows unrestricted DNA from ten phage clones hybridized with the inrerl o l  pDM238. 
Same signal may be nan.spsifrc hybrization due lo the largo amoune o l  
elmpboresed phage DNA. However, by funher screening o l  momhinnnl phoyc 
fragments known to  contain Bgll repeat loci (see xction 1.3.1). unequivocal 
identification ofat least two with adjoining rDNA related quenea  wan possible (Pig 
4.60). 
TO tell this observatioh DNA fmm the 27 recombinant phage isolnled from ti~c 
salmon library was screrned by PCR analysis using three selr of primers derivcd frnm 
conremd e w o t e  rDNA sequences (While el al. 1990; Egger and Siglcr 1993) and 
&signed to amplify portionn of (I) the S a d  of the 18s  subunit: (2) thc 3' end of the 
18s subunit, scmss the internal transcribed spacer region to Ihs 5' cod of Ihe 28s 
subunit; and (3) an internal partian of the 28s subunit (Table 3.1). Of ten svc~~ssfuliy 
amplified phages. 9, 6 and I were identified by the three primer selr (Pig. 4.7). 
rrrpectively. The primers did not amplify host E. coli or hEMBL3 DNA (no1 shown). 
It would appear that the Bgll element is upsiTmn of the 18s ,DNA subunil, probably 
in the intergenic spacer (IOS) regioh Recently, "ring Mm-calaur FISH isbclliny. n 
DNA fragment obtained by PCR amplification of the Bgll repeal sequence idenlificd 
pig. 4.6. Hybridiration of the insert of pDM238 with BglI repeat phage clones (ASBgl 
series, as marked on the figures). Plasmid pDM238 cmhins portions of thc 18s and 
28s  regions of the rDNA repeat of D rnelonog~?sIer. Hybridization was at 37-C and 
washing was twice in Zx SSC for 25 min al mom femperature, 2 timer in 2x SSCIO. 1% 
SDS, and 2 times in Ix SSUO.i% SDS for 30 min each time at 50°C. A) lnmt phage 
DNA fmm clones idenlificd as eonmining BglI repeals, elestmphorexd in a 0.8% 
agnmre gel. Phage oione numbers me shown. 6)  Southan transfer of p l  in A) 
hybridized with the pDM238 insert. C) Fragments excised fmm the phage DNA of A) 
and soprated in a 0.7% agmase gel. in the ease of dones 2, 4 and 8, multiple 
lngments were isoisted and poled. (Fragments wen identified as containing Bgll 
repeats by digesting phage DNA with 6-bp recognition site restriction endonucieases 
md, roilowing eicmphoresis and Southem msfer, probing Ule fragments under high 
stringency conditions with the 923-bp Bgn band isolated horn an agarose gel). D) 
Southern transfer of gel in C) hybridized with the pDM238 insert. 

Pig. 4.7. Amplification of neirted recombinant hEMBL3 phage DNA (ASBglll, 16, 
18.20, 22) and penomic DNA (from LnHavc R.. Nova Scotia, sample C9) by pdmm 
spcsifie !o rDNA cisvan sequence u r n w e d  among euksryote +cia. AiUlough ail 
phage sampler were selected from among those which had previously yielded PCR 
products, not all have been succer~fuily amplified hen. Conhoi rampies (amplification 
reactions wilhaut DNA) are marked as C. Primers are dwribed in section 4.3 and 
shown in Table 3.1. A Perkin-Elmer CeNs DNA Thennal Cyclu and Iho fallowing 
conditions were uwd: initial denamration I min 15 see; 30 cycles: 94'C, I mi"; 42'C. 
I min; 72'C 2 min, inc-d I sec per cycle). PCR pmducts were separated on a 2% 
NuSeive, 0.5% SeaKem agarore gel. 
181-5.8s 185-285 280 / 
M-B N-P M-P J-D 
by the present study war confirmed to eahybridize with a rDNA pmbe to the NOR- 
bcaring pair of chromosomes in Atlantis salmon (Pendhs ct el. 1994~). 
Evidencc fmm pulsed-field gel aleetraphuresir alro offers insight into the 
y~numis dislrihution of the Bgll element Agamre-embedded salmon DNA was 
fragmoded with the enzymes Nki ,  Kpnl and Soel and -inted by PFOE. Following 
Southern blot analysis with the inren of mpAlul8 (Fig. 4.86). the presnce of very high 
molecular weight bands (> 800 kb) predicts a higher-order periodic organization of 
some Bgn repeals. Bando were not apparent on the nhidium bmidcstained gel (Fig. 
4.8A). WLP variation &ween individuals is alro seen, mod obviovsly for lhe Nh.1 
digests, but thin may be an mifaet caused by nonconsistent amounts of DNA. The 
phenomenon of subrepats present within rDNA spacer regions accuning as 
indopcndent satellite-like DNA elsewhen in lhe genome has been shown for othor 
organisms (Schmidt 1984; Unfricd et al. 1991). In the case of humans, ten perem or 
more of  the IOS regions of rDNA is occupied by Alu SINE sequences, and the 
ribosomal g n e  complexes themrelver dl  within large traFtr of ratellile DNA (Kaplan 
et d. 1993). 
Phillips and Pleyte (1991) and Zhou el el. (1994) repan several salmonid specie$ 
showing both inler-individual and inter-ppulatian differences in the lmgths of spacer 
regions o f  diffmnt ,DNA repeat units. They suggest that such polymorphisms may 
prow useful in differentiating fish stocks. RFLPs of  the rDNA m p l e x  have k e n  
used lo distinguish papulatiom of mice (Suzuki el d. 1986) and Drosophllo (Williams 
et al. 1985). Cutler d ai. (1991) detested an RPLP near 185 subunit genes capable of 
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Fig. 4.8. PPGE analysis of Newfoundland Aliantic ~nimon DNA. Eiedrnphore~i~ 
conditions were 43.2 hr at a pul% interval of 150 wc. followed by 22.5 hr at an intervui 
of 250 seo, with a eonrrnnr tempmture of 14-C and c m m l  of  105 V. A) Ethidium 
bmmide-stained agamre gel. 8) Southern transfer of gel in A) hybridi?. with ~hu  
insert of Bgn subclone mpiRAlui8. Hybridization was at 42'C as described in section 
3.3.1, and washing was al high stringency at 5S°C. Reslrislion enzymes used for DNA 
digestion were: ianes 1 to 3. Nhel; lanes 4 to 6. KpnI; lanes 7 to 9. Sael. Atlantic 
salmon were fmm: ianes, 1, 4, and 6, N.E. PlaEmtin: lana 2, 5, and 7, Exploits R.: 
lanes 3, 6, and 8, Gambo Pond (nonansdmmous variety). Sizes of markers shown 1 
left are those S eerevisiae whole chramoramal DNA. 

distinguishing Atlantic salmon from Newfoundland and Seotlnnd. It is not known if 
this polymorphi~m is related to lhe presence of the Bgfl repent. 
4.4 Sprries distribution of the Rgil repeat 
In ode1 to ascertain the phylogenaic distribulian of the Bpil repeal clemenl. 
DNA from Salmonidae fish rpeeies other than Atlantic salmon (brown trout; Arctic 
charr; Japanus white-spatted chm, S. leucomaen$; brook trout. S /onri?~oli.~; minhow 
trout: chum salmon, hcorhynehus Xero; chinook salmon, 0. 1sha~yy1~eI1~1; pink salmon. 
0. p~buscha,  coho &on, 0. kisuteh: masu salmon, 0. mosov; Arctio gmyling. 
Thym(11lus mcricw) and a no"-salmonid species (northem pike, E,wx iucitw) w 
digesled with HpII, eieouophonsed, and Southem blob wen hybridized wilh the "P- 
labelled ins& of a Variant-4 subclone. When low stringency conditions were used. the 
repeat element wss r m g l y  represented in the gmomes of Atlantic salmon and bmwn 
aout following autoradiographic expo- of 24 hr(Fig. 4.9, lanes I and 2). but showed 
no hybridization with DNA of the other species. After exposure for 9 days ( l m s  3 to 
i3), weak signals wn. detectable, mainly as "on-specific bsckgmund, but wilh very 
faint bands amimnt for Arctio cham, Japanese cham, and pink salmon. Thc B,$l r e p 1  
element, if present in species other than those of !he genus Salmo, retains rcquencc 
identity toa low for positive detection by Soutkm hybridization techniques. Howcvcr, 
Hmicy and Davidson (1994) imlated an Arctio c h m  repeal fragment (OcnBank Am. 
ULOWI) approximateiy 180 bp long and Ranked by Dal sites, and now shown to k 
a homologve to a potiion of the salmon Bgll repeat (Fig. 4.10). The presence of Dgfl 
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Fig. 4.9. Zoo blot analysis of the distribution of Bgll elemene in Salmaninae s p i e s ,  
Arctic grayling, and northem pike. Approximately 7 to 12 ug of DNA from an 
individual ofeach species wss digested with Hpall and sparsled in a 0.8% agarosc gel. 
Following Southern blowink hybridization war, to the inrm of M13 subclone 
mp13Alu18 (see Fig. 4.5) at 37'C under low slringency conditions (see. section 3.5). 
Lanes 1 to 2, 24 hr autoradiographic exposure; iana 3 to 13, 9 day exposure. Lana 
I, Atlantic salmon; 2, bmwn hout: 3, Arctic c h a  4, rainbow Vout; 5, chum salmon; 
6, chinook salmon; 7, pink salmon; 8, coho salmon; 9, maw salmon; 10, white-sponcd 
(Japanese) cham; 1 1 ,  bmok hout: 12, Arctic grayling; 13, nonhm pike. 

r rpats  in Pacific salmon is unconlirmed. Based an limited fossil evidence, 
Oneorhynchur is believed to date from at least 6 million years ago (Ma) (Stearley and 
Smith 1993; Nelson 1994). so it is possible that amplification of the Bgn element to 
significant copy numbers in salmonines omwed in more recent times. 
The 923-bp Bgn ssqusnce war submitted to OcnRwt. Although no sequence 
of obvious homology was found, the highest score as determined by the FASTA search 
algorithm (opt score 169) belonged ton human satellite DNA repat element (Shimim 
el sl. 1983. Fig. 4.5A). Ihe human Hintl family oecun in tandem mays of 319-bp 
units, comprised of hw related subunits. 122 bp of the first 172-bp subunit of the 
Hinfl repeat is 65% Identical with a region of the salmon Bgfl repeat beginning at nt 
237 (the start of the second subunit of Variant-2). Similarity between the ouo 
squencer was f m d  to be statiaieally significant according to the Computer p r o g m  
RDF2 (Pemon s l d  Lipman 1988; Pc-n 1990). 
4.5 The repat rs a polymarphle p a p ~ l ~ l i a m  arker 
Population spscifio marken have not been found for Atlantic salmon. Atlantic 
salmon show unusually low levels of genetic variation when a s ~ e ~ ~ c d  by tshniquen 
such BS pmtein electrophoresis and WLP analysis or direct nuoleotide sequencing of 
n partion of the mitachandrial DNA oytoehmme B gene (Davidron et al. 1989; 
McVelgh el al. 1991). On the otha hand, simple sequence mini&ellite probes show 
high levels of hetnozygasity b e m  salmon individuals (Taggart and Fnguon 
1990a.b and Sntion 7.6). 
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Fig. 4.10. Sequence similarity of the Atlantic salmon Dgn repeat (nt 216 lo nt 199 of 
Variant-I, Fig. 4.5) with the Arctic sham Dral repat (ClaDil: RMley nnd Davidson 
1994, GenBank Aec. #L00991), Identical nl nre defined by "I", mising nt by "-". 
Identity is 64% in a I83 nt overlop. 
Singls-dig& mstrictian mapping of Bgfl repcat clones isolaled from tiac Atlanlio 
salmon genomic library detects intra-individunl variation in the argmiwtion of rrpentr 
at different loci (Fig. 4.1 1). Variaion in the length of individual rcpcols suqgcsled tho1 
the Bgn element might be used to detect reslriclion fragment length ppolymorphia~ns 
when Bgn was used as the DNA hydrolydng emyme. Certain of the= RFLPs might 
be Bxed within ditYeren1 populations. To test lhis possibilily. prcliminnry studies w m  
carried out wing a Variant-4 subclone as n pmbe in Southern blot anaiys~a of DNA 
fmm Atlantic salmon of Scotland. Ireland md Newfoundland. Sevml bonds show 
"allsiio" variation between individuals within the same population (Fig. 4.12). Discrete 
population markers have not yef k n  identified, although the number of ralman Itsled 
wes mall. The Rgll repeat could be useful far assessing the exlent of genetic variulion 
herween diflment stoeks. 
4.6 Summay 
(1) kquence data from one mdern m y  of Bgn repeats showed thrcc variants 
of 403, 897, and 923 bp in Imngth, and one variant buncated at its 3' end. 'Ihc 403 bp 
unit is comprised of hvo ~ i L e d  i e r i d  submits. 
(2) In Atlantic salmon, some repests ore found nrar rDNA genes, probably 
upmeam from the 18s subunit in the IGS region. 
(3) The Bgll repeat ir aiw, strongly represented in lhe genomc of bmwn ImuL 
tht only other SoImo species, but was not detected by Southern blotting DNA afolhcr 
d m o n i d s  
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a R 7  GTAACCT-TACC-AGGCGTACGGAAWAdACACCaGGTGCACGGGCTGG 
Fig. 4.11. Comparison of Bgfl repat regions imlaled fmm the Atlantic rolmun 
genomic library. The segment that conlained the Bgn repal element of cnch 
recombinam phage clone was subcloned inlo pTZ18R. Shewn arc Dsll complete 
digeJts of  DNA insens fmm selsted plasmid wbclones (ASBgI series) reparatcd an 
a 1.0% agamm gel. (Ail clones wne fin1 identified as eonlaining poniocs of rDNA 
genes by PCR analysis, as shown in Fig. 4.7 and described in Section 4.3). Lmo I 
contains size markers, ond lane 2 a sontml PCR reaction conraining no DNA. The 
subclones differ in Ulc organization of their Bgfi repcat units. Length variants of Ihc 
923-hp band are seen. Also, the lowest band verier in iaensily bclwen mpios .  
implying a difference in copy number. 

Fig. 4.12. Analysis of genamie DNA from n bmwn @out (lane I) and All~ntic solman 
from North America (lanes 2 to 13). Scotland (lanes 14 lo 17) and Ireland (lanes 18 lo 
21). Appmximateiy 3 pg of DNA were digested with Bgn, slectmphorescd in u 0.7% 
agamre gel, Southem blaned and pmbed with the insen of a Vorianb4 stnkianc. Lanc 
Bmwn trout; lane 1. Atlantic salmon: l a m  2 to 5. Bny D'Erpair, Newfoundland (NI'): 
lane 6, LaHave R., Nova Scotia; lane 7. nonanadmmous salmon. Oambo Pond. NP: 
lanes 8.9, anadmmvs salmon, Ombo  R., NF; lanes 10, 11. Black Brook. NP: lanes 
12, 13, O m d  Codmy R., NF. Lanes 14, IS, Almond R., Scotland; lane 16, kourio 
Hatchery, Scotland: lane 17, Kames Fish Farm, Scotland: lanes 18. L. Melvin. Ircland: 
lanes 19 to 21, Swilly R, Donegal, Ireland. The marken am A DNA cut wilh tftndlll 
and labelled wifh [d'PldCTP. Hybrididon was under high otrin~ency cnndilions. 
using the insert of rubelone mpAlul8 as probe. 

(4) The Bgll repeat, when used as a pmbe in Southern blot analyses, delecw 
mrniction fragment length pdymorphisms bet\vcen individual fish. 
CHAPTER 5. THE SALT1 REPEAT. A TcI TRANSPOSON-LIKE ELEMENT - 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 lmlstion d s  mpetilive element Mcntilird by Psrl 
When Atlantic  aimo on DNA is digested to fampletian with Psll and fractionated 
on an sgaror gel, two bands of appmximatsly 580 bp and 800 bp are faintly visible 
upon staining with ethidium bmmide (Fig. 4.1). 1" order to detmnins the nature of the 
eonespnding repaitive element, DNA from Ule 580-bp band wan isolated, ligated inlo 
pUC18 and the recombinant clones were weened by using the 580-bp band DNA as 
pmbe. When sequenced, 5 out of 16 hybridimtion psilive, Atlantic salmon 
rocambinant clones were found locontain similar xqucncu (Fig. 5.1). There rn over 
85% percent identical, although onc done, SSaii00, has vndsrgons a long 5' deletion. 
Partial Psll r~slri~ti0" digests of salmon gmmic  DNA and Southern analysis 
using the i m n  fmm clone SSal28 es pmbe failed lo ger-nate a ladder panem of 
hybridization fragments, evidence that thme repets are not tandemiy linked (data not 
shown). Rather, lhesr segments pmbabiy derive hom dispersed repeals possesine two 
internal P8ll sites. 
The repeat scquenm wen compared against the EMBL DNA database using 
the FASTA sequence 3CMh X ~ I .  Signifiwt Sequence rimiliarity was found to a 
region eneading lhe earboxy-terminal of the putative uanspwes  of the nematode 
tmnspos&ble elements Tcl of Coenorkobdilis elegon~ (Rwennveig et al. 1983) and 
Tcbl (Barney) and Tcb2 of C. brlggsae (Hanis a al. 1990: P r d  el al. 1991). 
Similarity war, also delected with Dmmphllo Tol-like elemmnls, Uhu (Bminslty et al. 
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Fig. 5.1. Sequences of Psri fragments of SALTi repent elements from mriau. 
Salmonidae species: SSal, Atlantic salmon; OKis. Coho ralmon (Omurhhy~I~ll,~ 
kisurch); OMyk, rainbow trout ( 0  mykiss); OMas, m u  salmon (0 mawtt): SAIn 
Arctic cbwr (SalveNnw alpin~rs); CLav, whitefish (Curegont,~ lavmrt,s). Nucirotidss 
identical with the consensus are defined by ".", deletions by "-". 


1990). Minos (Franr and Savakis 1991). and Bari-1 (Caizi et al. 1993). 
Until raently uanrpornnl flanked by short inverted repeats were unknown in 
wrtebrates. However, elements hamologoun with ToI-Vanrpomns have been identifled 
within an intmn of a w t o c i n  gene in thc primitive Agnathsn hagfish (EpIaInItds 
uouri; Heiahorst ct al. 1992) and within an inmn seyrvatlng the trammembrane 
domains ofthe IgM losup of s leleort, the channel oatfish ( I e t t I m  punetolrrr; Wilson 
et al. 19% Hmikaff 1992). Recently, homoiogous elmems in the genanes ofAtlantis 
salmon, rainbow hout and zebrafish have been quencsd by Radice et al. (1994). 
5.2 ChsmctrrrrPtian of a full-lellgth ssl~tlan Tcl traospownlike element 
The sequence of a camplefe Tol-like slcmmt (duignafed SALTI-SSail, 
SALmonid Transporn" of S Salo~) w obtained fm one clonal iwlate of an Allanti0 
d m m  gmomb librwy. This sequence, Logetha with flanLing sequence (not shown 
hem). has been deposited in the GenBank data ba~c as m k o n  #L22865. The 
predicted Vanaposas. (TclA) coding region is wmpwd  with Ulst of the C, briggsw 
dement Tcbl (Hami3 et al. 1990) and the hagfish Tc1-like element, Tesl (HeierluJm 
ct al. 1992) in Fig. 5.2. The O W  predicted fmm SALTI-SSall begins at nt 207 with 
a saond potential i n f m s  rn codon at nt 261. As with Tesl, the putative SALTI- 
SSall OW wntains a n v m k  of smp codonr and is, therefore, pmbably defective. 
Ignoring these, and by forring reading frame shi& at positions 769 and 1331, a 385- 
midue pmteln homologous Lo and lrrminabhg at the same position as the 
r11em).h1?bdi11~ Tci-like Vanspwlases is predicted. TIe l m g a  ORP for Te.1 may have 
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Fig. 5.2. Sequence ofthe full length SALT1 element (SSali) inolnted fmm the Atlantis 
salmon genomic library, and ndcompdson of its deduced putdive Imansposass coding 
region with those of homolapus eiemrnrs fmm E srolrli (Tesi: Heierhorst a al 1992). 
C b r i ~ v a e  (Tcbl; Harris el ol 1990). and the 5' flanking region or the S .FFI/LII 
ependymin gene (Ssepd; Miiiler-Schmid N a/. 1992). Regions of simiinr invcrlcd 
nucleotide sequence, designated ITR-A and ITR-B in the text, are underlined. 
Framsshifls have been intdueed to the SALT1 sequence at nucieolides 769 and 1331 
to maximize alignment ofthe amino acid sequences. l m e d  gaps om indicated us "-". 
stop d o n s  with "*", and conserved amino acid residues are in bold lyp.  Thc intmn 
region identifled for Toi by Vos a al. (1993) and pmposed for Tobl by Pragld el 01. 
(1991) has been translaled and is shown in lower case :enem. The primers (a, b, and 
c) used far sequencing and for inter-SALT1 PCP (see Figs. 5.7 and 5.8) arc indicated 
by lines above their s q w c e .  A potatid palyadenylation signal (Poly A) is shown. 
l'he complete sequence of SALTI-SSall has been deposited in L s  OonBank data bose 
(accession #L22865). 

resulted from a mutation of the opal stop eodan seen in SALTI-SSaII. In 'r-I a 
potential TATA box (TATAAAQ sits 47 bp upstream of the st& codon. Tlte only 
consensus TATA motif in SALTI-SSall is nt posilion 80 (AATAAAT). Therc is a 
poipdenylsrion signal (AATAAA) at position 1490. 
The existence of 1 ~ ,  exons encoding the TcA protein has been demonslrotcd 
empirically for Tcl (Vas sf al. 1993) and i n f d  far Tebl and TcbZ (Prosad 01 al. 
1991). The spliced transcript of Tcl codes for 343 amino acids. For comparison wilh 
homologous regions of the fish Tcl-like elements, the presumptive intron neqvoncc of 
Tebl has been translated in Pig. 5.2 and its eneaded 20 amino acid residues and 3 stop 
codons nrc shown in lower case lellen. It is unolcar if the Ash clements eontoin 
introns. 
SALTI-SSall is flanked by imperfect inverted terminal repeals (ITRs), each 
commencing with 5'-TA-3'. This dinucleaide sequence has been identified a4 o lorget 
site for Tcl-like elements (Rosemig  etal. 1983; Manman and Watmon 1989) and 
is duplicated at the time of transpasan insertion. Interestingly, immediately flanking the 
ORF is a &on m h  of invated repeat sequence (designated 1TR-0) which has pnrtial 
homology with sequence (ITR-A) near the very ends of L a  SALT1 element (Pig. 5.3. 
and described in Owdia  and Dovidson 19948). 
Very recently 2. I m t ,  2. Ivicn, and P.B. Hackell (unpublished) have entered 
in the ccnBank d a t a k  (As .  Nos. L33469 to L33473) sequmcs of live Tcl 
transposan.like loci from zebratirh (Don10 nrio). Their entries of June 1 6  1991 note 
the prernce of unusually long inverted terminal repeats ( 000  b) in thus Tcl-like 
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Pig. 5.3. Comparison of homologous ssqwnces within the 5' and 3' inMlted repeat 
sequonca of SALTI-SSall, (SSall-ITR-A, f l d l n g  the elemenl, and SLII-ITR-B, 
flanking its open reading li.uns), and analogous 5' sequences Cram the salmon 
ependymin gene element (Sqd-ITR-A and Sxpd-ITR-6). Identical nwleotides an 
shown by "I", and lnwrted gaps by "-". 
Ssepd-ITR-B 5' cW-TO-GOTCAG~G~TACATACAC--T~TT-GA 
I l l  I1 I l l  l l l l l l , l l l l l l l l l  1 1  1 1  1 1  
Ssepd-ITR-A 5' TACAGTTGAAGTCGGRnGTlTACATACAC-TTAGCTTGGA 
I11111 I  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I 1 1  I  I I l l  I1 SSall-ITR-A 3' TACAGTGCAT-TCGGAAGTATTCAG-CCCCTTA-CTTT 
SSalL-ITR-A 5 ,  JA~-~~~~~~-iL~~~h~A~!~~!~kkc~i 
S S ~ ~ ~ - I T R - B  5 ,  
SSall-ITR-B 3, 
IIIIIIIIII I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I I  
TTTACATAAGCATTCAGACCCTTTA-CT 
clemenu, each flanked at its 3' and 5' ends by 12 bp of similar sequence (Fig. 5.4A). 
This ohnvotian prompted a ~l0ser examination d t h c  invmed repst sequmas fmm 
Atlantis salmon. Thc SALTI-SSall element also appears to  contain long inverted 
mpats, but thue arr degsnnafs in their central portions. Thus, ITR-A and ITR-B ars 
not separate repeat regions, ar Bmt inferred in Gmdier and Davidmn (1994a). but the 
termini of o single pir of long imprfet  inverted repea& wtending from the ends of 
the clement ar far as the predicted amino acid mdiig region. 
A search of the EMBL data library has revealed a ponion of the 5' flsnking 
region of an ependymin gene of Atlantic salmon sharing homology with the SALT1 
sequence. The published sequence (Miiller-SMd et al. 1992) includes the first 972 
bases of a SALTI-like element i m d  in an inverse orientation 295 hp fmm the 
anticipated Uanwiption stan point of the ependymin gene (Fig. 5.2). The SALTI-lib 
element commences with 36 nuclcotida having similarity with the ITR-A JS(IUS~ES 
flanking SALT-SSall; lhese an imperfstly repeated about 100 basu downrlmm (the 
5. ITR-6; Fig. 5.3). The ~hebs~llce of known transcription elunmts upmeam of the the 
TATA bx in this S solor ependymin gene lacus, together with its"vcry s p i f i e  spatial 
and temporal expression" Wflller-Shid et d. 1992). pmmpt speculation that 
exprersion of at leest one salmon epnrdymin gene may be influenced by an inserted 
tramporable element. 
The epmdymin gene element shows omidasble similarity wilh salmonid Tcl- 
like elmrents isolated by Radice et el. (1994): over 81% amino acid sequence identity 
with three loci from Atlantic dmon (OsnEmk accession nos. L12206 to L12208) and 
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Fig. 5.4. Alignrnel~l of tlw 5' and S Ilanhing equenecs o l  A) Zelrctnn. 'l'cl- 
lmnsposor-lik~ sequen~e liom Dnrzio P w i o  ((Z. IzsvnL %. Ivim. innd I'.l3. I lsckcll. 
unpublishnl, OenBanL! Acc. UL334701. 0) SALTI-SSsll. and C) Smolblll (IZndicc ct 
a1. (1994): UL12206). 
SALT-SSall 5' C I S W T & C C m * C ~ T I U O T A T W f f i ~ C ~ C T  
I Ill I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  lllllllllllll [ I  
SALT1-SSa11 3' CT~C1\--m*CI\TIViOCI\mffiACCCmICT 
78% identity with one locus of mnbaw mut (Oncorhynchw mykisq n c ~ s i o n  no. 
L12209). SALTI-SSall, on the other hand, is less than 32% identical with the amino 
acid wquencen predicted for these four OW salmonid elements. These complete 
salmonid elements, like SALTi-SSall, are flanked by long degenerate inverted repeats 
which contsin homologous ITR-A and ITR-B regions and these are very similar to lhe 
com~ponding 5' repeats of the epmdymin gene clement The ITR sequence$ from one 
element (so .  #L12206) of Radicr ct sl. (1994) is shown in Pig. 5.W 
The CAOTGY consensus sequence, noted by Henikoff (1992: see also Collins 
and Anderson 1994) as present in the inverted terminal repeals of members of the Tcl- 
family, is also found in the SALTI-SSall ITRs. However. this motif varies both in 
sequence and position beween different frsh species. Thor elements identified by 
Radice et al. (1994) c m y  a v d m t  CAGITGA sequence, while the motif may be 
missing entirely fmm the hagfish inverted repcats (the sequence CA(il7T ir pternt). 
The 85-hp IT& of the catfish clement, identified by Kenjkoff (1992) as s TcI.Iikc 
homolopus, are the mast diwgcnt. The CAOTGY motif is prsrnt, but internal to the 
ITR rather than at its sxame 5' end. lhc catfish hanspwon has, in faof inserted into 
an A-T rich region lnaking identification of its termini uncemin. 
Comparison of homologour sequcmrj within the inverted repeat regions of 
known fish Tol-like elements identifies a consensus sequence (Fig. 5.5). Nuclmtides 
at c d n  positions are highly c o r n e d .  Scqumce in the ITRs of sane ~anspsablc 
elemennts have been show to be required in cis for excision and hanspsitian (Karers 
and Rubin 1984) A domain mapped within first 63 midues of the mino-tminal md 
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I:l~. 5.5. Comparison of homologous sequences of the inverted 5' and 3' repeat 
sequcnas flanking lish Tcl-like elsmcnts in tho channel eatfish IgM Imur (IpTcl-ITR. 
A; Wilson el nl. 1990) and the hagfish vnrota~in gene (l'esl-ITR-A; Heierhorst s t  nl. 
1992). SALTI-SSell (SSall-ITR-A) and its open rending frame (SSall-ITR-B), Ihe 
wlmon eprodymin gene elcmcnt (Sscpd-ITR-A and Srcpd-1TR-B; MUller-Schmid el 01. 
1992). and clemenls isulated by Radia ct al. (19941 from several fish species: zebrafish 
( 7 x ~ ~ c l l l d ) ,  Atlantic solmon (SmoTclIl, UL12206; SmoTcllto. #L12207: and 
Sma'l'clltb, #L12208), and roinbow tmut (SmoTclltd, UL12209). Inserted gaps me 
indieecd us "-". 

of nematode Tcl tranrposase spaifically binds to ITR sequence (Vos a el. 1993) 
5 3  Sprcla distribution of SALT1 rlomrds 
To determine the phylagenetic distribvtion of the SALT1 Tcl-like elemenf 
genamis DNAs fmm salmonid and other fish r ~ i e $  fmgr (Anura), bird, and mammal 
sprisr  wsrs digested to coinpledan with Psi1 and rubjssted to South- blotting. 
These were probed with clones SSal9, SSa129, or SSa144 to examine the phylogenetic 
distribution of the Psll repeat (Fig. 5.6). Blots hybridized and -bed at high 
stringency showed strong hybridization to all salmonids but to no other %peels; the 
pattern of hybridization was similar in each case. The ethidium bmmide staining 580- 
bp Psll bands from a s l r M  &Into, Salvelinus, and Oneorhynchur species were isaiau 
and sequenced as dexribsd above for Atlantic salmon (Fig. 5.1). Surprisingly, intra- 
individual q u e n c s  variation of element wpisr was no less than intefspccics variation. 
Based on phylagenetic analysis of Ule sequence data r a  using the sequence analysis 
program PHYLIP, no species s p i f i c  sequence markers wuld be dcfeoted nor were any 
subgroupings of queneen obvious (Fig. 5.7). Some of the quenced fragments shown 
in Fig. 5.1 arc intempted by long iintemsl deletions. (in the case of Dmsophlla P 
elements. Engels et d. (1989) have suggested lhat internal deletions arise fmm 
inetlicient nplir of double-strand break occurring at the time of excision). None 
wnlain a complae OW. They d d v e  fmm elements pbah ly  incapable of autonomow 
transposition and therefore it is unlikely lhat they have hen  unda sclectivs wnstrnint 
to retain sequence homogeneity. In the cape of the SALT1 elements, mraf of 'wncntcd 
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Fig. 5.6. Zw blot analysis of the distribution of SALTI-like elements in Bsh and 
anuran species. Clone SALTI-SSal44 w n  the probe. Lanes I. Atlantis Znlman; 2. 
mas" salmon; 3, rainbow mut; 4, whitefish. Lnner I to 4, nulondiography wns far 6 
h. Lanes 5, srr Impmy; 6, dogfish shark; 7. Jkats; 8. Atlantic cod; 9. winter flounder: 
10, capelin; 11, eunne~ 12, Xenopus laevis; 13, Rono rp. Lanes 5 to 13. 
outorsdiogmphy was for 7 d. Hybridization was at low stringency (rsc Scrlion 3.4). 
Other salmonid species showed hybridization pltems similar to l a w  I to 4, and 
inclvded brown tmut, Arctic cham chimook salmon, pink salmon. coho salmon, chum 
salmon, Japanese cham, bmok tmut, and Amtic grayling. OUler animal speoics tested 
and showing no DNA hybrimion included gonnef, quail. chickcn, rabbit, moose, 
caribou, black bear, mouse, babeon and human. 

Fig. 5.7. Relationships ofthe SALTI-like sepumces isoiatcd fmm different Salmonidax 
species annlyzed wilh the phylogenetio pckoge PHYLIP (sec Fig. 5.1 lor symbals). 
Sequences with deletions of aver 65 bp wsrc omitted fmm t k  analysis (SSn1100. 
SSal40, OKis83, OM-46, and ClavS). The tree in A) wan generated with n ncnresl 
neighbour-joining slgrithm (pmgrm NEIGHBOR), and in 8) with Filch-Mawolinsh 
and less1 squares methods (pmgram PITCH). Numben above the branches ref" lo the 
number of times each branch was supponed afler 100 boomaps ( p m g m  SEQBOOT). 

evolution' (Amheim 1983). praeesses which encourage homogenimtian of tile members 
of  a repeat family within a single specier, appear to have been low. The sapl ing 
repatted hem was limiled, however, and more exlensivc sequence data a n  required if 
the existence of different elemmt lineages or of phylagmetio relationship in to b 
ass& ( ~ e  Batzer el el. (1991) and VanderWiel et sl. (1993) L r  discusrian of this 
point). 
Under low stringency conditions, hybridization will! DNA of Atlmlis slurgwn 
(Aeipnser mphynehu~ not shown in Fig. 5.6h $tat= (Rqia sp.), nnd Rana sp. was 
detected after 6k autoradiographic cxpoaure. ARcr expsure Tor 7 days a much fainlor 
signal also was visible as a wies of ban& within the lanes for winter flounder 
(Pbu~necles  amerieanus), capelin (Mallorus villo8us) olld CUMer (Tu,,logolabn,s 
adspersus). In contrast t o  ths strong signal o l  Rana, pmbe hybridization to P#B- 
digerM Xempur Iaevir DNA occurred primarily as two faint bands, nppmxlmately 4.8 
kb io length, Ulat were also visualind by ethidiwn bmmide slaining. Nybridimtian 
wilh DNA of lhe Agnathan sea lamprey (Pelrompon minus) ,  Ibe Chondrichlhynn 
dogfish (Squolw sp.) and Atlantic cad appeared la hs nan-spsific. 
In Alctio char, immediately 5' of a lofur containing a Mbol repeat family 
element (ChMbl2; (idank Acs. 4L01073) characterized by Hartley and Dnvidsn 
(1994), there is sequence unrelaled to the Mbol repeat and having 89% Identity to s 61- 
bps~stch ofSALTI-SSsI1 (eommenoing at nt 1200). Members of lhe Mbol family we 
tandsmiy repeated and consist of a 33-mn doubld (Fig. 5.8). Inlncdngly, lhls repst 
has been found to be missing horn an isolated population o f  S olpinu~' fmm W e a r  
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Fig. 5.8. Sequence similarity of SALTI-SSsll (nt I201 to nt 1262, Fig. 5.2) with the 
Arctic cham Mbol repm (ChMbll; HarUey and Dmidron 1994: GenBanL ACE. 
UL01073). Identity is 92% in a 61 nt overlap. Identical nt are defined by "'', missing 
nt by "-". Also shown is the alignment puttern of the Mo Mol repeats pment in 
ChMbl2. 

bsr, hotland, but present in other Scoltish populaions (noted in Hanley and Davidson 
(1994) ns unpublished date). 011s may conjecture Ulat the precursor hi301 repeat 
sequence, prior to its amplification in Amic charr, was lost from the ancestral genome 
of tho Wester Rws population, perhap as a canrcquence of exdsion during a 
tranrpmition went involving a SALT1 element. 
5.4 The grnonir distribution of SALT1 olrmellrs 
The technique of human Alu PCR a i i i a s  a single prima directed ouovards fmm 
the Alu repeat sequence la amplify DNA bewen elements inversely oriented with 
respect to ons another (Nelson et al. 1989). In an analogous fashion, SALT1 primer 
nor c (Fig. 5.1) was end-labelled for use individually in PCR-based mplificafiam of 
genomic DNA fmm Atlantic salmon of bath North Amcrican and Eumpan population$ 
and fmm other salmonid speeiu Amplified products were resolved on a denaturing 
polys~rylamid~ sequencing gel. Following autoradiagraphy, a large number of pmducts 
were detected, generating pattern similar to those of DNA tingnprinting gels, and 
indimling close pmximity of SALT1 elements at some loci (Fig. 5.9). Bd-1,  a recently 
characterized Tcl-lib element horn D. molamgnrfer, has been f d  to be largely 
clustered in regions of hctcmchmmatin (Caial st al. 1993). 
Interspeeific variations in inter-SALT! PCR banding panems were numemua 
with pime, a, but only a single fragment lagtll poiymorphinm was detected among 16 
Atlantic salmon individuals c h a ~ l  fram Canada, Ireland and Scotland (Fig. 5.9). 
Similnr results wen obtainsd with primer c, although single band shifts wen detected 
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Fig. 5.9. Autoradiograph of inter-SALT1 PCR of gemmic DNA from Atlantic salmon 
(lanes I lo 10). other salmonids (lanes I1 to IS), and "on-salmonid species (Iancr 16 
to 23). "P-labelled primer a was used alone in the PCR reactions. One smpk ,  
containing degraded DNA was not included in this figure (between lanes 7 and 8). 
Amplification products in lanes I to 10, and lanes I i  to 23 were resolved an separate 
gels. Atlantic salmon: lane I, Bay d'Espoir, Newfoundland: lanes 2. 3, LaHuve R., 
NOW Scoti~; lane 4. St. John's R., New Brunrdck: lane 5, Black Brook, 
Newfoundland; lanes 6.7, Ungava Bay, Quebec; lanes 8.9, Almond R.. Scotland; lone 
10, Swilly R., Donegal, Inland. Brown Wout, lane 11: chum salmon, lane 12; Japanese 
cham, lane 13; manu salmon, lane 14: rainbow tmut, lane 15; sea lamprey, lane 16; 
dogfish shark lanc 17; rkms, lane 18; sturgeon, lane 19; wintet flounder, lane 20: Ratto 
sp, lane 21; mow,  lane 22, human, lanc 23; control sample canfaining no DNA, lanc 
24. A li~gment length polymorphism of appmximely 460 bp is seen in Atlantis 
salmon. Fragment i p s  were determined by comparison with a sequencing -lion 
eiecVophorevd at the r m c  time. 

in several individuals (Fig. 5.10). These mu iu  are consistent with the hypothoris that 
extant Atlanlio salmon populations are recently derived fmm o common population and 
have colonized their p s e n t  habitats since the last ice-age (see Dovidson et nl. 1989). 
The= results also nrggesf lhat either insufficient rime hns elapsd for new tmsporitians 
to have become fued in the different populations or else these transposon~ are m l y  
active. 
Using primer r, inta-SALT1 PCR amplification products were obtained fmm 
non-salmonid speci- including rome other fish, an amphibian, m a w ,  and human. No 
pmducu were detected for dogfish shark, while tho= of lamprey and sturgeon were 
faint and are not discemable in Fig. 5.9. However, primer 0 generated pmduots ranging 
in number from 3 (lamprey) to aver 20 (mouse). for every no"-salmonid species 
examined (Rg. 5.10). Some of these resuits are at varienre with Southem blot annlyis. 
Although one ~mol mlc out the possibility that these primen may be generating 
RAPDs (see Sedon 1.5.1) in rome instances, the length of the primer and the high 
annealing hmperaturr of lhe PCR svggerl lhat SALTI-related elements are king 
deeeted. Tci-like elcmenu appear, therefore, lo be widespread in vertebrate gcnomnes. 
SALT1 elements have achieved high copy number in salmonids. As shown by 
dm~itomeUic analyses of nhidium bmmide-slained gels, the t w  bands visible whm 
Atlantic salmon gemrmic DNA is digested with PsrI (Fig. 4.1) account far over 0.2% 
ofthc eenoms. Furthermore, when 3,600 recombinant olwes of the IEMBL3 genomis 
library were screened using Sna128 as prok, 335 positive plaques were detected 
fallowing 4 days of autoadiogrsphie exposvm If the average length of r phage i nwt  
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Fig. 5.10. Autoradiagraph of inter-SALT1 PCR of genomis DNA fmm Atlantic salmon 
(lanes I lo 17), other salmonids (lanes I8 to 22). and non-salmonid species (lanes 23 
lo 30). "P-labelled primer c was used alone in the PCR reactions. Atlantic dmon:  
lanes I, 2, Bay d'Espoir, Newfoundland; lanu 3,4, LaHsw R., Nova Scotis, lanes 5 
lo 7; Gambo, Newfoundland; lanes 8, 9, Black Bmok, Newfoundland; lane 10, Orand 
Codmy, Newfoundland; lane l l .  Scotland: lanc 12, Lum R, Scotland; lane 13, Scourie 
fish hatohory, Scotland: lane 14, Smtland; lanc 15, Owentagher R., Ireland; lane 16, 
Swilly R., Donegal, Ireland; lane 17, L. Melvin, Ireland. Bmwn trout, lane 18: masu 
salmon, lane 19; Amic chm, lane 20: grayling, lane 21; whitefish, lane 22: sea 
lamprey, lane 23; dogfish sharl, lane 24; bate, lane 25: sturgean, lane 26; winter 
flounder. lam 27; R m  sp, lane 28: mow,  lane 29; human, lane 30. Lanes 1-15 and 
Inner 16.30 were tun on separate gels under the same conditions. A control sample 
mntaining no DNA wm also included and showed no signal (wt  shown in this figwe). 
Fragment length palymorphismr are indicated with mows. The highly variant fiagmmt 
lengths in lanes 2. 7, and 17 may be artifacts caused by insufficient DNA being 
included in the PCB mction. Fragment sizes were determined by end-labelling Hfndlll 
d igced A DNA and $XI74 DNA cut with HoeIII. 

is taken as 15 kb, and one assumes that thee is only one SALT1 homologus per 
positive clone, then SALT1 elemento comprise 0.9% of the Atlantic salmon DNA in 
this library. These results translate into approximately 15,000 oopies of the Tcl-like 
element per haploid genome (based on a "c* valv~ of 3.0 pg for salmonid fish, 
Hinsgardncr and Rosen 1972). The high copy number in salmonids could have arisen 
through chromosome duplication (Ohno et al. 1969: Ohoo 1970). as well as 
transposition. 
The i n f e d  amino soid sequence of the tnnsporase of SALTI-SSell Is more 
similar to that of nematode Tcbl than to the companding sequace of hagfish Tesl 
(32% and 26% identify, rcspeetively). T h i  ohmation, logeher with the uneven 
ascvmce of hamologues as &mined by Southern blot hybridimion might suggest 
that horizontal hansmission to some fish species has occurred. On the other hand, Tcl- 
like hanrpomns may be pelvasiw in vertebrates, and only elements which have became 
differentially amplified in some lineages bave been detected. Interpmsfion of the 
evolution of this p u p  of uanrposns is funher complicated by the possible existence 
of several subfamilie. as saru to bo the fas in f ~ .  
5.5 Summary 
(I) A full length interspersed element (designated SALTi-SSall), having 
internal homology to the Uansposese (TclA) coding x i o n  of the Tcl family of 
msposons, war isolated and charscterized. The element is 1535 bp long and flanked 
by degenerate inverted -to whose 5' and 3' ends are similar in requenu, to each 
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other. 
(2) Homologous Psrl fragments within the putative transpa- coding qbnr 
were isolated fmm an Atlantic salmon and individuals of other salmonid species. 'Them 
was considable inhaindividual as well as intsrspscier qttenec variation in thee Tci 
lmwporon-like elements. 
(3) The full-length S, mlor element described here is surprisingly divergent 
from three other salmon Tcl-like nequenap independently isolated by Radice et al. 
(1994). 
(4) Preliminary data suggest that this family af repents is distributed among 
many members of se-l diverse vertebrate linages Selective amplification or lass 
of elements in certain lineages appem to have o a d .  
CHAPTER 6 THE NHR REPEAT -RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.1 Sequences o f  Athntlc s~lmon Nbd repeats (ASNHEI) 
This chapter presents the characterization of a 38Qbp repetitive element that ir 
flanked by the recognition sequence for the ra t r idon enzyme Nhd and is prevalent 
within the genames of the tvm species in the genus Solno, Atlantic salmon and brown 
tmut. Members ofthis repcar fmiiy were cloned into pUC18, and the sequences of 16 
representative Atlantis salmon Imi (ASNHEs) are shown in Fig. 6.1. The consensus 
sequence (entered in GcnBanli as ACE. #L254W) is 378 bp in length. but individual 
variants range fmm 367 bp (ASNHES) to 388 bp (ASNHE23). The Nhel repeats 
contain three perfeet (ID, 3D, 4D) and huo imp&ct (ZD, 5D) dim1 rubrepcats, and 
t w  perfect (11, 41) and four imperkcf (21, 31, 51, 61) inverted subrepeats. The lamr 
inolude plindrcmea and quasipalindromes (repeats separated by a shad spacer) which 
could potentially form -ifarm rtruewen. Shod internal repeats have often bem 
reparted in satellite DNA (MiWns and Gill 1982) and in SINE-like repeats (Kido el al. 
1991). Sevnnl major deletion or inmion events have -wed and all are located at 
in tmal  subrepeat rites. The mlc of r e p a  in pmmoting local requence excision has 
been investigated in daail in prokaryates (Collins 1980: Trinh and Sinden 1993) and 
parh~leted to be a s o w  of p n n i o  imbi i i ty  in daryotes, poeslbly due to slipped- 
strand mispiring h e n  stretches of homologous sequence (Gardenin et 81. 1993: 
Ruakin and Fink 1993, and rekrellces therein). 
The ASNHEs em A+T-rich (64%) and this is similar to lafellite DNA frm carp 
(63%: Dana et al. 1988) and pallock (6% Denovan and WrighI 1990). Individual 
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Fig. 6.1. Comparisw of Ule nucleotide sequences of 16 elot~ed NIEI Atlantio solmen 
repeats (ASNHE) and their eannponding eonmnsus w e n e e  (AS Cons) shown above. 
Nucieotidcs identical with the conrenrus squencc a~ show by '!'. Inserted g n p  are 
indicated as "-". The symbols I1 to 61 and ID to 5D marked above the ASNHE 
mnsenrus q u e n c c  identify lnvencd and dired repeats, respectiwly. Recognition sites 
far mhiction m q m m  are indicated above the somolrur sequence, and thor  that me 
premt in only m e  variants are shown in brackets. 

copies are wy similar to one another and 95% ta 98% (the avenge is 96.3%) identical 
to their c o r n u s  sequcncs (deletions or insenions being counted as single oven&). 
This too appears to be a charaetaslic of DNA repents h m  other fish specin: pollock 
(94% identity far 6 copies, DFnovan and Wright 1990): zebrafish (95% identity far 13 
copies, Ekkm d al. 1992); and tilapia (98% identity far 7 copies, Wright 1989). 
6.2 Genorne organization of the Atlsntie salmon Nbel repeat 
Densitsmetric analyses of photographic negatives o f  ethidium bmmidc stoined 
agarose gels indicated that the DNA wndtuting the Nhel 380.b~ band p e l  aewunted 
far an svmge o f  1.2 (33.2)% of the total genomio DNA of three different sdmm from 
westem Newfoundland rivers. Assuming a "c" value af 3.0 pg (Hinegardner and Roscn 
1972). this suggests that there we approximately 10' copier of this repeat in  the haploid 
genome of Atlantic salmon. 
Single sites for the mviction mdenuciessrj Drol and H a l l 1  and two sites for 
HpII, while present within Ule conreluus sequena, have bear lasf fmm some copier 
due to point mutations. Nhel and DmI, together with Ddel and M h I  (found in rll 16 
copies), Rsol (found in only a m,di nvmbn of wpies), and Hinfl, Hindlll and Dgnl 
(absent fmm all 16 copies sequenced) were used in a Southern blot analysis of gcnomic 
DNA h m  a dngle Atlantic salmon. I n  the csw of maxi-satellite DNA and tandemly 
ananged repeats, one would exp& to see a long ladder pattern of fragments due to 
mdom loss o f  mshiotion sites fmm some monomer units. I n  Fig. 6.2, such a mUem 
was clearly evident 3 nly for the Rral digest, although the bands vae not multimas of 
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Fig. 6.2. Ocnomic organization of the Nhal repeat. Atlantic salmon DNA fmm a 
single individual was digested with the rertriction cnrymen h o w  and ruhj~ted to 
Sauthcm blot analysis using the insen of plasmid clone ASNHE6 as the probe. The 
size mark- in kh are derived from the migration of X DNA cut with HhdIII. 

380 bp. Southan blot analysis of pRnial NheL digens of salmon DNA similarly failed 
to generate hybridization pauems typical of tandmrly -led "safelliteAikeW DNA 
(Fig. 6.3). Following long expornre of the Southern blots depicted in Figs. 6.5 and 6.9 
(se Mow), faint hybridiration bands above the Nhel monomer cm be seen again* an 
intense backgmund hybridization smear. Nevenhclesa it appears lbet Nhel repeats am 
either arranged in very short tandem m y s  or else represent i n t d  fragments of a 
longer, as yet unidentified, inleropersed iepeat. 
6.3 Intn-specinc vsr(rHon of the Nhd repeat 
As repeats have proven useful for detecting polymorphimn in finh DNA (see 
Section 1.5.2), 1 tested for inwpecific genetio variation delectable by the Nhrl element. 
Genamio DNA from a taal  of22 Atlantic d m o n  originating fmm the LaHave R. in 
Nova Scotia, six r i m  systems of Novfoundland, four river system of Scotland, and 
five of lwland was dig& dlh the mrVi~tian enzymes IlindllI, Hinfl, Mbol or I(ral 
and subjeclcd la Southern blot analysis. No variation in banding pattrmr of the Nhel 
element wm observed in these individuals fmm widely distributed pepulations (Fig. 
6.4). On the other hand these individuals show considerable WLP variation when 
analyzed with probes horn the Sgn multi-locus rrpetitive DNA (sce Section 4.5) and 
from wo minisstellite loci of Atlantic dmon  (Sections 7.5 and 7.6). T h e m  repal, 
thenfore, doer not appear to be useful far population genetic nNdics in Atlantic 
salmon. 
Fig. 6.3. Southern blot analysis of pth! digests of salmon gaomic DNA pmbd  with 
the DNA insm fmm ASNHE6. Aliquob in lane. 2 lo 10 were digested for I hr nt 
37% with varying conwhations of Nhel, while digestion Tor lane I DNA was 
permitted to eantinue overnight. Samples were eieclmphoresed i n s  1.0% agarosc gel, 
and bloned to Biodyne nylon membrane. Hybridization was p e r f o d  unda high 
stringency conditions using the modified DNA hybridization protocol of the RCMP. 
Ottawa (conditions were as described in Section 3.5, with t k  sxssptian that washing 
was at 6S°C). Lanes fmm left to right: 20, 10.5.2.5, 1.25,0.62,0.31.0.16,0.08, and 
0.04 units of NheI. 

Fig. 6.4. Southern blot analysis of Allantic salmon DNA fmm Newfoundlnnd (NF). 
Nova Smtia (?is), Scotland (SCOT), and Ireland (IRE) digested with Hindill. Snu3A. 
Rml and Hinfl and probed wifh the insert of brawn trout clone BlNRE68: A) lanes 
I to 23, Hindtil; lanu 24.25, Sou3A: lanes 26,27, Rsnl; lane 28, degnded DNA, 8 )  
lanes I to 19, Rsdl; lanes 20 to 28, Hinll; C) lanes I to 10, HlnW. lanes I1 to 28, 
Sou3A. Hybridization was )crformed under high aringcney eanditionn using thc 
modified DNA hybridiznlion pmlasol of the RCMP, Ottawa (mnditions \vex os 
described in Section 3.5, with the exception Ihat washing war at 55'C). A) h e s  1.2. 
Bay D'E~poir, NF; lanes 3.4. LaHave R ,  NS; lanes S lo 7, Gmbo, NF; lane 8, Bloek 
BI., NF; lane 9, Lilile R,NF; lane 10, Grand Codmy, NF; lanes 11, 12, East Plaecntin. 
NF; lanes 13, SCOT: lane 14, Lusss R., SCOT, lane 15. Seauric Fish Hatchcry. SCVI: 
lane 16, SCOT; lane 17, Owentogher R.. Donegal, IRE; lane 18, Keswagh R. Donegul. 
IRE; lanes 19, 20, Swilly R ,  Donegal, IRE, lane 21, L. Melvin, IRE, lane 22, Swilly 
R., IRE; lane 23, Glen R., Donegal, IRE ;lanes 24 to 27: Easl Placcntia, NP. B) Lvno 
1, Bay D'Espoir, NF: iane 2, LaHave R ,  NS; lanes 3 to 5, Gmho. NF; lane 6. Black 
Br., NF; lane 7, Little R ,  W, lane 8, Grand Cadcoy, NF: lanes 9, 10, Em1 Plnccntia, 
NF (DNA w degraded); lam 11, SCOT; lane 12, Lurna R., SCOT; lane 13. S~auric 
Fish Hatohey, SCOT; lane 14, Owentogher R ,  IRE: lane IS, Keswegh R., IRE; lsncs 
16 to 17, Swilly R ,  IRE, lam 18, L. Melvin. IRE, lane 19. Glen R., IRE (DNA was 
degraded); lane9 20 to 28. same as lanes I lo 9. C) lanes 1 to 10. same as A1 ~ancs 




6.4 S w i r a  dbhibutian o f  salmon Nhr l - l i b  rqucnccr 
The distribution in other fish species of DNA quenees relnld la the Atinn~ie 
wiman Nhel repeals was determined by Southern blot analysis. ?here was stmng 
hyhridimlion o f  Ihc pmbe lo DNA fmm b row lmul, A wwk signal w s  dclwld 
(after low stringency washes) with DNA fmm alhcr Salmoninne specicr h l  this wus 
more intense lhnn the faint, and probably "on-spcilic, bnckgmund hybridimlion 
sxhibiled by DNA fmm lhe "on-Salmoninae lishes, including Ihc Snlmanidnc sp ies  
grayling and whitefish (Fig. 6.5). Therefore, it appears that lhis rcpelitivc elumcnt is 
found primarily in the genus Solmo. 
6 5  Scqucncc nndyser of Solmo N h d  rcpcala 
Seven hybrid recombinant plasmids containing Nhel rcpcols from bmwn lmut 
were isolaled and the sequences of the inscm were delcrmincd (Pig. 6.6). 'Tho 
relationships among UIE nequences of the sixteen ASNHEs nnd the scven b r o w  !mu1 
N k I  repeats (BlNHEs) were emincd  using Ihc PHYLIP packngc. Pig. 6.7 show lhc 
resulls of this analysis and indicates that the ind~vidual repeals do not fall into spsics- 
specifio gmups. Ralher, il spp~ars that there om suhfmilics of Nhel repma and lhcsc 
families ore found in both species of Ihc genus Solmo. This mull. Wkcn wilh Ihc 
observation hat the Nhel repeat is not a major ciomcnt in O~trnrhyncltz,.~ or Sulurll"t,.s 
spaiss, suggests that there wm an expansion of lhc Nhel fmi ly  of xqucnccs in the 
arcertar of Atlanlic salmon and bmwn trout sncr tho rplil bclxron Salmn and L o  olhcr 
genera in +he Salmanidae. 
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Fig. 6.5. 7m blot analysis of the taxonomic dlatribulian of h'hel elemem. Oenomic 
DNA was digerted with Nlrel and the insert fmm clone ASNHE6 wsa used u the 
probe. Loncs I, Allantis ralnsn; 2, bmwn trout; 3, mho salmon; 4, chum salmon; 5, 
masu salmon; 6, rainbw trout; 7, Amtic chan; 8, Japanex cham; 9, brook trout; 10, 
grayling; Ii, whitefish; 12,sea ismprey; 13, doglish shark 14,AUantic md: 15, cunner: 
16, Reno sp.; 17, gunner; 18, caribou; 19, human. The w h c t i a n  enzyme has failed to  
hydmiyzc bmok tmul DNA (lane 9). Hybridizalion wm at low slringorcy (see Smtion 
3.5). 

Fig. 6.6. Cornpariron ofthe nuclwtide quences of7 cloned Nhel Bmwn mut salmon 
mpm (BTNHE), theit earnspunding mnsensus sequence (BT Cons) shown above, and 
the ASNHE consensus (AS Cons; see Fig. 6.1). Dots indicate thal the scquenca is 
idenlid to that of the BTNHE conremu and &shes indicate deletions. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SS cow ..c. 
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PI#. 6.7. Rclationrhips of the ASNHE and BTNHE sequrnas analyzed with the 
phylogcndic package PHYLIP. The Ires in A) was generated wilh a nearest nkighbour- 
joining algarilhm (program NEIGHBOR), and in B) with Fitoh-Margoliash and least 
rqures rnclhcds (pmgmm PITCH). Numbers above the branches rafe la the number 
of limcs cneh bmmh was supponed after 1W boompr (program SEQBOOT). 

A comparison ofthe ASNHE consensus sequence with DNA ssqusncc dahbawr 
revssled the presence of similar aquenes immediately d o w n s t m  of the 5' inverted 
repent of n Tcl tranrposon-like element from Atlantic salmon (Radice, Bugaj and 
Emmonr, unpub. data. OenBank Acc. UL17.206) (see Fig. 6.8). This Tcl-like msposon 
is markedly similar (93% over the 972 bp for which the sequence is available) to the 
Tol-like xquolcc inserted uprtrsam fmm the anticipated transsiption sfan site of an 
Atlantic salmon e p d y m i n  gene (MGller-Schmid el 81. 1992; se Seclion 5.2). The 
main difference between the Tcl-like sequences of the ependymin gene and #LIZ206 
is an insertion of 1424 bp into the 5' terminus of the tfL17.206 sequence. It is within 
dlir insert that the sequence showing similarity to the ASNHE consensus is found. The 
location of the 5' end of the Tcl-like elenenl, ao 'dentified in this Gcmank enw, 
appears to be ineonect. The rearon for believing this in that the inverted repeat, as 
shown in Fig. 6.8, is duplicated at the 3' end (Fig. 6.3) and it alw show homology 
with the inverted repeats of two other Tcl-like elements fmm Atlantic palmon isolated 
by the above researchno (OorBank Acs. #LIZ207 and tfL12208, and Fig. 3.4) and of 
SALTI-SSdl (Section 5.2). Precedents exist for tandm rep-= contained within 
inverted re- or within the bcdy of mobile elements (Martismsm and B~aulcombs 
1989. Hankeln et al. 1994, and references therein). 
There is one complete copy and part of another ASNHE-related sequence wilhh 
the 1424-bp insert of tfL12206. The first copy is about 7 W  identical to the ASNHE 
consensus sequence. Adjoining lhis first cnpy ir pml of a ssmnd ASNHE.-related 
sequence Ulst is 67% Identical over the fir* I50 bp; fmm Ulen Un similarity ends. 
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Pis. 6.8. Cornpn'son of the sequences of p r l  of the Tel ~mmrpasan-like rrqucme 
identified by Radice el ol. (1994)(SmoTclll. GenBank Ace. tlL12206). tllc Tcl-likc 
element upnream of the Ationtic salmon ependyrnin gene (Sscpd: Miillel-Schmid et nl. 
1992). and two copier of lhe ASNHE consensus sequence. Tho revem compicmenl 
xquencss of lhs two Tcl-like elements are shown. Dots indicato indcotical buses and 
dashes indicate deletions. The two invcrled repcar flanking the 1424-hp fmgmont 
inrened into SrnoTcllt (A and B) and the inverted repeat at the 5' cnd of thc'bl-like 
element (C) are underlined. The 6-bp palindrome sequence (GTTAAC) at tho poinl of 
insertion has k e n  underlined a s m n d  timc. 

The 1424-bp insmed frsgment is flanked by 30-hp imperfect inverted repeats having 
the palindmmic sequence GTTAAC at their terminal en&. GTTAAC is Ule mopnition 
sequence for Hpal and when Atlantic salmon DNA is reacld with this cnzymc it yields 
a band of appmximatsiy 1470 bp (Fig. 4.1) that hybridized lo ASNHE6 (Fig. 6.9). 
Only one copy of h i s  palindram0 is found st the corresponding site in thc Tei-like 
sequence in the salmon epmdymin gene (Fig. 6.8). Short inverted terminol repents and 
duplication of the qusncs  at the point of insertion are chmteristics of Class II 
Vansposable elments. Na sequence similarity was found betwean the 1424-bp i n r d  
and any h o w  Class 11 clement Fwthmnore, it seems unlikely that this sequcncc 
encod- a Vanspoms usually associated with these tmsporons as the longest open 
d i o g  frame is less than 60 amino acids. If the 1424-bp sequence is a mlis of a once 
active Uanrposan, and a member of the ASNHE family of repeats happmcd to bceame 
berW in this transposan when it was active, this could account for the expansion nnd 
spread of these sequences in the ancelor of the Atlantic salmon and brown uoul. 
6.6 Summry 
(I) The gcmmw of the hw s p i u  in the gmur Salmo contain a 380.bp 
repetitive element flanked by the recognition sequence ofNhsl. Repeat captrn comprise 
more than 1.2% of he Atlantic d m n n  p m m c  and do not exist in long tandem arrays 
a~ is typical of maxi-satellite DNA. 
(2) A earnparinon of the sequenecs of 16 d m o n  and 7 tma elements revealed 
lhal nubfamily slruchm exid. and here is evidence that membcrn of the same 
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Pig. 6.9. Southern blot analysis of Atlantis salmon DNA digested with the same 
onzymcs as show in Fig. 4.1 and probed with the i n w l  o f  BTNHE68. No specific 
hyhridilntion hnn mcurred to the bright hands evident in Pig. 4.1, with the exception 
o f  the 380-bp hand of Nhrl and the 1470-hp hand of Hpol (ahown by arrow). 

subfamilies are found in bolh species. 
(3) A search of the Osaank daub- indicated that xqumccs homologour to 
the NheI repeat am located within a 1424-bp segment inserted fednear the 5' end ofa Tcl- 
like sequence from Atlantic alnlan (Radirr el 61. 1994). The segment is flanked by 
inverted rrpwt~ md there appears to have k n  a raget site duplication at the paint of 
insertion. 
CHAPTER 7. MINISATELLITE FAMILIES - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
7.1 Introductlo~ 
Due to the high degree of variablity of VN'R loci and their potentin1 value nn 
genetic markers for stock and individual identitiention and for gene mopping  re 
Section 1.5). 1 sought to identify representatives of mini- and mismpatellitc repent 
families fmm Atlantic dmon. These were isolated by meam not dependent upon the 
use o f  mammalian minismeliits DNA probes. Some were obtained while isolaling 
flue-nt-bright bandr as described in previous chapters. While a majority of clones 
abhinsd from the bandr included either monomer mils of wndemly repeated DNA, or 
sequence fragments internal to interspnsed repetitive elemcnB, o minorily of 
recombinmu clones eomiined unrelated background DNA. Some of this DNA incllulcd 
minisatellite m y r  and simple sequence (micmsatellite) repeats. The present study 
represents the first daniled smdy of diffnmt families of minisatellite-like repcats in a 
lower venebratc. 
To runher invertigatc these inemposed landm repcat loci, a total of 1620 
plaquu of the AtImtic salmon AEMBL3 genomic DNA library were screened with the 
salmon DNA insert o f  a pnviously Isolated minisatellite clone, SsPslIL.26 (Fig. 7.IE). 
Following 6 days of expaswe, hybridization to almost 700 (43%) of the plaques was 
detectable. Asswning the l e n d  of a phage insert is 15 kb and lhat thus wos only one 
locus per insert, this would indicate approximately 85,000 minisatellite loei ~ l v t c d  in 
wquense to SsPstL.26 pn haploid genome. I t  is possible, howva, lhat the probe is 
deecting some similar s q u s m  in  otherwise divergent repeats. 
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Vie. 7.1. Scquonccr ol'minisatellitc arrays isolated rrom Atlantic salmon. Dots indicate 
that the scquencs is identical to that of lhc consensus (in bold), and dashes indicate 
delclionr. Direct wpms ore shown =hove tho consensus sequences and n n r i d o n  
end8,nucleasc mognilion s i te  are indicated. Palindmmsr arc underlined. Sequence was 
not ohtninable for rlwlches of SsBglIIU.20 and SsSaclU.44. GenBank accession 
numbw inre shown br idc em11 ~equcncc name. One clone, SsBglllL.4 is a dimeric 
mpcal. ils two units aligned here, and designaed as 6n and fib (ID). A homologous 
elonc. SsBgIIIL.27, contains n single monomer uniL 
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Next, duplicate plaque membranes w m  rescreened with radiolabelled poly(dA- 
dC)poly(dG-dl7 DNA (Pharmacia), but positive plaques wee much fainter and difftcult 
to discern following a similar exposure time. Nevertheless, 46 recombinant plaquen 
wre detected, and 24 of there had previously be+" detectcd by Ule SsPsUL.26 probe. 
DNA fmm 14 of these 24 phage clones was isolated and confimed to be positive for 
boUI pmba; by Southern hybridization analysis The DNA was nen digested with Alul 
or Poll and the fragments mkloned into pUC18. In this way, four repeat looi wen 
identified and sequenced: hw (SsAlut16.62, Fig. 7.2D and SsAlu111.37, Fig 7.2H) 
wnr identified by both pmbes, and two (SsAlu117.5, Fig. 7.ZA and SrHaeIIIl4.20, Fig. 
7.2C) only by the poly(dA-dC)poly(dG-dT) DNA. 
7.2 The bolation of micmsabllitc arrays 
It has been estimated that the Atlantic d m o n  haploid genome eontains 31,000 
(Slcnan et al. 1993) to IW.000 (Hamada el al. 1982) (GT). microsatellite loci, assuming 
a haploid genome size of 3xIO'bp (Hinegardnsr and Rwen 19n). Estoup et ai. (1993) 
estimated 109,000 copies to be present in the genome d brown mut. The relative 
abundanees of different simple Kqumce repat motifs in fish an not known. 
Dinucleotidc mays isolated in the present study were e i k  of the form (CA).(GT)). 
or (GA);(CTfw Svrveying the EMBL and Gemank databases, Beckmann and Weber 
(1992) slm found (CA).(GT), fcllowed by (GA).'(CT). sequmccs, to bc most prevalent 
in rats. (For humans, haw", (A)i(GV. and (CA).(GDm mys wno the most 
commm). 
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Pin. 7.2. Sequences af mpetitivc elc~ne~~ts isofotcd iron> Allnntie sulnmn. Miernu!lcIlilc 
orrnys ore shown in hold. Identical nucleotidcr nrc shown hy "I". a ~ d  imcl repcots arc 
indicated by n line above the scqueacc. Palindromes ore ~mderlincd. Pol SsBglllM.26 
(20) inverted repeals ore shown abovc thc SFquenSE. S q u ~ n c c  ~YUS no1 ohlnit>erl Lr 
internal sections a l  SsSaclU.24 (20) and SsBglllU.48 (2E). 
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Imperfect arrays arletranucleatide motifs were also detected in Atlantic salmon. 
Short elustcrs of (GACA).I(GOCA), are in the 3' region of the complementary strand 
of SrAlu116.62 (Fig. 7.2D). Clone SrSlu16.62 (Fig. 7.3A) contains a degewrate array 
of the (AGCT), quanet close by a pyrimidine-rich region. An analogour repeat 
environment exists in a strstch of DNA downstream of the S solor gmwh bmone 
gcns I (Fig 7.38, G e n B d  Acc. #X61938; R Male st. sl., unpub.). 
7.3 D i P m n t  rnlniastellile families 
The sequences shown in Fig. 7.1 are internal portions of longer tandem mays. 
'Their cloning war made passible by lomitous mutations in some monomer unils. On 
the alhpr hand, sequences presented in Figr 7.2 to 7.4 include short tandcm arrays 
togelher with flanking sequence. It k possible that these we precursor units which 
could cvenhlally be expanded into longer mays through mechanisms of replication 
slippage, amplification or unequal crossing-aver. Certain sequence features suggest 
modes of evolution of t h e  tandem mays. 
Repeat mi* of the tandem m y .  range in s i n  hom 28 nt (SsPsUL.26, Fig. 
7.IE) to 59 a (SsBgIIIU.48, Fig. 7.2E). 1 search of the EMBL and OenBac* 
databases wing PASTA (Pears" and Lipman 1988) and the BLAST nehmrk service 
(Aitrchul el al. 1990) failed to find sequences with significant similarity to any of the 
cloned repeats. The repeals were examined for the presence of core sequencer 
characteristic of many akher eukslyote minisatelliter. The pmmce of a core region 
(GOGCAGGAXG) within minisatcllitc monomer unils having similarity to the E. roll 
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Fig. 7.3. Two similar repetitive elements isolated from Atlantic salmon and ndcalltnining 
degenerate (ACOT), telranucicolide and pyrimidine dinucleotide repeats (rhorvn in 
bold). A) SsStd6.62, sequence fmm the 3' end of n cloned Slol fmgmcnt eonhininp 
a portion of the SALTI-SSall hansporon-like rlenlmt (see Section 3.3.3). 8) SSOOH. 
sequence downstream of the 3' end of the S, salar growth hormone yenc I (GenBnnk 
Am. #X61938: R Male et  al., unpub). 
81 SS(Ini - S. salar 8rwLh h o m e  gene I IR. m m l e  et .I.. unpubl Acc. 1x61938, 
Fig. 7.4. Sequence of clone SsPstIL.68. isolated from Atlantic mlmon. Other sirnilor 
sequencer shown are: Te31, a ponion of a Tcl Inmspo.wt-like clement from hogfish 
(Hcicrhoml e l  al. 1992); SALTI-SSall (see section 5.1): quence immediillely 3' of 
a SINE element present in  the genome of coho snlmon (Hpa(0K)-51). but abmt fmm 
the m e  locus in  kokanee salmon (Hpa(0N)-SI)(Murala clal. 1993): Utfi buli, 013.2. 
~equena dom~vesm of a m im~ak l l i t e  locus i n  European load (GcnBcnk Ace. 
Uuo5292, Ssriboer st al. 1994). 

"Chi" acornbination signal prompted Jeffreys el ai. (i98Sn) ta pmporc that thsc  
repeats are "hotnpots" for mombination. As summarized by Wright (1993). the motif 
CIGAOG is shared by many of the minireleiliter isolated to date. As the originni 
sequences (33.6 and 33.15) of kffreys el al. (1915a) were most onen used os probes 
for their isolation this is lo be expected. The ClOAOG motif is pascnl in SsAluli6.70. 
SsBglllL, SsPsUL.26, SsAluIi7.5, Sdlu116.62, SsHpi1.24, and SsPsBL.48. A 
comparison of the connmsus sequencer of the olher Atlantio salmon tandem repeul 
sequences d m  not reveal a mmmon mre region similar lo that o f  JeNwys ct .I. 
(1985a) or similar to other types of minisalellites, including those with (AT).rish uniL 
whioh have been isolated from h m a n  and mudne gemmes (m Vogt (1990) far 
review). I conclude that mme of the reimon squencu rsprewnt prcviou~ly 
unchslseterind m a t  families. 
~ i l  repeat mays contain internal shon direct v e s t s  2 to 6 nl in lenbh. 
Deletions within the monomer units of anays shown in Fig. 7.1 tend to be localized nl 
lhese short repeats. Short dire* repeats have been associaled with deletions in a varicly 
of organisms, both pmksryote and eukaryae (Thacka el ai. 1992; Trinh and Sindcn 
1993, and references therein). The p-ce of short tandem repeats wilhin longer 
repeats rush e SsSaclU.44, SsBeilIL.6, and SsPslIL.26 also irnplisaten siippsd-strd 
mispairing as ameohanism important i n u p m i o n  of their unit sequence (Lcvinmn and 
Ourman 1987). 
7.4 The junctions of midsate1ll)b arrays - anori.tion with other repeat 
Wpea 
Thc fact that SsPRIL.26 and poiy(dA-dC).poly(dCdT) DNA eahybridize to 
recumbinant phage of the salmon genomic ?.EMEL3 library, together with sequencing 
results presenled in Flgs. 7.2 lo 7.4, suggests that mismralellite dinucieotidc arrays ax 
assaeiaed with shan, landem repeats at many loci in salmon. Ben- and Wright 
(1993) have also identified a ~ I y p l i ~  mi~m~abllite p m t  near the 3' end of a 
minisalellite m y  in Atlantic salmon. 
Evidence for the as~afidion of microsatellites with mini8atrliite sequences in 
other organisms is anecdoml and involves, for the mast pmt, minisatellite repeat units 
harheuring rhon ptreichrs of simple sequence. One family of interspersed tandm 
repeats i n  eanlc possesser a 29-bp core xquence ending in variable (GT). ansys (Kashi 
e l  el. 1990), a phenomenon undagoun to that of rhc SsAlu117.5 slnrxent (Fig. 7.2.4). 
Human VNTR alleles with intmal di- ind tri-nvcleotide m y s  have been charactwired 
(Almour el al. 1992. lwasaki at al. 1992). 
Levinwn and Ourman (1987) p m p a ~  a pmcess af mundr of slipped-strand 
mispiring for the initial gmralion of miemsatellites snd then subsequent rounds of 
SSM intnsprsd with murational events for the pmduction o f  minisatellios. I t  has also 
been suggesled that unequal cmssing+ver plays a role in  the evolutian of longer 
tandem repeat molifi fmm simpler Ehm ones when e minisavllilc tandem m y  has 
reached n particular size. Wright (1994) has d m  p-nlcd a Ease for micmsatcllites 
as the pmgolitarr of mini~abllites. The presence of simple wqucnee motifs within UK 
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monomer units of minisatellite mays would suppart this scenario. I t  is not 
unreasonable to suggest that the repeat units of SsAiu117.5 (Fig. 7.2A) or SpSaclU.24 
(Fig. 7.28) have been aIIplified from d(GT)d(CA) dinucleolides. I t  is less clear that 
the long miorosateilite mays shown in Figures 7.26-D and Fig. 7.4 hovc k n  involved 
in the binh of their minisatellite-like neighbourn In this case. anc might orpest to see 
a zone of Llansitlan through which microrepeats arr gradually crpanded. Rothcr, I 
failed to detect simple xqusncs anarj contiguous with minisatellite rcpents. thc two 
being repaled instead by unique xquenco. While SSM may be involved in the 
generation o f  short sequence repats, recombination may act la bring unlriated repcat 
types in@ jumapwition. The power of d(GT). dinueicotide tmcls to pmmatc 
homologous recombination thmugh the ability to Lm, left-handed Z-form DNA hru 
bean demonmted (Tmco and Anrheim 1986; Wahis a al. 1990). 
Funhermore, in  Figures 7.2 Lo 7.4, palidmma and quasipiindromes (rcputs 
separated by a short spacer) tend to be found near the junaiono of tandem m y s  ond 
their flanking DNA. The minisatellite army h m  Atlantic salmon dcscribal by Rent,. 
and Wright (1993) alsa has imperfect inverted repats nrar im 5' 
(CGACCAOAAGGTCO) and 3' (AGAAAACTACACCTACCAGTTOTCT) ends 
capable of forming orucifonn suucms. Palindromes have been variollsiy osuistod 
with i n w e d  mombination, DNA amplification, and local sequence cxcision 
(reviewed in Reed et al. 1994). Olha studies have det~cted plindmmcs at sites of 
rrcombinarion in satellite DNA (Kiyma et sl. 1987: Piohl and Ugarkovid 1994). i t  h s ~  
b e a  proposed ttha t x  could farm cnrciform smctws which might be involved in 
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recognition by some recombination enzyme (Hyrien el al. 1987, and references therein). 
7.5 Chancterizalion of SaPstIL.48 
In humans it is not unusual la find microsatellite and miniratellits sequences 
adjacent lo other interspersed repeats (Das et al. 1987; Annow et al. 1989, bgaev 
1990). By searching the DNA databases, Bskmann and Weber (1992) identified many 
human microsatellife sequences clow lo Rlu repeats. In the case of Atlmtic simon, 
several repat typcr wen found ta be juxtapased at the SsPslll.48 locus (Fig. 7.4). 
As dim& in C h a m  5, dipmion ofAUantie salmon genomic DNA with P8tl 
produces Ma visible bands of 58P pand 8W bp following eiecVophoresio and staining 
with ethidium bromide. DNP n these bands mrrespab to regions internal 10 the Tc l  
transposon.like SALT1 r' :ent. Clone SsPEUL.48 (Fig. 7.4) was isolated fmm the 
580-bp band. A scr . of the GenBank &$base mealed that 220 bp at its 3' end 
showed greatest ' ,ucnce identify with a portion of the Tcl-like elnnent (Test) isolated 
Fmm Pacific itagfish (65./, Heierhorsl e t  al. 1992) and to lener degree with the Uhu 
trsnspow~ of D,osophilo (54% Brednoky el al 1990). Similarify with the SALTI- 
SSall h m l o g o u ~  Sequence was 58 pcmn t  
Unnlated ~equenm appem to have ken  immed into the coding region of 
SALTI-related acqusnce of SsPsUL.48, perhaps by means of recombination hetween 
"on-orthologous n p a t  loci. The 5' a d  mntsins an imperfect (CT). micmsatellite 
followed by threc 48 bp tandem rqeah. A qussipslinhme exists at the junction of 
thse two repest types. 
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Unrxpeetcdly, a 4 3 4  stretch between the last tandem repeal and the aan of  the 
SALT1 homologous region of SsPaIL.48 is 95% idmieai with sequence imntcdintcly 
3', but not part of a SINE element (Hpn OK-51) of coho salmon (Onc,,r/tyncl,m 
klslsurch). (An onhologow lows. Hpa ON-51, i n  kokmee salmon (0. ncrka) is missing 
lhe SME (Murata e l  al. 1993)). There also exisfr close similarity with a region 65 bp 
fmm the start of a (GT)" microsatellite locus i n  the European toad (B~fo bzfo; Scribner 
et al. 1994: GenBank Acc. UU05292). No explanation wn be offercd for the 
convergence of thew three taxonomically diverse sequences. 
TO inveligate inVaspecific variation in the SrPstlL.48 Imus. two oiigonucleotidc 
primers were synthesized, one upatream of the 5' micmsateilile, and the other contained 
within the SALT! homologous region (Table 3.1 and Fig. 7.4). Tho latter primcr w s  
end-labelled with [y-"PIATP, and bolh primem were used far PCR amplification of 
DNA fmm sslmw o f  Canada, Ireland and Scotland (see Section 3.4.3). Dimoric bands 
differing i n  sim by only a few nuoleotiden w e n  resolved in some individuals (Pig. 7.5). 
These irdividuals may be hcterazygous for this locus, having lost one or two 
dinuclsatide repeats fm 8 single sllcle. Single bmds differing in r i p  by more than 
30 nt wen alro genenaed for a few individuals, heternygotes with longer nllclio 
dsistioor. In all a s  the lrpper bmds was longer U~an the PCR prodnot generated by 
amplification ofplasmid DNA (Fig. 7.5, lane I). I t  is mlcar  i f  lhir d i s c ~ ~ c y  is due 
to a deletion artlfaot generated during cloning of SsPsllL.411. 
Pig. 7.5. PCR amplilicd d lo ia of the SsPstlL.48 lows in salmon of Newloundland, 
Irctand, and Scotland. SsPslIL.48 plasmid DNA: Ian. I (and size indicated by an 
anow). Allantic salmon: lanes 2 to 4, Hatohery Bmok. Newfoundland; lane 5, Conne 
R., Ncwfoundland; lones 6 lo 8, LaHave, Nova Scotia; lanes 9, 10, Black Bmok, 
Newfoundland; lanos 11, 12, Lilfle R, Newfoundland; lanss 13, 14, O d  Codmy R., 
Ncwfoundland; lanes IS to 17, Oambo R., Newfoundland; lanes 18 to 22, Scotland; 
Ian. 23, Owntogher R., Domgal, Ireland; lanes 24.25, Rey R., Donegal, Inland; lanes 
26 la 28, Swillcy R., Doncgal, Inland; lane 29, L. Melvin, Ireland. The S6Gbp marker 
shown was dcrived b m  tho comigration of end-labelled Hindlll digested h DNA. 
Undcr tltese PCR condilions (see Section 3.4.2) no amplilicltion products werc dete~led 
for brown tmut, r a m  salmon, Amtic cham, chum salmon, grayling, whitefish, spa 
lamprey. shnrk, skate, sturgeon, winter flounder, Rona sp., mmse, ar human DNA, nor 
were pmducu delesled for a conmi rcsstion from which DNA was excluded (not 
shown). 

1.6 Phylogmrtk Distribution of the Mlnlaatellitt Squonn.  
To determine the phylogmetlo distribution af the minisatellits elements shown 
in Fig. 7.1 and so provide evidence for their relative timen of amplification and their 
organization within salmonid genames, rcslrietion enzyme digssu of genomie DNA 
from ~almonid and other fish ~peies, togelher with Ram rp., bird and human were 
subjected to Southern Mot analysis under low stringency conditions. 
In Fig. 7.6A, Atlantic salmon DNA was digested with different restriction 
cndonwicases and probed with the insert of SsBglliU.20. Pan completely digests each 
may  nt a site internal to Be monomer units (lane I); these hsve run off the gel and no 
hybridization is seen Sou3.41, on the oUler hand, cut infquenuy within the repsat 
array gemrating a multi-banded fingerprint pattern ( h e  3). Whm digested with Alul, 
which dus  not cut wiUlm the repeat units of SsBgIIIU.20, a small number of bands 
were detested (lane 5). 
Hybridization bands for SsBglllU.20 wcn found for otha species of the 
Salmaninae subfamily, including brown Vout, k c t i 0  chan; rainbow trouf mas" salmon, 
and chum aalmon (the lam appsring as an interne smear), but not Japans? cham or 
brook cham. (Small molecular night fragments fmm the lanet hva specin wuld haw 
been lost from the bottom of the gel). SsBglIIU.20 repptitive DNA was not detected 
in whitclish or Amtic grtyling and mud, therefore, have appeared subsequent m the 
divergcncc of Lhe Salmoninae ~ubfamily from the rest of the Salmonidac specie% 
probably prior c the Plioeene pdod. F o i l  records for Salmonidae in pneral ars 
sparse, but s fwii  of the genus Salvelinu8 dating fram 10 million years ago (Ma) has 
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Fig. 7.6. Zoo blot analysis fa S1BgllIU.20. Lanes I to 5. Atlantic rolmon. digcsed 
with Pan, RmI. Sou3A. Sacl, and AY: 6. hro~m trout 7, Aretic cham: 8. Japupones 
chm: 9, bmok sharr; 10, rainbmv trout; I I, maw snlmm; 12 chum salmon. DNA of 
lanes 5 to  12 was digested with Alul. Other rpecies tested and showing no DNA 
hybriratian included sea lamprey, dogfish shark. skate, Atlantic surgeon, Atlanlic cod. 
winter flounder, Rono sp., gannel, and human. Hybridization ws at law nringcncy. 

been identified (Smith el al. 1982). The Onmrlga,cht~~ lineage amse more tllol, 6 Mo 
(Behake 1992; Stearley and Smith 1993). 
A typical multi-banded fingerprint pattern wus prodtlced when the insen o l  
SsBglllL.6 was hybridized to S solar DNA cut with dBd (Fig. 7.7. lnnc 2): P d l  
digestion yielded rtmngiy hybridizing bands of low moleculnr weight (lane I). The 
prexnce of these two restriction rites in same SsBgiliL.6 repeas (rec Pig. 7.ID) wauid 
tend to incresre the number of hybriration bands by dissecting repeat arrays. I 'ail 
hybridimion hands werr also detected for Aretic cham, sea lamprey. Allontie cod, and 
winter flounder, but the probe may be detecting &related repents having some inlcrnal 
sequence similarity in these distvtiy related fish species. 
An diganuclcotide probe based on the seqvenee o f  SsSoclU.44 strongly 
hybridized to Atlantic salmon high molecular weight DNA remaining in the well and 
to a Pafl fragment greater than 23 kb in lcnglh (Fig. 7.8, lane I). Several fointcr and 
shorter fragments were alsa seen bath far Atlantic salmon and =me other species o f  
the subfamily Salmoninac. The continued presence of high mol~~ular  wcight bands 
using olher restriction endonuclcass~ canfirmed bat SsSaclU.44 exists in very lang 
tandem arrays at a small numbsr of loci (Fig. 7.9). Alul appeared to ca all monomer 
units; no pmbs hybridization war detccted when genomic DNA was cut with this 
enymc (data not shown). Hybridiration to DNA of brown tmut wss not delectal. 
dthough very fnint bands were %en for other species of L c  Salmonidao, ineiudiny 
whitefish. Thaefore, amplification o f  both SsBglllL.6 and SsSaclU.44 repeal 
sequencer to high copy number and lang arrays has aecurrod within Ce genome of S. 
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Fig. 7.7. Z w  blot snalynis of the d i~vibt ion of SsBgIIIL.6 in fish and other venebrsa 
species. DNA was digested with Poll (lane I) and Alul (lanu 2-19). L a n e  1, Atlantic 
salmon; 2, Allantis ralmon; 3, brawn trout; 4, chum salmon: 5, m u  salmon: 6, 
rainbow tmut; 7. Arctic cham; 8, grayling; 9, whitefish; 10, sea lamprey; I i ,  dogfish 
shark; 12, Jkaa: 13, Atlantic sturgean; 14, Atlantic eod; 15, winter flounder; 16, Rano 
~ p . ;  17, gannet; 18, mouse; 19, h u m .  

Pip. 7.8. Zoo blot analysis for SsSasIU.44 oligonuclsotide probe (we Table 3.1). 
liybridizotion was performed under low slringsney conditions (see Section 3.5). Only 
spccies o l  !hc subfamily Sslmoninae are shown. Laner 1, Adamic salmon; 2, bmwn 
tmut; 3, Arctic charr; 4, Japanere charr; 5, hmok chsrr; 6, rainbow tmut; 7, mas" 
salmon; 8, chum salmon; 9, Arctic grayling; 10, whitefish. Other species tested and 
showing no DNA hybridiration inclvded sea lamprry, dogfish shark, skate, Atlantis 
sturleon, Atlantic cod, winter flounder, Ran0 sp., and human. A l l  DNA was digertcd 
with Pan. 

Pig. 7.9. Southern blot analysis of Atlantic salmon DNA digested with the same 
cnrymes as in Fig. 4.1 and pmbed with the oligonucleotide probe of SsSaciU44. 
Hybridization war performed under high 3tringsncy conditions using the modified DNA 
hybridization pmtoeoi of the RCMP, Ottawa (conditions were as described in Seetion 
3.6. Washing was a 60'C). Because AM cut within each monomer unit no pobe 
hybridization wss detecled in lane i 

,S(I/(II following its divergence From that of S. fruno. 
The inrcn fmm clone Ss4lu116.70 yielded dinimt hybridization bands far ail 
cham, mu1 and salmon species tested (Fig. 7.10). Dewlion in whitefish suggests tile 
presence of this repeat prior to the Saimoninae subfamily split. Eosalmo of the Eocene 
period (45 Ma) is the mast primitive snimonine known (Wilson 1974; Stearley md 
Smith 1993). Hybridization lo DNA of "an-salmonid appsared ar s m m  w i h u t  
disecrnibie banding; it is not c m i n  if the signal derived from non-spaib  binding. 
SsPslIL.26 (Fig. 7.1 I) generated stmng multi-locus fingerprints in all Sslmoninae 
species; following long exposwe of 6 days hybridimion was detected for almon ail 
other species tested. However, ~ i g n i f i ~ ~ l i y  weaker signal indicates eonriderable 
requenEe divergence of the repeat loci being detected in the "an-Salmaninae lineages. 
Among the greats than 35 bands visible for Atlantic salmom, &re is mmiderabie 
intrsppulation VNTR variation, wen under hybridimtistion conditions of high rwingenoy 
(Fig. 7.128, and data not shown). This repeat sequence, therefore, pmmises to be 
wiusbls as a g m m i  multiloevs fingerprinting probe for d m o n  and than. species. 
7.7 Use of SaBgllR1.20 u a p r o b  for Ibe analysts of papulstian strurlum 
Under high 9hingu.r~ ilybridiation conditions, BgillU.20 will not hybridiz to 
nan&!na species. FWhmore,  in bmwn w u t  only huo or fewer fragments an 
ddccted, each less than 3 kb in size (Fig. 7.12A, lanes 10 and I l ,  and data not shown), 
indicating seielective amplification of this m a t  sequence m higher copy munber and 
longer arrays within the genome of S salor following its divergence from S ~ruffo. 
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Fig. 7.10. Zoo blot analysis for SsAlu116.70. Lanes I, Atlanlio slmon: 2. bmwn Imul: 
3, Arctic chsrr: 4. Japanese chm. 5. bmak char; 6, rainbow troul: 7. moru salmon: 8. 
chum salmon; 9, grayling; 10, whilefish; I I, sen lamprey; 12, dogfish shu*: 13, sknle: 
14, Atlantic sturgeon; IS, Atlantic cod: 16. winter flounder: 17, Hma sp.; IR. human. 
Al l  DNA was digested with PoA. Although no hybridization is uppaml for goyling 
(lane 9). i t  should be noted that comparatively less DNA was u d .  The mnrkers Bow, 
are h DNA cut with Hindlll and "P-labelled. 

Fig. 7.11. Zoo blot analysis for SsPstlL.26. Lanes I. Japanese chaw 2. Atlantic 
mlmon; 3, brow tmut; 4, Aretie ehnn: 5, brook ehan: 6. rainbow tma: 7. musu 
salmon; 8, chum ealrnen; 9, gayling; 10, whitefish: I I. ~cn  lunprcy; 12, dogfish shark: 
13, *ate; 14, Atlantic sturgeon: 15, winter flounder; 16. Ronn sp.; 17, ganncL: Is. 
hwnsn; 19, Atlantic cod. All DNA was digested with Pan. Hybtidimlion wus d low 
stringency. Na hybridization is seen for garnet (lane 17). but the DNA from this 
sample was degraded. 

Fig. 7.12. Analysis of genomic DNA fmm Atlantis wlmon of Eoslnc~ Can& auld 
Ireland. A) DNA wos digested with ABl and probed with SsBglllU.20. Allantie 
salmon: lane 1, Link R., Newfoundland: lane 2. Grand Codmy R.. Newfoundkmd: 
lanes 3 m 5, LaHave R., Nova Scotia; lmes 6 lo 7, Owcnmgher R,. Doneg81i. Imlond: 
lane 8, Ray R. Donegal; lane 9, Swilley R., Donegal: lone 10, brown Imul. 
Newfoundland: lane i l ,  brown trout. Ireland. 8) DNA of Allontic salmon diyestcd 
with Poll and pmbcd with SdstlL.26. Lanes I. 2, LaHave, Nova Scatia: lanc 3. I.ialc 
R., Newfoundland: lane 4. Gmnd Codmy, Newfoundland: lnnc 5. Dwcntoghcr I<.. 
Donegal; lane 6, Ray R.. Donegal. Hybridiralion was ol high saingcncy (rcv Scetion 
5.6). 

The segregation of laci detected by SsBgillU.20 was examined in family 
pedigmr of female Atlantis salmon and male bmwn lmut parenu and their FI hybrid 
offrpriny (McOawan and Davidson 1992). The results of all crosser were as predicted 
for Mendelian inheritance. Gemline stability of the minisatellits laci was demonstrated 
by ail cmms tested. Results far one cmss are s h o w  in Fig. 7.13. Since the 
SsBgillU.20 probe would not hybridize to the DNA of the panisular brown tmut 
individual shown here, all bands obsemd in the offspring are derived fmm the S so101 
mother. However, strong linkage behveen DNA hybridization fragments detecls 
clustering of repeat arrays at some loci. 
Hybridization of the LBgiIIU.20 pmbe to DNA of Atlantic salmon digested 
with Alul grnsrates from one to over ten polymorphic bands (most greater than 2.5 kb 
in length, but a second tier of fainter and more diffus h d s  less than 1.5 kb may be 
seen; Fig. 7.iZA). It was considered, therefore, that this pmbe might detect 
ponulatioblevel markers in a rpecler which reveals only limited p n d c  variability with 
irozyme or mitochondrid DNA analysis (Davibn el al. 1989) and rDNA RFLPs 
(Cutler el ai. 1991). To test this Ides, DNA of 56 salmon fmm ireland and 7 from 
Scotland, and 87 d m o n  from Newfoundland and 14 fmm mainland Canada was 
digested with AbI axd subjmled to Southern blot analysis under hi& stringency 
conditions. A "genotype" was assigned to each individual fish based on its 0-11 
composite multilocus banding panem (bands less that 1.5 kb in length were ignored as 
ditlieult lo score). Most of the genotypes of British sdman wen individual-specifio. 
With one cxccption, no Canadian gmotype ws. found in fish of British origin (Table 
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Fig. 7.13. Analysis of  genomic DNA from F i  uffJpring (Inncs ? l o  13) nnd p.uenls of 
a female Atlantic salmon (16349. lane I )  X nlnle brown trout (16196, lane 14) hyhrid 
cross (samples were a giR from C. McOowan). DNA wnr digcrted wit11 ,ll*rl and 




SAUPLE SITE GQDTYPE lQTNBER specific 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 13 14 15 16 17 GenotMes 
zs.- 
mnegal, Owentogher R. 1 1  2 
Keewagh R. 1 2 
Ray R. 1 1  1 
Glen R. 3 1 1  2 
Swilly R. 1 1 
L. Melvin 2 1  1 2  
Antrim. Glenarm R. 1 
Scc'mxw 




~ a s t  coast, Avalon Peninsula 7 4 2 
~ortheast Coast, Gambo R. System 1 3  1 1  2 
slack Be. 2 3 2 
Indian Br. 4 1 2 
south Coast, Hatchery Br. 8 3 
little R. 8 1 2  1 
come R. 1 3  
Grey R. 1 1  2 
west Coast, Grand Codroy R. 13 1 2 5 
MAmmun -1 
Nova Scotia, LaHave R. 1 4  
New Brunswick 1 5  
Quebec. Ungava Bay 1 1 
I). One memure of genotypic diversity is given by the nucleon diversity index, h = (I 
- T(.?))(n)l(n-I), of Nei and Tajims (1981). where I is the pmponion of each genotype 
and n is the toul number of individuals. Variability was much lower for Canadian (h 
= 0.78) than British (h = 0.98) salmon; in fsct, 72% of the fish tsted were cissred as 
having one of three gemtypes. Mitmhondrial DNA hdotypes also may be used to 
predict eanlinenl of origin for Allmic salmon, a l h u g h  "Eumpean" haplotypes have 
been detened in Newfoundland (Bemingham et al. 1991; Bin el at. 1991; McVeigh 
el al. 1991). It remains to be seen if use of the SsBglllU.20 pmbc will prove more 
sensltive h previous methodr, br distinguishing regional population differences. it 
is noteworthy, however, that the two predominant genotypes (nos. 14 and 15) of fuh 
from the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland were not detected in fish from the west 
coast of the island or fmm mainland Canada A more lhorovgh investigation of 
relatedness at the individual or population 1-1s should involve statistical analysis sf 
shared band fmtiam (Lynch 1988). This was not m p t c d  h m .  
7.8 Summaly 
(I) MiniWilite and micmsabllite lwi  were isolated from both agaruse gels and 
t k  genamio d m s n  library and characterized. 
(2) Southern blot analysis of the phylagenetic dirtributian of s subset of the 
minbaslliles indicate. am wquenee lo be pervasive among votebrates, others present 
only in Salmminae or Salmonidae species, and two selectively amplified to higher copy 
numbers and longer msys in Atlantic salmon as compared to bmwm trout. 
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(3) There isevidence for the close nrsaeialion of mi~rorntelilte and minisutellitc 
arrays at many loci. Funhermore, one tandem repeal appears to have been insened into 
the transposse coding region o f  a SALT1 element. 
(4) Two of the minisatellite lofi were shorm lo detect VNTR loci and should 
prove useful for finding individual or population iwel mxkers. One reveals a water 
degree of  genorypic variability among irish than among Nonh American salmon. 
CHAPTER 8. CYTOCENETlC MAPPING OF REPEAT SEQUENCES 
& I  Introduction 
The developmat in the early 1970s of high resolution banding teohaiqum for 
mammalian chromosomes was critical to the rapid development of gens mapping 
strategies. The ability to achieve reliable sVucNra1 karyatype~ pmined  somatio cell 
hybridization and, more mn t l y ,  in siru chmmosoms hybridimion procedures lo 
assume prominent positions i n  low resolution human gene mapping. I n  fact, of the 
human nutosomsi Imi  mappd by 1990, 38% a d  22% had been mapped by these 
praeedues. respectively (McKusick 1991). 
In his detailed review of fish cytogeneticr, Ojima (1983) published karyotype 
descriptions of about 350 fish species, summarizing a data bole maintained at Japan's 
Kwanxi Gakuin University (Fujii and Ojima 1983). The application ofoytogenetifs to 
fish species has been slow due to difficuitier of maintaining cells in  culture, abfaing 
good metaplmse preparctions, and rellabiy staining chmmosame~. This is exacerbated 
in group such 8s saimonidr which have large numbers of small chromosomes. 
Techniques able lo elongate fish metaphose chromosome prepcations a u l d  improve 
banding resolution (Liu 1986). 
' 8.1.1 Chmmosome banding 
Fish chmmosom~s have generally pmven refractive to standard high ruolution 
chromosome W i n g  techniques. Most published reports have dealt with C 
(Csnmmsre)- or N (NOR).banding only. Linear bmding pan-, similar to the G 
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(Giemsa). and R (Reverse)-banding pllerns of higher vmcbrotes, have ban repond 
in a very small number of fish species, including European eel (A~~g#dll,, u,,yl,illc,: 
Wiberg 1983, Mdrana el al. 1988, lrifias el al. 1994). Misssl#r,8t,s anpillicatnlnt~,.~ and 
  won opt err,^ albut (Liu 1986), and brown trout (Elaxhail 1983). Thc wrcity of G-. 
Q (Quinicrine). and K-band patterm has been attributed to dilfercnces in gcnomc 
companmentaliration and intermalecut hetnogmeity bctwecn warn-bioodud 
vellebrates and lower cold-blooded vertehtcs. For example. fish arc delieimt in (G. 
rj-rioh isochorc DNA regioions (Berndi  and Bemardi 1990, Holn~quist 1989. Mcdrnno 
et sl. 1988). 
Although reproducible banded taryotypes have not yet been fonhearning. 
salmonid chromosomes have been shldied extensiveiy (Hanley and Home 1984) and 
BR among the best characterized among fish species. G and Q-banding, both of which 
stain coionstihltive hetnochmmatin, have bcsn described for many individual solmonids 
(Phillips and Hartley 1988; Phillip and l h s m  1986; Phillips et nl. 1985: Picyle el ni. 
1989). The chromosomal locations of the genes for ribommai RNA (rDNA) that have 
been tranrriptionally active ran be determined by silver staining the NO&, whereus 
the GC-specific Buomehmme chmmomycin A3 appears to slain rDNA irrespective of 
i s  activity (Amemiya 1986). N-banding has ken used in ralmonids to map tho 
ohromosornal sites of the rRNA gmer (Phillip and Ihseoen 1985; Mayr s t  al. 1986; 
Phillips and HaRley 1988). 
Although in i e  infancy, the use of restriction enzymes to produce modifid C- 
banding patterns, originally ured on moray eel (MUM~M helono: Cau et al. 1988), has 
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been applied to sslmonids (Lloyd and Thorgaard 1988: HMley 1987, 1991: Lozano et 
al. 1991: Shnshez st al. 1990; 1991; 1993) and tensh (Tlmo rinea; Padlila ct al. 1993). 
Even mare promising is nplleation banding, NEE~SS~UII~ used to generate banded 
karalypes for the cyprinids mdd (Scardintus e@hrophrhnlmus) and roach (Rurilus; 
Hellmer st al. 1991). scorpion fishes (Giles et al. 1988), and salmonids (Delany and 
Bloom 1984: Loran20 et al. 1991; Shchu  a sl. 1993; Pendb et al. 199%; Take& st 
al. 1993). A technique with the ability to identify unambiguously individual 
chromosomes would have immediate application in studies of fish gene mapping, 
cspeially i f  used in conjun~tion with in sit" chmmasome hybridization. 
8.1.2 In sifu hybridization 
In sifu chmmo~lmc hybridization involves the d i m  visualiration of a cloned 
DNA sequence at a panicular ohmmoms1 looation by hybridizing t k  labelled clone 
to prepamtions o f  metsphsse ohmmoromes. In sin, hybridization provides a mer 
picture than linkage analysis of the aFNal physical distances of genes along a 
chmmo~ome. (This is b i n d  somewha h m e  chmmatin conha t i on  is 
nonuniform). In addition, this pmeedurs allows genes to be mapped for whioh no 
palymorphisms sre daeaed. Recent developmmts employing "onisotopic labelled 
probes have impmved resolution and speed over autoradiographic appmaches (Boyie 
a al. 1992). The relative position of a sequence may be eaqily determined along thF 
length d an unbanded ohmmomme. In  combination with banding, the sequence is 
marc p m i s i y  localized, inespective of the state o f  chromatin condensation. 
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Funhmore, by utilizing probe diUerentialiy labelled with biotin nnd digorigenin. 
sequence as close as 100 kb along the ehmmatin o f  inlnpha~e nuclei may now be 
visualized, a resolution comparable to that provided by pulsed field gel eiectmphoresis 
(Lawrence et al. 1990). 
In fish, fluorescent in-sih hybridimtion (FISH) hsr been used to lasiliize 
eenaommis sateiliv DNA i n  Sparus ouraro (Garrida-Ramor el al. 1994) and to conlirm 
that a tandem repeat in  Japanese hagfish is germline reslrisled (Kubate el ol. 1993). 
Mare exvnrive work has been conducted in ssimonids. Using !be FISH technique. 
histone DNA has been shown to be tandemly repsated at a single locus in bmwn trout. 
A tb t i c  salmon and rainbow mu1 @endis et al. 1994s). Two-caiour iakll ing with 
digoxygenin and biotin has pinpointed 5S rDNA to a hetnochromslis m adjacent Lo 
the mqor ribosomal DNA ioelu in Atlantio d m o n  (Pcndb et al. 1993b: I994b). In 
brown trout, in addition to the major locur, numerous miner NOR. have also been 
identified i n  the b m m  tmut chmmosamal complement (Pcndss el nl. 1993~). 
8.2 Results s ~ l d  Diaeuraien 
Pmious succrs (Yamadd et al. 1989; Y m d i  and Owdier 1993) a1 
prrparing ~b~mosomes  fmm embryos of Pacific salmonids by the method ofYamavki 
a al. (1981) wan not lmmfsrrablc to Atlmtic salmon. E x w i v e  dl debris on the 
prepared slid- made virualiration of the chromosomes ditlisult. The highest milolis 
indices were obtlined fmm embryos of 10 to 20 days post-fenilirrtion. 
Metaphaw pparations obtained fmm rhan-tern Atlantic salmon blood cultures 
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were of better quality, ohmmosames tending to be more spread out with less debris. 
blowever, mitotic index was usually low. it should be noted that blood w obtained 
fmm post-spawning, non-reconditioned Bsh. It is unclear if the generally poor 
condition of these specimens might have advsmly affected iymphoEyte eel1 division. 
Attempts were made to prepare metaphaw duomorome~ fmm rmeii-wale cell 
eultvres of embryonic or liver tissue. Coduent c ~ i h l ~ s  were easily obtained Rom cells 
of both rourees. The best melaphase prepations were pnpared from embryonic cell 
suitures which had hem heated with PHA-M and passaged once. However, again 
r a d t s  inconsistent. The ability to obtain chmmo~cmss decascd with k q u a c y  
of subculture. Furthermore, polyploid and ansuploid nllo we= sometime observed 
and their numbers appeared to increase with the age of the culhlre. The metaphase 
plates of Fig. 8.1 were obtained Rom a single cultwe: bath diploid (A$) and tetrapiaid 
cells (C,D) an present. 
Most of the melaphase slides obtained from blwd a tissue cultare were used 
in o h m m o m e  banding expxlments (Fig. 8.2). Rest"tridion enzyme banding was 
obtained for Alul (Fig. 8.2A) snd Harlll, but there - no obvious repmducible 
pansms and banding was oceasianaliy seen along m a t e d  Gimsa-stained 
cluomosomes of conuol slides. This wss also the c a s  for trypsin-treated G-banded 
ehmmosomss. (Enzymatic Ireatmat of Ihe ohmmwames of Fig. 8.2B wss too 
prnlanged, resuldng in excessive degradation). Chromosames fmm embryos younger 
than 14 days are often quite elongated and m might prove mwt ushr l  for enhanced 
chmmaromc banding and gene mapping by in sit" hyblidization Fig. 8.346). 
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Fig. 8.1. Stained melsphse ehmmosomes fmm n single p r i m q  Atlnnlie wtimon 
embryonic tissue culture hnrverled 81 26 days pori-tknilirntion. Slides w m  aored Ibr 
2 months dessisated under vacuum prior to slaining. The slide was prelrntcd with 25 
units of Alul far 5 hr 20 min ond stained with 0.3% Wright's shin (i:4 diiulion will, 
Gua buffer, pH 6.8) for 60 sc. Both diploid and levaplaid c ~ i i r  M seen. A. 0: 56 
chmmasomes; C: 112 chromosomes: D: ~pprorimntely 110 chromosomes. 

Fig. 8.2. Stained mefaphase chmmosome~ from A) a single whole embryo, IS days 
aRer fertiliratioq prepared as described in section 3.9.1. The slide was mated with IS 
units Rlul as described in Fig. 8.1. 6) fmm a single primary tissue culture of a fry 4 
months past-fertiiimtion, h m s t e d  at 24 days. The eulNrc w treated with 0.2 pglml 
coleemid for 19 k bsbre harvesting. Hypotonic Ueetmcnt was with 0.8% citric acid 
for 25 min. In order to induce G-banding, the slide was heated at 90'C for 30 min and 
heated with 0.008% trypsin in F I d n  Buffered Saline solution for 90 ss, folloucd by 
washing twice in 0.9.h saline solution. Staining was with Oiemsa for 50 sec. 

Fig. 8.3. Stained melaphare chmmommes fmm a single tvhoie embryo. 14 days oncr 
fertilization. The egg was treated wilh 0.1 ~ l d m i  coicemid for i 0  hr bcfon: entmelion 
of the embryo. Hypotonic trpatmsnt w wilh 0.8% Na-ciaate arid for 25 min. To 
induce 0-banding the slide was treated with 0.05% tryprin for 60 see ns described in 
Fig. 8.2. Staining was with Gicmsa for 60 sec. 

However, in wry young en~bryos, a rignificanl mount of cytoplasm is also retained 
an the slide and inarferes with staining and probe hybridization. 
It W B ~   rigin in ally anticipaled that following isolation of the repaitivo pmbs 
dwribed in previom chapters, lheir chromosomal distributions could be detc~mined by 
biotin FISH using pmtomls desribed in Pinkel d al. (1986) and Schwnnocha- 
Robinson (1988). This was abandoned due to failure to obtain a mmistent supply of 
melaphase chmmosome preparations of high mitotic index. Howvsr, 89 cited above. 
work by A.M. Pad*, P. Madn, and E. Gain-VBzqwz at the University of Oviedo, 
Spain has demonstrated the feasibility of using FISH lo map repetitive rquences in 
salmonids. 
CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 
In order to identify repetitive DNA elcments within the nuclear genome of 
Atlantic salmon, total genomic DNA wsr digested with restriction endonueleases and 
i b  fragments separated in a g m e  gels and stained with ethidium bmmids. Iroialian. 
~loning and sequencing of W-bright bands was an etlisient approach to characterizing 
both tandemly m y c d  and interspersed repetitive DNA. Intmeningly, unlike other 
studies mploying this approach (noted in Section 1.4.1), none of the isolated bands 
yielded representative units of clsssical maxi-satellite type DNA. Elements isolated 
include: a) a Bgll repeat element, which appears to exist in rho0 rather than very long 
landem arrays (ss is charmteristio of maxi.satellitc DNA), some of whioh are in the 
vicinity of ,DNA gens;  b) m m b n s  of the Nhel r c p t  family, which also do not exin 
in long tandm mays; c) hterspased slemenb (designated SALT!) having similarity 
with Tcl transpusonr of nrmatodcs; and d) various minisatellite and other short tandem 
rspeat loci. 
Some satellite DNA families may simply hahave been missed. Time mnsVaints 
for the pmjcn necessitatsd that cntain brightly-staining nrhiction fragment bands (see 
Fig. 4.1) be ignored. Futhermorr by separating fragments on agamse gels of rather low 
wncmtmtions (0.8 to 1.2%), 1 selected for repetitive DNA elements of longer unit 
length. Those of length under 150 bp may have been puorly resolved and gone 
unnoticed. It b also pusslble that some Adantie salmon maxi-satellite repat  units may 
not contain recognition sites for those endonvcleaser mrecned. 
By screening a salmon genonlis l i b w  consrmoted in AEMBL3 vector it was 
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possible to isolate eomplctc loci with unique flanking wquence foro Dgll repat m y .  
a SALT1 element, and Several micro- and mini=tallite loci. However, l i s  appmaeh 
ir time consuming. The maintainence of phage stacks, the need for growth to high tim. 
and DNA extrmtion pmtocois am tedious. Funhemore, the length of recambinan1 
DNA inserts in phage vcelars oRen requires that they he fragmented and lukloned inlo 
plasmid vectors prior to DNA sequencing A more effective method for isolating 
highly repstitive DNA sequmcn involver conrmction of a phagemid vector library 
from randomly sheared and reassminted DNA (Moyzis et 81. 1988). The library may 
be enriched for rapidly m e a l i n g ,  highly repetitive DNA and avoids urs of a 
restriction enzyme and lass of long m a y s  lacking its recognition aquena. DNA 
annealed to a C.1 of 50 may be used for weening. 
9.1. Implications of repetitive DNA for spmira wolutlon 
Reasmciatian rwdies (Brimn and Kohne 1968: Ohamtl st el. 1977; SehmidLc 
1979; Hanham and Smith 1980) indicated that a !age ma3s of repnitivc DNA resides 
in the salmon genome. The p e n t  investigation of individual r e p 1  families tends to 
supprt  these observations Dgn, SALTI, and Nhei repsab were estimaled to comprise 
approximately 2.3%. 0.2 to 0.9% and 1.2% of the genome, respectively. Miniratellife 
Imi amear to be numemus (see Sstion 7.3). It has been estimated that the Atlantic 
salmon haploid gmome eonlains 31,000 (Sleltan elal. 1993) to IW.000 (GT). (Hamada 
et al. 1982) minosatellite loci alone. Other r e p t  elemorb found in Atlantio salmon 
(Moir 1988; Murata d al. 1993) may be asrumed lo exist in signibanl copy numbsrs. 
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In 1972 Ohno d i m i d  as "junk" DNA that part of the genome not involved 
in the encoding of pmteins or functional RNA: a significant pmponiod involved 
repstitivo sequencer. Later Dooiinle and Sapienza (1980) and Orgel and Crick (1980) 
wined the term "selfish DNA". As examples of this sdf.psrpefuating DNA, 
transposable elements were regarded as molecular pamiter, dinoting their own 
propaption within the genome. Far from contributing to organisma1 fitness, no". 
fonuitou~ innenion events could adversely affect the hast organism by disupting normal 
pallems af gene expression. It has ken show, for enample. Ulat mammalian LING 
i~kc elements can induce harmful mutations ( K w i a n  et a!. 1988: Morse d al. 1988). 
At variance with the concept of "selfish DNA" is the idea that repetitive 
elements, while perhaps larking inherent function, can acquire sush within the genome. 
As a rewlt of mutation, repetitive elements may evmhlally evolve coding function 
Puthennore. insenion events may alter existing pannns of gene regulation in an 
ultimately beneficial manna (Dwlinlc 1989: Bmsiur 1991). Two cases exin in which 
transposable elements have b a n  associated with mammalian gens slrprrion: the sex- 
limited protein (Slp) gene of mouse is under regulatory wntrol of a retrovirai insertion 
acting as an andmgen responsive enhancer (Stavmhagen and Robins 1988), and 
salivary-spseifio exprurion of human mylase may be conuolled by mtmlranspolan 
insenions (Samuelson n al. (1990). and Robins and Samueiron (1992) for minx) .  
The p m n c e  of re+xlitive DNA within or near wding genes has ban noted in 
fish. Bpn repeat elements exist within the spaw regions w a l i n g  rDNA -ding 
cistrons (Section 4.3). Tol-like Vonsp-omnr me sihwsd upstream of at least one wpy 
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of the ependymin gene in Atlantis salmon (Section 5.2) and s ~ t h i n  intmns of a 
vasotoein gene in hagfish (Heierhont et sl. 1992) and the IgM iwus of channel catfish 
(Henikoff 1992). Repetitive sequencer similar to LINE-likc retmtransposon~ and to 
remviral LTRs have been f w d  upswam of histone and pmtmine genes in some 
salmonids (Moir and Dixon 1988: Winkfein et al. 1988). 
In Atlantic salmon, repeal elemems of different type3 may also exist in close 
association with esch other. Minosatellite arrays have bcm found both within nnd ncnr 
minisatellite sequences (Section 7.6 and Wright 1993). Sequence eontsining Nhel 
repeats and features typical of DNA Van~posons (target site dupli~ations and IT&) hns 
been inserted into lhe 5' flanking region of a SALT1 elanent (Section 6.5). Inter- 
SALT1 PCR suggesls that Tcl-like elements are clustered st some loci (Scction 5.4). 
Fzpetitive elemeota may promote homologous recombination nnd hence gcnomic 
rearrangement (see Berg and Howe (1989) for reviews), and in this manner diffcmnt 
repeats may be bmught into juxtaposition. F u n h e m ,  a p m m e  h h u r i n g  luge 
numbers of invntcd repcslr in close proximity to a h  aher (consider the inverted 
repeats within +he numsmus SALT1 and Nhel elements of salmon) is pmbably a t  
corclidnable r i t  of r m n n g r m n t  by deletion of sequence between tho repeats ns a 
result of mmbinat lon (Oordenin el al. 1993). 
What docs the prmcc of such a genomic load of noneoding DNA wilh the 
potentid for fosfning genoms rearrangements and altering gene expression mean for 
t k  viability of a species? Darwinian haditlonalista suggest tlmt evolution is driven by 
the constam, imperceptible aemmuletion of DNA nucleotide mutstians whereby 
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anmslral species are slowly transfond into their descendents. Alterations in gene 
pmdueU may m i o n a l l y  confer s d ~ ~ t i ~ e  advantage upon an organism and under 
appropriate environmental condition3 allow it to thrive. This view of the slow and 
steady pmgrers of evolulion earns under uvly attack (nee Hunlsy's leften to Danuin, 
Huxley 1900: Goldrehid 1940). However. in the 1970s the challenge w elaborated 
into the "theory of punchlslsd equilibria" (Eldredge and Oauid 19n )  as gmwlng fossil 
records and new molsoular evidence exposed evolution as sametimes episodic and 
lollator/ ( a u l d  and Eldredge i977). Rapid bursts of speciation may be followed by 
long psriods of relativs rlsjis with linle evolutionary change at the speciu level. 
Enhanced rater of mutation can mine out of genetic instability and lead to the 
rapid appearance nf new genotypes within nafvral papulationl (nee McDonald (1990) 
and Pontdevlla (1992). and references therein). Under pnuwe of genomie shock 
(McClintack 1984) or hybridization, concct7cd transposition of many elements may 
occur. The mart studied example Is that of hybrid dyrgenesis in Dmophila (Kidwell 
el al. 1977). whereby mabilization of P tranrporons is induced by the mating of males 
of a strain containing P elements with females lacking elements. Elevated rates of 
germline mutations, reversions, chromosomal abemtions and infatility m reen. In this 
manner, hvo strains may become reproductively isdated f i m  each 0 t h .  It has been 
suggested by Rmc and Doolinle (1983) that divergeat amplification of repetitive 
elemento could also ere3 genetic barriers behvesn hua populations by disrufing n o d  
chmaromc pairing and recognition, thus inhibiting rucscsshl maling. 
Salmonid gcnomm are vnlwally plastic and a wide r age  of intESpssifis 
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Salmoninas hybrids un be produced despite chmmosame numbns varying h m  I n  - 
52 La 2n = 84 (Arai 1984; Dangel el al. 1973). Following n letmploidimtion event 
(Ohno 1970). the dmonid ancestral genome undenvent extensive gcnomic 
reanangernent, notably Robcrtronion translaeations and fusions. Against this 
baehmund many repetitive DNA families have been maintnincd and amplilied. 
Possible roles for repat elemmtn in wolution of the soimonid pnomc bear further 
investigation. 
A duplicated genome, rapidly evolving by mews of re~ombinntion and 
sequence mspositioh could drive the development of  new panems of genc exprssrion. 
Perhaps gmsme flexibiiily has helped the Atlanlic salman specia to adopt to difirmt 
ecological niches spanning a wide gecgraphical area. The species has evolved nn 
ansdromous life style, although nonanadmmaur forms exist, and during its life cycle 
blerates a wide range of envimnmentnl conditions of water temperature and salinity. 
The mechanisms by which salmon have been able t o  adapt d at the sme lime wnlml 
their duplicated gemme are unknown; better understanding of these pmcesm should 
expand undsntvrdiing of vertebrate evolution in general. 
93. O~gamhaHon of repotilivr DNA families in snlnraoib 
Sequencing of homaiogous repeats and zoo blot annly~es providsd data 
wncemiog the phyiogenetic pattern of distribution of same repeal families. Certain 
points are worthy of note. 
Interspecies variation mong the Tcl-like SALT1 sequences d m  not indisnle 
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a pmcur of species-specific homogenization, m theories of malecullu drive would 
predict. However, rampling was limifcd to a wall numbcr of cloned $quences fmm 
many Salmsnidse species: subfamily rmcture may have been present but undetmd. 
Relmtranspmons, for exampk, Iypically evolve subfamilies, and these may vary in the 
amount by whish Uleir sequences diverge fmm each other (VanderWeil el al. (1993). 
and references therein). it is dimcult to draw mnclusionr regarding the dynamics of 
m a t  element evolution based on shallow rsmpliig. 
In the c- of the Mnl elanents, s p i e s  analysis of ASNHE and BINHE 
sequencer suggests the existence of subfamilis within both SoI~1o species, Atlantis 
wlmon and b r o w  bout (but ngain, more detailed sampling is requid). Subfamily 
members m defined by nmlmtib wiants which they have in common. For example, 
the presence of subhi l ien of mpio.like rrtmhansposons in diffmnt s p i e s  of canon 
(Gmsypiun sp.) ha. been demonshated (VanderWeil el al. 1991). 
There exists a discontinuom phylogcnetic distribution of Tcl transpason-like 
qucnsu,  which werp detacfcd in higher copy n u m k  in rturgean and &ate UIm in 
the other non-salmwid fish Iwted, and in Rana sp. to p a l e r  dsgrst bm in Xempus. 
Several pmsible resons for Ulis phenomenon may exist: 
a) Preferential and -cent unplification may have o c d  in c d n  liincsges. l n s c t i ~  
elements already prrseot may have k a m e  activated. 
b) The pmsibilily also exist. W, as a result of g&ic driR following speciation, 
tranposon lineage were 1091 over evolutiansry time. Unsqud cmssing-over between 
chmmosomes might be involved in lhis pmccss. Coplalike relmhansp~ons, for 
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example, have been severely redued i n  nurnbcr i n  Arnbidoprir eonlprd with other 
plant lineages (VanderWiel ct al. 1993). Tci elements, while present in all stnlins of 
C. elegans *rains, vary i n  copy nunlhor among stnias (Enlmonr et ni. 1983: Liao ct 
d. i983), and elements have been detected in Drosaphb which nix, nnonifest ~pcciep- 
Iwol inabil i ty (Dawsett 1983; Hoy 1989). 
4 Elements may haw diverged in sequence lo a greater deyno i n  sonlo lincogcs than 
in others and hence failed to hybridiu: with the salmon DNA pmbc. 
d) H o r i m o l  transmission of elernmts between specio; may lhovo meuncd. llnscd on 
the limited sequence data mi lab le  and the innbility ofSouthern blot nnolysir to daect 
highly diverged sequence, this i s  not the most parsimonious oxplanlion. 'I'hc SAI:I'I- 
SSalZS probe under the applied hybridization (37'C. 6x SSC ( i  M INa'I). 5iPh 
farmantide) and wash ( I x  SSC, 50'C) condltlons (Section 3.5) would be inscnuitlvc l o  
nudeotidc mismatch e x d i n g  40pement (Samhrwk ctal. 1989: se olm Ba lm  st nl. 
1993). 
9.3. Quturc directions 
Foliowing upon the present d ~ ~ ~ r i p t i o l l  of o number of families of np l i l i v c  
elements several mas for continued rcsenreh nro apparent: 
I )  As a technique for elaborating the mxonornic distribution al  lhi.likc 
eiemenls, PCR amplification In rnon renrllive than Southcm blot analysis. llighly 
conserved sequences, detected by aligning known Tcl-likc elcmonm (Pig. 5.2, and uthcr 
dam noted in  Chapter 5). could be used i n  the dcsipn afaiigonvcleotid~ primers cophlo 
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ofamplifying homologous Rquences from Lononomiealiy diverse species. Cloning and 
quencing of  PCR products should yield information for assessing the exisbnce and 
distribution of  subfamilies, rat- o f  scqvcnce mutation, and modes a f  intenpeeies 
tronsmision. 
2) As discur~ed in  Section 1.5.2, therc is evidence that the homogenirntion of  
repetilivc DNA r a n  at thc species level can also operate nt the level o f  populations 
within u s in~le spccics (Stmchan el al. 1985; Turner ct 81. 1991). Therefore, satellite 
DNA scqucnce variation may reveal relnlianrhips not only between species but also 
betwccn populations. klowcvcr. i f  knowlsdgc about the processes acting upon 
omplilicotion and rcquencc moditirdion of repclilivu DNA is lacking, conclusions 
should be drawn with Jamc caution. This caveat applies especially when L e  
orthologous or paralogous nature of  the sequences being canpared io i n  doubt, and 
wlmn therc is no cslimnle ofthe frequency of  multiple mutations or gene --wenion. 
C o ~ ~ ~ s n e d  c ~ ~ l ~ r l i o n  may induu: homoplosirs, is. false similarities which arc not 
a~eennl .  The large number of inserlians and dcletians common in repaitive DNA can 
moks ~cqucncc alignment dillieult. 
Aithouph !nore scquencc daia are needed, bah the failure o f  tho present study 
to dstcct spccics-diqnostii: rcquencs mulalions i n  SALT1 elements and the a p p m l  
presncr: of Nlml cicmcd svbfamilics both in  Atlantic salmon and brown trout, suggest 
thnt scqucnec vnolysis o f  therc repent families may be of  limited value for phylogeny 
~vo~~sl ruc l ion or population malysis. 
01 the otl~cr hand, data about the prcxnee or absence o f  a trm~posahic elemsnt 
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at a specific locus may be used to asses phylogenetic rclntianrhi~ betrvccn specics 
(Murata ct al. 1993) or. in the ease of recently inserted elements. relationships betwr.en 
populations (Perna ct al. 1992). By using oligonucleotide primcn flanking r 
sequenced element, screening far insenion cvents by PCR is a simple muttcr. 
Sequences flanking several Atlantic salmon SALTl elements are now nvoiluble (Chapter 
5, and Radics el al. 1994). Funhermore, during the course of this thesis reswreh otlror 
SALTl loci wcre iwrlated and stored as phage clones and these remain to be sequellccd 
(Smion 5.2). 
3) Minisatellite DNA squences isolated during this project have polcnlial vuluo 
as individual, familial, and ppulation marken (as described in Soclion 6.5). A haltcry 
of probes now exists for screening by Southern blot analysis the large nulnbcr of 
Atlantic salmon genomic DNA m p b s  maintained in the W.S. Davld~on Inbumlory. 
Useful WLP muken may be detected. Flanking sequence3 for ten shon squenec 
repent Imi an also known (Chapter 7) and may be used to design primers br PCR 
analysis of single locus variation. 
4) The Ferns oldishibution of both the Bgn and thc Nhrl elemcnls, and by 
extension the mechanism by whish lhey have became cnablished within salmonid 
gcnomes, remain to k dctennined (see Section 6.5). Bgfl repeats haw bccn dclccted 
near rDNA genes but also exist elsewhere in the genome. Several rcpcal Imi wsffi 
isolated fmm the hEMBL3 library, but ally the elemenls contained within phage clone 
ASBg122 w e  xquensed. Knowledge of t k  rqumss flanking thcx other repuat 
arrays a u l d  yield information abovl the pmcssscs involved in their expansion. 
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Copicn of  thc Nhel element have been detected within s 1424-bp fragment 
inscnal into B SALTI-like clornee. The fragment is flanked by inverted repeats and 
by mopnilion ri lc sequences for Ilpol. W k n  Atlantic mlmon DNA is reacted with 
IIpl it  yiclds a UV-bright band of rppmximntely 1470 bp that hybridizes to the NImI 
repat (Fig. 4.1). As pan of a continuing study of this element, Nhel repeat-mlated 
DNA from thin hand should be cloned and quenced. 
A rolc for lranrporilion in  the genomis r p ~ d  of lomc cluslaed tandem repeals 
hos brm ~ x r r e d  for a few organisms. Far example, transposition insertion events 
appear lo  hnvc k e n  involved in  the widespread dispmaian o f  Cln elements (120-bp 
tandem repeat scqucnses) within the genome 3f e midge subspecies (Hnnkeln el sl. 
1994). Clil repats M present i n  Chiromlntrs lhurnrni lhz,ntmi but absent i n  related 
suhsscics at samo onbologous iaei (including h e  non-transcribed spacer region of an 
,DNA gene). Thc two possible modes of  mobilization of Cla elements pmposed by 
llankein et a]. (1994) may also he relevant for the salmon Bgn oar N h d  elements: 
mtmpositian involving RNA intermediates, or transposition by excision an$ 
rei~tisgmdon. As noted in  Sectiottr 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.3, both RNA transcipts and 
onrncl~romosonrl copies o f  satellite-likc DNA sequence have been detected in  various 
organisms. 
5 )  Thc long-range gcnenonrie organization of repeat loci, inoivding their 
chromoro,~~al di~lribution, ma). k involigoted by insilu chmmorome hybridization and 
pulsed ficld gel eiectmphorenis. Different families o f  satellite DNA may be detected 
by comparing pmiadicily of large restriction enzyme hgments on Southern blots 
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following PFOE (Wevriek and Willard 1989: Mnqais cl nl. 1991. Modi et nl. IW3). 
Pendir ct al. (19944 demonnreted thal Bg11 repent sequence can idenlify lljc 
NOR-bearing pdr  o l  chmmosomes in  Allmlic salmon hy lluoreseent in  sb,r 
I~ybridizatian. Olher repeal typcs discussed nhove may k lnut>d to hc limitcd ill lhcir 
genomie distribution. and when used as prober in  PlSli studies may ullia>leiy scrve 
as valuable chmmasome-spcitic mnrkm for eylogcnctic nnolyrs. 
6) Repetitive DNA olenlents could pole#ltirlly b develop~vl w twlwgcnic 
vectors. He el nl. (1992) linked tondcm repent$ from vxbmfidt to nn K "oli 
chlorampltcnicol oectylmnsferase (CAT) reponcr gmc and mieminjeetd copies ul'thc 
plasmid eonnruct into oucy!c~. Evidence Ibr intcyntion wr umbiyunus, but 
presumably any such event would occur as o rcsull of rccombimtion of  thc construe1 
with pwexirti!tg repeat caples. 
Use of SALTi sequencer as the b r i r  lor an int~rspccic~ gcnctic tmnsformalion 
lyslem may hold pmmise. Oloor et al. (1991) have dcmonstroled thc fcosibility oS 
Drosaphiio P-element induced gene replnssmml, and sugyert Ulvt other dass II 
tnnsporans which generate doublestranded &ups during lnnnposilio~~, including 'l'cl. 
might also pmve amenable lo this tmhniquc. Howcvcr, the dsvelopn~cnt of 'l'cl-like 
elemenls as m s p n e  vcctolor. for fish and prhops other vcdcbnlcs may bo pnrlicalcd 
on isolating an intaci nlement copy, aix lacking rmmahinr, dclctian* and stop cudtms. 
The fuct tha all Tcl-like elemcnls so fur obtained fmm fish hnvc ken  dulcclivc. 
suggms llha this may prove n difcult la&. Iiowcvsr, blcctivc clcmcnts clruld bs 
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